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Ab

stract

Social service agencies with which the writer has had experience
have been largely based on Weber's bureaucratic model. This fact Ís at

least partly responsíble for several organÍzational shortcomings, in
terms of quality of service to clients, and treatment of staff. The
goal of the thesi s was to devel op an al ternate model capabì e of
amel

iorating those

shortcomings.

Several concepts were examined ín order to develop a foundation for

: the etymol ogicat distinction between work and
labour, probability theory aS it applies to the social sciences, and
logicaì positivism and the concept of verstehen theory as they apply
to decision making and the accumulation of knowledge. Alienation and
burnout and their "opposits" as they apply to agency staff, organizathe

di

fferent

model

the types of compliance generated by its

tional citizenshíp,

power and

use were al so found

to be useful .

that an agency organized such that direct service
staff have an important role in decision making would also be taking
into account several other important considerations: burnout and
turnover would be reduced because staff wou'ld have a wider variety of
A case is

made

to perform, and would have more aspects of work, as opposed to
labour, in their jobs. Such a model would also take into account the
limits of ratíonalism and the ímportant role of values in decision
making. It is posited that iob satisfaction and service delivery would
both improve if a partícipatory model were adoptedA model , essential'ly of a col'legia'l nature, but also with provision
for client and community participation, is proposed as the best way of
tasks

I ì- .:. ' "rl
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taking the above considerations into account. The guiding principìe is
that decisíons be made, whenever possible, by those staff most directly

affected, because those staff have better information and a greater
stake in making good decisions for themselves and their cl ients.
Coordinating positions

are rotated, So that

al

I staff have an

opportunity to perform some administrative functions.

Finally, there is an examination of problems such an organization
might encounter, including tyranny of the group, fa'lse particípation'
high overhead and low productivity, and morale'

vi

If

And move wooden blocks upon

you take a fì at

it strategically,

maP

The thing looks we'll, the blocks behave as they should.
The science of war is moving live men like bìocks.
And getting the blocks into p'lace at a fixed moment.
gut it takes time to moìd your men into blocks
And flat maps turn into country where creeks and guìlies
Hamper your wooden squares. They stick in the.brush ,
.
fhey arê tired and rest, they straggle after ripe blackberries,
And you cannot lift them up in your hand and move them'
--R ltring of blocks curling smoothìy around the left
0f another string of blocks and crunching it up-It is all so clear in the maps, so clear in the mind,
But the orders are slow, the men in the blocks are slow
To move, when they start they take too long on the way-The General loses his stars and the block-men die
In unstrategic defiance of martial law
Because stilt used to iust being men, not block-parts'
From John Brown's BodY

Stephen Vincent gen6t
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Preface

What follows

is not a dispassionate

examination

of an idea. it is

the examination of an idea from a point of view. Although the idea has
been considered carefulìy, and from several perspectives, it is still

view. In order to facil itate your understanding of
this thesis, a brief account of its origins is in order.*
The topic vJas chosen as a result of my experiences as a line worker

very much a point of

in a social service agency for

almost a decade. After going back to

uníversity, and having completed the necessary coursework, all that
remained between me and my degree vJas a thesis. I was able to arrange a

part time position, working nights, in order to have enough time to
write it. It turned out that aìthough the pay was for a part time
posítíon, the work'load was not. Efforts undertaken by staff of the
agency to work with management to resolve the problem came to nothing.

final straw came in August, 1977. 0n one particu'larly hectic
weekend, I worked continuously for a period of twenty-five hours, and
The

to come ìn for another five hours the next day to write reports. A
request for monetary compensation was reiected. Several staff,
had

including myself, ended up going outside the agency in an attempt to
have the matter resolved. The County Court decision written by Jewers,

four), is one result of that effort, which,
from my perspective, was successful. The administration thought
otherwise, and, almost three years after it all began, three learned

C.C.J. (cited

*
four.

in

chapter

For a theoretical justification of such an approach, see chapter
i
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justices of the Manitoba Court of Appeaì had occasion to unanimousìy
agree with "... the learned trial judge that the p'laintiffs are entitled

to the benefÍts of The Employment Standards Act..." (Huband, êt
ô1., .l980, p. l ).
My thesis was still not getting written, however. It was becomíng
increasingly c'lear that as long as I was working there, it never would.
I requested a leave of absence, which was denied. I resigned. As a
result of financial aid from my parents and my wife's parents, it was
possible to work full tíme for severa'l months on this thesis. There
were still ínterruptions, however, now caused by the ìegal proceedings.
Grant Reìd, my advisor, wiseìy suggested that a major consideration

Ín the selectíon of a topic should be that it was interesting. This is
the resu'lt. I hope it will be of interest to others, too. If it turns
out that it is useful, it wil'l have gerved its purpose.
My debts are numerous, and of severaì types. Foremost is that owed

to

Martha, my

wife,

and Jon and

Chris, our children. l,lithout their

this thesis would probabìy never
have been comp'leted. After that, it gets a bit less clear as to the
proper order ín which acknowìedgements should be made, because all those
emotional support and encouragement

listed beìow, whether by name or by category, pìayed important roìes in
the development and compìetion of it. The contribution of Martha's
parents, and my own, were more than iust financial, and are especially
appreciated. The

same

professiona'l footsteps

I

is true of

0l

ive L. Crocker, ir

whose

have followed. Perhaps someday my shoes will

fill the imprints more completely.
Numerous individual s from the School of Social Work have been of
assistance over the years (ttris process took a bit longer than it was

3

supposed

to). In addition to the current

Brad McKenzie, and Paul

Phillips,

a special debt to Grant Reid,

committee

whose assistance was

who

of

Len Kaminski,

invaluable,

I

owe

is at the present time hospitalized
as the main advisor. lllithout his

to continue
suggestions I would still be wal'lowing out there somewhere around
chapter three. I have also benefitted considerably from my association
and therefore unable

with Addie Penner, Joe (¡rant,

Bob Van der Krabben,

Lois Emery, and Baird

Poskanzer.

In addítion, I

to thank my fonner co-workers, supervisors, and
administrators for their respective roles in the development of this
want

thesis. Their contributions

have been many and varied.

Finally, a word of appreciation to my current empìoyer is in order.
Although that particular organization is not patterned after the model
proposed here,

it

has recognized

expertise, and makes use
benefi

of it.

that its staff do have certain kinds of
U'ltimately,

it is the clients that

t.

Responsibility

for the ideas, and the errors, remains, of

course'

mine.

Sept.

ll,

1980

Bert

Crocker

I NTRODUCTION

This thesis is a

means

to an end: a proPosed model for a more

effective form of social service agency.
some comment,

however.

Means

The means themselves warrant

for the achievement of

almost any

end

carry with them certain assumptions regarding those means, quite apart
from the ends themselves.

It is

making those assumptions

explicit, âS, for

opticaì

system

in the telescope

sometimes possible

used

to successfulìy

example,

is

avoid

done when the

to look at the stars is taken as a

given. There are tímes when it is not possibìe to do this, however.
gne of the most famous exampìes was provided by the ínitial Hawthorne
studies, which proved conclusively that levels of illumination were not
There is still
responsi bl e for var^i ati ons i n producti on .'l
disagreement over what was proved, however ( B1 umberg , L973, pp.
L4-46, and Carey, 1970, pP. 352-369).

Unanticipated consequences are not necessarily bad, although

it is

are, by defi ni tíon however,
unanticípated, which makes planníng difficult. 0n the other hand, if
the premise is accepted that everythÍng is connected in some way to
everything eìse, and that it must al.l be dealt with explícitly, this
thesis will never be compìeted. The attempts to resoìve this dilemma
have led to others, which in turn have'led to still more dilemmas. This
often

assumed

they must be.

has suggested a format

I lt

for

some

They

portions of the paper.

initíaìly been assumed that the I evel of i I I umi nati on
was somehow responsibl e for the amount of production, and the
experiments were undertaken merely to determine how I arge the effects
had

were, and in which direction.

¡'

l':'1.::t:i
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is a further consideration regarding means whích must be made
diverse kinds of metaphysicaì
exp'licit; what Loveioy calls " .
pathos" (1960, p. 11). Any word or term used to describe anything
carries with it connotations that evoke a certain "mood or tone of
feeling" in the mind of the person using or reading that term. There
pathos of sheer obscurity, the
are four types. The first is the ".
loveliness of the incomprehensible . . ." (p.11). This is an assumption
There

that

because

the reader does not understand exactìy what it means, it

must be profound. The second

is the ".

pathos

of the esoteric" (p.

11). This is the excitement and happiness sometimes feìt when being
initíated into the secrets of previously hidden mysteries. It is
usually a sudden process, similar to the lifting of a veil'or the making
monistic or
of a great ìeap of faith. The third is the ".
pantheistic pathos" (p. I?). We have not yet discovered v¡hy, but people
get more excited about the number "one" than any other number.

be that

it is

an.emotional reaction

discontinuities which

accompanies

to getting

aþlay

It

could

from problematic

the realization that, things which

were

in our minds are in some way mereìy different
aspects of the same thing. Regardless of !'rhY, it remains true that
when a monistic phiìosophy dec'lares,. or suggests, that one is
".
oneself a part of the universal 0neness, a whole complex of obscure
emotional responses i s rel eased" ( p. 13). The fourth i s the
the response of our active and
"voluntaristic" pathOS, whiCh íS ".
volitional nature, perhaps even, as the phrase goes, of our fighting
btood, which is aroused by the character which is ascribed to the total
previously kept separate

6

(p. 13).2 These
have, as Lovejoy emphasized, very tittle to do with the scientific
treatment of ideas. They have had a considerable irnpact on history,

universe with which we feel ourselves consubstantial"

however.

This thesis

is

an attempt

to

consider several propositions apart

from their metaphysical pathos aspects. Such a consíderation

attempt

to ignore the role of values,

is not an

which are important when

any

of social service agencies are being considered. Reactions to a
theory or proposition can be based on the intellectual merits of the
theory, on their lack, on the values on which the theory is built, and
on the metaphysical pathos aspects. The tatter could perhaps best be

aspects

conceptualized as reactions

separately,

2

it

should be possible

"Consubstanti al "

"unified".

to values. If

1S

these can be dea'lt with

to deal with them more fruitfully.
metaphysician's

term that,

means

l'.4::::::l:':::i:

CHAPTER

ONE

Towards The FamilY

There are several themes

deve'lopment

Man

that reappear throughout this thesis.

chapter serves to'lay some foundations

later

of

This

for them, in order that their

and application is anchored. Foundations

are

in a time when so much is uncertain, there would appear
to be value in setting out the extent of that uncertainty in order that
important, and

a method of approaching

it

can be developed.

That process begins in this chapter. The concepts "work"
,,labour", (there is a difference), and "faith" and "reason", (there

and

are

limits to both), are discussed, and their contributions to the prevaiting western víew of man are expìored, on the premise that social
service agencies, based as they are on publíc funding, cannot afford to

exist in ignorance of those views.

out that many Indo-European languages
make a distinction between what in Eng'lish are termed "labour" and
Hannah Arendt has pointed

,,work". These are words with different etymoìogical roots

and meanings,

to be synonymous today. The ""'
Greek language dístinguishes between ponein and ergazesthai,
the Latin between laborare and facere or fabricari, French
between travailler and ouvrer, the German between arbeÍten
and werken." In each case, the first in the pair connotes pain and
trouble, and is also used to describe the process of giving birth (1958,
p. B0). The two have in each case survived over many centuries, a
result which is attrÍbutable to their djffering connotations.
even though they are usually hetd

.t-'-"'--"

llr¡:il.iï,.:"¡
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Labour

is

what

is

connected

with producing perishables, such as

food, in order to survive. Labour is usually diffjcult, is filled with
repititíon, just as life itself is cyclícal, and is essential'ly private;

it occurs in the household. These activities were essentia'lly static
for thousands of years, until the beginning of the industriaì revoluti

on.

l,lork refers

to the process of

making things

of relative permanance;

use. It constitutes, collectively,
that which sets us apart from the other animal s. The products of work,
buildings, tool s, other obiects of

used properìy, do not disappear, although they might wear out with

of these two terms was
by Locke; "The Iabour of his body and the work of his hands ."
use (pp.136-137). Perhaps the best opposition

(

1823, pp. 353-54 ) .

role of work and labour cannot be considered in isolation from
the role of thought in any attempt to understand how we came to have the
world view we have. Thinking, by itself, like labour' never produces
The

tangíbles. Work, the production of
thought.
what

A carpenter cannot make a

a tabte is.

table without

Thoughts cannot

remembered and then being

goods, requires some degree of
some

mental picture of

be recorded without first

written, a process which Ínvolves work.

thought can be conceptualized aS one aspect of a work process'
being similar to labour, depending on whether it

is

being
Thus,

or

recorded and on

as

its

in reìation to a subiect of ìasting value vrouìd have
aspects of work, if it were written down or otherwise recorded. Thought
in re1ation to a subject more close'ly associated with labour could be
conceptualized in terms of that labour (Arendt,1958, pp.90,91,301,
subject.

302).

Thought

l:.'ar¿"4!¿:-',
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Thought on
shared

with

a subject of ìasting value which is not recorded or

anyone would

not be characterized as beÍng related to

or 'labour. This could be thought of as "stunned

contemplation", in

contrast to "systematic expostulatíon", and described what

a

person would stand

discussing

or sit,

work

happened v/nen

apparentìy thinking, without afterwards

it with anyone or recording it

(pp. 300-304).

The inter-relationshíps among labour, work and thought over the

'last twenty-five

are revealing. They help explain the
dilemmas (which are at least in part conceptual ditemmas) that accompany
hundred years

socíal work today. In order to facilitate the examination,

this set of

inter-re'lationships has been dÍvided into six categories. These are not

airtight

1.
2.
3.
4.

compartments, however.

Contemplation; the.role

of

contemp'lation

in life

of the worìd; is it revealed or
The world as mortal or immortal
People as mortal or immortal:

The Nature

if

they are immortal,

knowable

is it individually or as a race

5. Immortality: is it achieved by acting or by dying
6. Is freedom from slavery or life more important
The C'lassícaì Era

The Greeks

distingui shed between stunned contempl

ation

and

(p. 300-304). The Greek ideal was the former.
Aristotl e preferred the term "specul ative reason" (Pol ities, 1333a) .
systematic expostulation

This ideal was embodÍed in Socrates,

who would stand

in a trance for

in at least two documented instances, for over a day, active'ly
thinking a problem through. He never wrote a thÍng. Systematic
hours;

10

expostulation had a more utilitarian aspect
tran

smi

to it,

and was more easily

tted.

to deal with aspects of a
wor'ld "out there", whích could be revealed to man, but not derived by
him (Lovejoy, 1960, pp. 25-26, 37-38). A good example is the cave
Both forms

of

contemplation !,rere thought

in book VII of Plato's Republic, which tells the story of the
man set free from hÍs bonds returning to tell his companions still tied
up in the cave that what they had been watching all their'lives were
Allegory

merely shadows on the wall cast by the real events behínd them (Bloom,
1968, pp.

.l93-96).1

Making a

chaír, for

examp'le, would have

the effect

of ruining the

perfect hypothetical form of the chair that existed "out there" by
reifying it (Arendt, pp.301-303). It was obviously a necessity to have
such ímperfect representatíons

in the world, but from the Greek perspec-

blessing. This contradiction partly accounted for
the Greek disdain for both labour and work (Aristot'le, LZ77b
1278a, and Arendt, pp. 12-13). The other aspect of Greek disdain for

tive it

was a mixed

work was

that by accepting

freedoms (see chapter

employment one

give up two of

Westerman's

three, below).

The Greeks posited an immortal

world (Arendt, p. 18).

I Fo. students of philosophy, it is worth noting at this.point
that it is wÍth thÍs allegory ttraf plato turned hÍs contenporarÍes' view

in The 0dyssey'
of the world around, for-no necessary reason. Homer,
(Book
XlT-,-ÏescriEes
Hades
when describing the descent of 0dysse-us into
"strengthless
with
the dead as paie, shadowy figures living underground
the
sunlight,
heads", whilè it-is the liviñg who are out in the strong
cìear áír, the fresh breeze (Butcher and Lang,1928). Plato_put the men
in the caúe, and the body became the shadow of the soul. Philoso-phers
were to arbitrarily flip-f1op concepts like thís, at will, until the
tíme of Galileo (Arendt, P. 2921.

11

mortal. After death, spirits were
shadowy figures going about aimlessly (see footnote two). The emphasis
was on the individual, not on the race or collectivity. Odysseus was
able to distinguish quite clearly and to recognize easÍly the spirits in
people vrere perceÍved as hÍghly

Hades on

his visít.

Immortaìíty could only .be obtained by heroíc undertakings while
alive (Arendt, p. 19). Politics was perceived as a particularly fertile
area, in which, with a

little

help from the gods,

it

was possible

for

a

It should be kept in mind that in
this particular context, "immortality" is being used as synonomous with

man

to

t'famett

make

hÍs mark (pp. 18-20,314).

.

Freedom was much more

a great deal of

important than staying

contempt

for

sl

alive. The Greeks had

aves, especial'ly those captured in

battle, because they had chosen to stay alive rather than kitl themselves to avoÍd slavery (Arendt, p. 316). Aristotle found it necessary
to attribute to slaves a "slavish nature" in order to account for this
otherwi se inexpl icabt e behavior (Pol

itics,

1254b) .

The Pre Modern Era

In the pre Modern or early Christian era, stunned contemplation was
abolished. Contemplation, if entered into at all, was directed towards
the

wonders

devoted

of

heaven and

eternity (Arendt, p. 304).

to the here-after, and preparation for

Thought

was

of

the

comprehension

ultímate truths that would be revealed there was a'legitimate pursuit.
Labour was important insofar as staying alive was concerned (Arendt, p.
a two-fold concept, consisting of the relatively

317).

Work was

making

of tools for use in

labouring and for the provision

mundane

of

basic

i.:i;".::;iil
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needs on the one hand,

sign

while on the other,

it

was

often

of dedication to the greater gìory of God.

in

engaged

as

a

Most great scuìpture

and architecture had relígious themes.
The world was he'ld

to

not fathom the mysteries
wanted something

be un-knowable: people should not and could

of the world or of the universe. If

people

to study, they should. study something relativeìy

simple, lÍke mankind; people were

deemed incapabìe

of

understanding the

finer workings of the universe. Thus, we have Alexander Pope's famous
l ines from "An Essay on

Man":

then thyself, presume not God to scan;
The proper study of Mankind is Man.
Plac'd on this ísthmus of a mïddle state,
A being darkly wise, and rudely great:
}.lith too much knowìege for the Sceptic sÍde,
t^lith too much weakness for the Stoic's pride, for
He hangs between; in doubt to act, or rest,
In doubt to deem himself a God, or Beast;
In doubt his mind or bodY to Prefer,
Born but to die, and reas'ning but to err;
Aìíke in ignorance, his reason such,
Whether he thinks too little, or too !y9lt;
(Davis,1966, P.250)z
Know

Pope was

a

Cathoì

ic, and Cathol ícs tended to take a

stronger

2 There i s no di sagreement among dí fferent, even contrasti ng
interpretations of Pope's work that this ís in fact an accurate
summaiion of the prevai'iing spirit of the time. Edmunds regards Pope's
"Essay on Man" as a mirror of its times, notable maínly for its
originaìity of phrasing (1921, pp... 94-95). White takes the position
that much of Pope's "Eassay on Man" is a knowledgeab'le foray into the

of hís dáy. His diicussion ends with the conclusion that Pope's
statements on thã matter represent a careful'ly chosen middle ground from
among the prevail ing sentiments of the day (1970, p. 84). l,lhite cites
othei authors from the same period to bear this out, among them one John
Norris who wrote in about 1697, "And yet is there anything more Absurd
and Impertínent in this, than in the present Supposítion, to_ have a Man,
who hai so great a Concern upon his Hands as the Preparing for Eternity,
alt busie ánd taken up with Quadrants, and Telescopes, Furnaces,
Syphons, and Alr-Pumps?"'(p. 88) [¡talics in originall.
issues

13

anti-intellectual and antí-scientific stand than díd the Protestants of
the day. Nevertheless, the government in Engìand at that time waS
Protestant, and no harm

to

Pope

to

be

mortal.

The wortd has hetd
agreed

that the second

for his writings'

came

Catho'lic and Protestant alike

coming was immanent.

People, on the other hand, were seen as having immortal sou'ls,

immortality was achieved merely by an individual living out hís

and

life.

For the Christian 'glad tidings' of the immortality of índividual
human life had r:eveised the ãncient relationship between man and
the worl d and promoted the most mortal thi ng,. human I i fe, to -the
pôiiiion of immortality, which up to then the cosmos had held'
(Arendt, p. 314)

Life

was definitely more important than freedom from

Suícide, the honourable Greek alternative

to

sl avery.

s'lavery, was now a

worse

críme than murder. The suicide, not the murderer, was refused a
ChrÍstían burial (p. 316). The Greek contempt for the slave who had
chosen

life

over freedom was now ridicu'lous (Arendt, p. 316).

The Modern
The modern age was slow

Age

to begin. It

of the Christian era. In retrospect, it
moons

was

only a partia'l reversal

began when

Galileo saw four

circuling the planet Jupiter. The ídea that the earth

was not the

of the universe was already almost two thousand years old when
Galileo published his observations, but the Church had been able to
maintain, in the absence of the observational proof provÍded by
GalÍleo's teìescope, that Copernicus'theory was iust a simpler way of
center

computing planetary

orbits; that it

while reality was different.

was a mere mathematical convenience'

It is

possible that the Church was'

by
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this tíme, hypersensitive

about

this question, because a

Supernovae'

an

it could sometímes be seen even during the day,
had been seen in L57?, in direct opposition to the Church's doctrine
that the heavens were fixed, unchanging, and eternal. l.lhatever the
explodíng star so bright

for the hypersensitivity, Galileo paíd dearly. He was arrested,
tortured, and, even after he recanted in 1633, was put under house
arrest until in 1642 he died, blind and broken. (In November of L979,
reason

the Church began the process of revokÍng his excommunication, and though
this writer has not confirmed it personally, a report has circulated

that hís book has been removed from the list of prohibited works.)3
pure contemplation remaíned out

of the question in the modern

age,

to

working

to be viewed as knowable through experiment;

through

whí1e thought was regarded as being closely connected
(Arendt, p. 2921.
The world came

in the scÍentific world.
the world was immortal or mortal became

thought and work. This led to much activity
The question

of

whether

less important for doctrínal purposes, because it

became

a questÍon

the

3 In retrospect, it wou'ld seem that an easier course for Galileo
wou'ld have been'to follow the practíce of CopernÍcus, who published
posthumously. A dominícan Friar, Giordano Bruno, waS burned at the
stuk. arouñd 1580 for advocating Copernícus' theory and saying the
unÍverse had an infinite number of suns. Galileo must surely have known
thi s. Ì,le must therefore acknowl edge hi s courage as wel I as hi s
contributíons to knowledge.

1;.1:,-i;:,¡
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answer

to

which could be determined by discovery.4 Modern philosophers

have debated

at'length over whether the world

is

even

real (Arendt,

p.

320).
The question

of whether peopìe are morta'l or immortal is also

This question becomes,

of

how

immortality

is

in

open.

the Modern Age, intimately connected with that

achieved; by

living or by dying,

and also with

that of which is more important; freedom from slavery or staying a'live.
Concepts held

to be truths

were very few.

Limits to Faith
Descartes could

find no way to prove that

people

exist on earth but

to note that he experienced certain mental processes. "I doubt-hence I
think, I think, - hence I am" (Fromm,1955, p.61). (Also see Sibley'
1970, p. 347, and Arendt, 1958, p. 273-80.) Given this amount of
difficulty in proving that people exist, ârv proof of the existence of
God became impossibìe, and people began to channel their efforts towards
281). With Pascal and Kierkegaard
ít became clear that there had to be a separation of reason and faith'

proving that God was good (Arendt, p.

4 The answer to this question would be along two dimensions at
the present time. If by "the world" one means the earth, the answer
woulä be that the world tould be immortal, if man himself refrains from
the use of doomsday machines. If by "the world" one means the universe
matter in the
ai a whole, the aniwer is not ín yet. If there is enoughan{_
contract
expanding,
ceaie
9o through
eventually
it nill
ùntu."i.,i'Big
be deterwiIì
new
universe
the
of
nature
the
and
Bang",
ãnottrer
first few
the
particles.during
photons
nuclear
to
míned by thã ratii of
the
matter,
enough
isn't
there
If
p.
44-100).
selón¿i-(Weinberg, Ig7i,
of
exisoutnever
may
it
and
unjverse wilì ex-pãnd indefiniteìy,
Plss
iän.ã,-ifrougfr liiã wÍll, because-óf entropy. - A corrollary -of one uniti e¿ ii el d theory i s tlrat matter spontaneous'ly turns i nto ì i ght at an
exceptionally slõw rate. This is be-ing^tested at the present time in a
salt'mine beñeath Lake Erie (sulak, 1979). If it turns out to be true'
the answen wi I I be that the worl d and the uni verse are ul timately
mortal.

!:{.ì...rr
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an6

that faith

was

illumÍnate aspects

not

knowabte

of faith

by reason, a'lthough reason could

once

it

was

help

found. The adherence to

a

religion, therefore, had to become a personal matter. There are limits
to faith, as Pascal noted wryly when he observed that the Church's
of Galiteo's heretical views did not prevent the earth from
turníng, and límÍts to reason (Hazelton, 1974, p. 112). The limits to
reason will be discussed at the end of this chapter and in chapter

condemnation

four.
pascal concluded that although
prove the existence

belief
devel

was

of

God,

it

it

was not possible

was possible

to

to

use reason

use reason to

to

prove that

the best choíce. To do this he app'lied the principìes he had

he invented

oped when

probabil

ity theory.5 The resul t

became

Pascal's Wager, which is as

follows: each person must decide
whether or not to belíeve in God, for not to decide is in fact a
decision. If a person decides to believe in God and acts accordinglY,
known as

exists, hê will gaÍn eternal blessedness. If a person
decides to bel íeve in God and God does not exist, he wil I gain
damnation. If a person does not believe in God and God does not exist,
he gains nothing and ìoses nothíng. Given that the outcome lasts for
and

if

God

eternity, the odds suggest be'lief (Baker, 1934, p. 132).

Even coming

from a rnan who was profoundly religeous, (he carríed, sewn

in his robe,

a paper upon which he had written the details of his
God),

this

5

was

a bit upsetting,

own encounter with

and modern writers taking

in

a pro-God

geometry, and after proving
that a vacuum could exist, contrary to the theological teachings of the
day, he used the principles involved to invent the barometer. He a'lso
i nvented the world's finst pubt ic transportation system, iI Paris
( Baker, 1934, and Patrick, Vol. 1, 1947).
,
Pascal

aì

so did important work
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point of view often go to great ìengths to show that Pascal realìy
didn't mean a person should actually make such a gambìe; that it was

just a figure of speech (Baker, p.131). Those taking an athiestic
point of vÍew point out that the odds are actually quite different:
that Pascal left out severa'l factors in his equation, such as (on the
basis of 0ld Testament revelatíons that "The Lord thy God is a iea'lous
God" and says "Thou shalt have no other gods but me.") choosing the
wrong god; or that God (on the basis that God is no fool), will punish a
person who believes simp'ly because he wants

that

bel

ief

to benefit

pensonalìy from

(Scriven, 1966, P. 151).

Kierkegaard took Chrístian thinking

all

to íts logica'l conclusion when

of Christianity because they cannot lead
to anything better than an approximation to a knowledge of the truth,
whereas what is really essentía'l is to face the Paradox and make one's
he rejected

".

proofs

II, pp. 301-302).
Immortality of the spirit was no longer regarded as susceptible of
proof, aìthough some people believed it to be the case' and many more
claimed to believe. The onìy sense in which it could be said that

choice"6 (Patrick, L947, vol.

people were immortal was as a species (Arendt,

P' 321)'
From this, it follows that, life is most important. Under such

system, there

is

no

a

justification for suicíde under any circumstances'

6 t'4ost of what Kíerkegaard wrote can only be understood in the
context of everything else ñe wrote. For a beginning understanding, in
to patrick'ã cited work, of what Kierkegaard.,meant hy the term
addition
;pÀ.ã¿ói,, see nhoã.,-tgog. (nt the nack, there is a "Small Kierkegaard
after reading the
eiotiã.V', ip.155-1á3) which can be better understood
juxtaposition
of the
rest of tfrd book.) The Paradox results from the
is
who
idea that there is an eternity somehow connected with God,
eiãrnal, with the idea that it is only through- an incarnated god, Jesus
Chríst, that we can know God: eternity has manifested itself in time.

i!>/:/a:,/,n:..1
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al though

any

hedoní

stic

system

of

bel

ief has such a iusti fication

(Arendt, p. 311).

A good deal of attention

is

now

paid to the ídea of freedom,

now

in the sense of freedom as opposed to slavery but as freedom to
do as one pleases. C.B. MacPherson called it "possessive índividualísm", and characterized that which made man human as freedom from
dependence of the will of others; freedom to enter into voluntary
associations, the benefits of which are his, not society's. Society is
seen as a series of market relations, and society can only Iimit an
individual's freedom when his curtails the freedom of others. Political
used not

society

is contrived to protect índividua'l

property and maintain the

of individua'ls as proprietors of themselves ß96?,
pp. 263-64). MacPherson characterizes the work of Hobbes as the
clearest and most complete expression of this view-point. As such it

order'ly transactions

warrants at least a cursory look.

lived from 1588 to 1679. After taking a degree at
gxford, and tutoring l^lilliam Cavendish, he travelled to Europe, where he
Thomas Hobbes

Galiteo. There, he also learned of the 47th proposition of the
first book of Euclíd, (something now taught in eighth or ninth grade),
which states that in a right triangle the square of the hypotenuse is
equal to the sum of the squares of the other two sides. This made such
an impression on the man that he determined to try to use mathematical
methods in soìving other sorts of prob'lems too (sibley' 1970, pp.
344-345). His version of society was, as a result, a bit mechanistíc.

met

Hobbes saw

states as being the result of

men banding

l:r
l

:

'i:',::i
'1',.:::

together and giving

to a sovereign because each man was afraid of being killed by
every other man. It was life in this "natural" state .which Hobbes
power

iìi:5:j:;3i1ì11n
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characterízed as being "nasty, brutísh, and short" (Sibley, p.349).
sovereign vras given the power to ru'le as he saw

fit,

The

but each individual

to resist if the sovereign wanted to kitl him. The
two guÍding prÍncipals within those lïmits were that peace was to be
retained the right

preferred to war whenever possible, as one's chances
greater

in

battl

of

death

were

e, and that each person shoul d be al I owed as much

liberty in hís dealings with others as those others would be willing to
allow in their dealíngs with hím (Sibley, pp. 350-351).
MacPherson suggests that Hobbes' one flaw was that he failed to see
generated a degree of ciass cohesion
that his proposed society " .
which made possible a viable politÍcal authority without a self perpetuating sovereígn body" (MacPherso[, P.265), in other words, a king
not, necessary. This would appear

to fty in the face of

was

Hobbes' nea'lity.

this, he would have been beheaded. Merely because he
did not accept the doctrine of "divine right of kíngs" he had to flee to
Europe several times during the Civil lrlar period ín Engl and (Sib'ley, p.
345,352). Hobbes argued that he owed aìlegíance to whomever vras in
pourer, and ultimately was abìe to get a'long with the Stuarts after the

If

Hobbes had

said

restoration, iust as he had with Charles II before (Sibìey, p.345).7
The flaw would appear to lie in the fact that one cannot enter into a
series of contracts with peopìe from

whom

one fears

death. Contracts,

or any other sets of mutual expectations, must be based on an e'lement of
trust, which could not exist in such a situation. The question of how

Hobbes'
7 It

touchy.

primi

was

ti

ve man, each

di

strustful of

the

just those anxíous periods of transition that

other,

were a bÍt

,l ¡ j.::í:-:r')
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to start civil society in the first place
would seem to be the primary flaw in Hobbes'thought. The question of
class cohesion occurring is something which the theory cannot explain
because of thi s fl aw ( Si bl ey, p. 356 ) . l¡lhí I e the questi on of the
could even make a contract

of a sovereign body, whether self perpetuating or otherwise,
might be derived from the deve'lopment of class cohesion, it seems safe
necessity

to

say that Hobbes,

his life

he were asked, would deny the connection as

if

depended upon

if

it.

ism became increasingly perceived aS a source of
of the potentíalities of human existence. Fulfilment came

Indivídual
fragmentation

to be seen as possibìe only wíthin some form of community (Goodwin,
1974a, p. 54). This perceptÍon also contrÍbuted to the víew expressed
above,

that immortality

came

to be viewed as a species phenomonon'

Limíts to

The t ímits

to

reason noted

Reason

by Pascaì , above' ane not

aì ways

is impossible
to know some things. A very clear exampìe which wiìt never be
contradicted is that we wilt never know what preceeded the big bang. As
mentioned earlier in a footnote, the nature of the presen't universe was
determined by the ratio of photons to nuclear particles a certain time
shortly after the big bang, and is in no way dependent on what went on
previously. ldhatever that was, Ít ís lost forever (Weinberg, 1977, p'
understood. They are basic, and warrant

some

comment. It

146).

timits to reason, as they apply to physics, were discovered
empiricaììy in the tate ninetenth century. Maxwell borrowed statistical
methods from the social scientists of the time because he found that he
These

2L

cou'l

d best expl ai n

based on

events

at a mol ecul ar I evel by usi ng ca'l cu'l ati ons

probabÍlities, using large popu'lations. At this time,

1870, there was no theoretica'l iustifícatíon

better results

were obtained

wîth

it

around

for this approach, but

than by using other models. By the

ear'ly twentieth century a theoretical iusti fícation was devel oped.
EinsteÍn's Special , and, a few years I ater, General Theories of

Relativity declared the impossibility of two people, each moving with
respect to the other, ever knowing which one, if either, was reaìly
standing still, or ever being able

determÍne whích one's watch

vias

alI relative. In L926, Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle showed mathematically that it was impossibìe to
showíng

the "correct" time:

simu'ltaneously

it

to

was

fínd out the exact speed and exact location of an atomic

particle; that the very act of

measuring

either

unpredictable changes in the other aspect.

It

speed

or location

caused

was no longer possible to

in an uproar. Many people
in the scientÍfic community obiected to the idea of having to use
probabitity theory. EinsteÍn was one of the most violentìy opposed to
speak

of causality in physics.

The world was

for introducing this
necessity. Einstein spent much of the rest of his life working on
thís idea,

even though he was partìy responsible

trying to disprove Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, which

remains

as

firm'ly entrenched as ever.B
From

this

summary

of the modern age comes a dilemma,

contradiction. If the physicaì

worl

d ís

knowabì

perhaps even

e, then

a

work,

8 The wríter recently found a fascinating book, The Dancing Wu Li
.l979)
, that treats thi s subiect in greater, though
no¡mãEñ'ematical , detail . Zukav al so makes a case that there ane some
Ínteresting simi'larities between western physics and eastern mysticism.

Masters (Zukav,

iì1.:r.:;:.:¡
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particu]arly that work connected with science, wiìl create optimism.
This will be manifested in the feeìing that no prob'lem is too great for

our scíentísts to solve, (given enough time and money). If, on the
other hand, staying alive is the highest goal, labour will be more
important. The emphasis will be on each person'looking after hÍs own

of philosophers wilt be rather bleak. Hobbes'
of life as being nasty, brutish, and short fits this

needs, and the outlook

characterization

perspective quite well.
probl ems re'l

The

ímportance

atíng to the nature of man and the

rel ative

of staying alive as the highest good have been considered by

of years, urhil e it i s onìy
recentìy that the parallel questions in science relating to causality,
probabi'l ity, and what is knowabl e have gained promínence. Newton,
I

arge numbers of

peopl

e for

thousands

well aS numerous other people have devoted
many years to these prob'lems, much of it to the most central question of
all, the attempt to establish a unified field theory that accounts for
Faraday, and Einsteín, aS

gravity,

el ectro-magneti

sm, and the weak and strong atomic forces.

perhaps they are pursuing a physicists version

of the "monistic pathos",

their efforts will be unsuccessful. Since Heisenberg, in any case'
,' .
the curious discrepancy between the mood of modern philosophy,
which from the beginning had been predominantly pessimistic, and the
mood of modern science, which untiì recently had been so buoyantìy
and

optimistic, has been bridged. There seems to be little cheerfulness
left in eÍther of them" (Arendt, p- 273).

It

í

s

general

ly

accepted

that one concl usi on fol

1

owi

ng

from

of the ideas presented in thÍs chapter Ís that most people
in the western world pay at least lip service to the idea that everyone

consideration

l ;-l
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to the same family of man. l,lestern nations have abolÍshed
slavery. Divine right of kings is a doctrine that has historical
significance only. 0wnershÍp of property is no longer a prerequisite

be'longs

for citi

zenshi p.

It is as a result of this conclusion that there exísts a discipline
known as social wel fare, which addresses the impl ications of the
questíon raísed by Romanyshyn: "Am I my brother's keeper?" (1971, p.3)
Many other people have a'lso dealt with that question, and it is not
proposed to consíder it further here, except to say that socía1 workers,
includíng this writer, have tried to make their answer a resounding
"yes". The way in which the answer to Romanyshyn's question is
implemented has real implications, because it is difficult to do a good
job of deì ivering social services if the del iverers are feel ing
constantly overworked, frustrated in their efforts to be of rea'l heìp,
or are part of a system that has 'lost sí ght of i ts ( and society' s)
answer to that question because of its concern with other problems.
It is a prenise of this thesis that social workers, just as much as
clíents, are unable to function effective'ly in such situations, and that
more effective service del ivery can be achieved by applyi ng the
inrpì

ÍcatÍons

of the answer to

Romanyshyn's question

social service organizations as well as to

to the staff

of

its clients.

The second conclusion, which emerges from the discussion on the
preceeding page and from the explanation

of

why

probability theory is

is that a probabilistic approach ís
going to be as necessary in social work as ít is in physics: Íf Maxwell
the best way of approaching science,

statistical procedures and probabilíty theory from the sociaì
scientists of a century â9o, it ís time to reclaim them. This is a

borrowed

ri'.|:
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will

in chapter four.
This chapter has defjned the difference between work and labour,
and followed the changing views on the relative importance of work and

theme which

be explored

labour prior to the industrial revolutíon.

the major

developments

in

d

has also followed some of

man's views on the nature

nature of man, and the nature
wor'l

It

of the world, the

of the relatíonship between man and the

and man and man.

It

was seen

the most important, that there
is knowable, and that probability theory ís

that I ífe

absolute limíts to what

v.ras

best way of approaching those límits. These themes

will

are

the

be consÍdered

further in other chaPters.
The foundations

of a theme of particular

ìmportance, the reìation-

ship between work and labour in a socíal service organization have
been laid Ín this chapter. The paradoxical tension between, on one
hand, the view that

life is the highest good, with its

regarding the dominance

of labour, rather

impìications

than work, and, on the other,

the effects of continuous labour, as opposed to a mixture of work and
labour, or people engaged in the delivery of social servíces, will
reappear throughout the following chapters.

i,,.
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CHAPTER

TI.IO

Work, Labour, and Alienation

The deve'lopment

of the industríal revolution

served, by ìessening

to reduce the visibilíty of
the paradox iust mentioned. This chapter is an examinatíon of that
process, and a treatment of its result, alienation'
the distinctions

between work and

labour,

Work and Labour

prior to the modern ô9ê, the distinction between labour and work
was quite clear. The tinguistic distinctÍon which reflected that
difference in the pre-Christian era has already been touched on- In the
early ChristÍan or

Pre-Modern

era the

same

distinctions were observed.

The Guild system, which deveìoped during the Middìe Ages, and survived

into the Renaissance, reflected this distinctíon. Although departures
from the ideat did occur, there was stil I the commitment to high
standards of craftsmanship, or work, for which the worker received a
fair price. The guilds themselves were responsible for ensuring
adherence to these standards by their members. Labour, primari'ly in the
forms
I

of

keeping households going and agricuìtural production, was the

of of the vast maiority of the

popul

ation. The unproductive

is not of concern here.
The point of emphasizing this distinctíon

superstructure

between work and'labour

is to show that one of the resu'lts of the industrial revolution

was

that

this distínction could often no longer be made. At the same time that
machines took over some of the most back-breaking tabour, manufacturing

..

\i-.:-L
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jobs were systematicatly broken down ínto íncreasing'ly smaìl

components,

in turn were u'ltimateìy taken over by
another machine. it was impossible to have pride in the finished
product if one's own daily contribution was putting four thousand nuts
on four thousand bolts and tightening them to a specified value. The
end resu'lt, Arendt asserts, waS threefold. (ì) Almost all types of
empìoyment were reduced to what one did to "make a Iiving" (1958, p.
ll7l. (2) There was much concern with the perversion of means and ends,
wíth a definite tendency for aìl ends to become means to other ends (p.
145-159). (3) Manufactured goods, such as cars and bui'l dings, were
treated as consumables, much like food; planned obsolescence was the
strategy empìoyed (p. 125,'134-135)..| 0ne result of aìl this has come
too smal'l to

have meaning, which

to be known as "al íenation."
Al ienatíonZ

Alienation

of

is

an idea with a tong history, which has had a variety

meanÍngs attached

to it.

Barrett maintains that

human existence

creates alíenation, or homelessness, that systematic exploration

of

any

I mi s aspect has al so been noti ced by other commentators. }.li I ly
Loman, in Death of a Sglqlnìgn, says, "Once.in my ìife I would like to
ownsómeth@itsbroken!I'malwaysinaracewiththe
junkyard, I-iust finished paying for the car and it's on Íts last legs.
Í¡e retrigeralor consumes belts like a goddamn maniac. They time those
thern so when you finãlly paid for them, they're used
1958, Act Two). Vance Packard devoted a whole book to the
up"
.'. Ì}4iller,syslematic efforts being made to encourage citizens to be more
careless and extravagant with their nation's resources, and what these

ttrings. Ífr.y time

efforts Ímply" (1960, p. 7).
2 ffris section has benefitted from the suggestions and críticisms
both
Grant Reid and Len Kaminski, members of the advísory committee.
of
I wi sh to thank them for thei r assÍ stance whil e at the same time
pointÍng out that I must be held responsible for the shortcomings.

l:ti¡::"t'i!:+r)
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field of knowledge wi'll never explain why the universe exists in
the first pìace, and that humans will therefore always be subiect to
mystery, and hence, al ienation. He goes on to state that any utopian
socia'l scheme, where what we usually think of as "alienation" would no
idea or

longer occur, would make humanity truìy and comp'letely alienated ".

d then bê, "Creatures of a voi d wi thout
knokwing it" (1976, pp. 34-43, quote is from p. 43).
Gi ven the acceptance of hi s defi ni ti ons, Barrett i s absoì uteìy
correct, but att that he has really said is that we will never know why
f rom i

ts

own bei ng.

"

l,{e woul

the universe exists, that we can never

know why

the universe exists,

so

well stand back and enjoy the ever deepening mystery. This is
the love'liness of the Íncomprehensible"
what Lovejoy would call ".
we may as

(p. 1l). It may be profound, it may even help some people feel better
(to the extent that they are susceptible to this particular variety of
metaphysical pathos, and to the extent that

this variety of

metaphysical

Ís therapeutic), but it will not offer a method of conceptualizÍng and reducing dÍscomfort for the rest of us. Marx, who borrowed
the tenrn from Hegel and other German romantics, had the latter use in
mind when he ernpl oyed the term "a'l Íenatíon" to descrÍbe aspects of the
world he lived in tlsrael, Lg7L, p.23-29, and Wegner, L975, p. 173)'
pathos

gnce the industrial revoìution was under wôY, and enclosure

driven most people

off the land (in

England), oF,

(in

had

North America),

of immigrants were looking for the means of subsistence, aìl they
had to sell was their labour, whích Marx later referred to as "labour
pov/er". Typicaìly, the purchasers of the Iabour povJer were factory
owners. Employees worked under a divisÍon of labour scheme, and the

masses
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owner

of the factory was entitled to the finished

at the maxîmum possible price.

goods, which were sold

Under these conditions, labour power

a commodíty, something that cou'ld be exchanged for money (Marx,
Lg62, pp. 85-87, 350-352). The best phrasing of the phenomonon this

became

wrÍter has found appeared in
between labour and work

writer

does

not

original feasibl

is

Wage

Labour and Capital. The distinction

not made

know German

well

in the Engiish translation,
enough

to

and this

make inspection

of

the

e.

But the exercíse of labour power, labour, is the worker'S

own

And this
tife-activity, the manifestation of his own life. secure
the
order
to
person
in
another
to
sells
tife-activity'ne
is_.for
life-activity
his
Thus
subsistence.
necessary mðans of
him only-a means to enable him to exist. He works in order to live.
He does not even reckon labour as part of his ìife, it is rather a
sacrifice of his life. It is a commodity which he has made over to
another. Hence, also, the product of his activity is not the
object of his activity. What he produces for himself is not the
that he draws from the mine, nqt
siif tnat he weaves, nor the gold
he produ_ces f-or himsel f i s
What
ds.
the paì ace that há bui t
themselves for him into a
palace
resolve
waEei, and silk, gold,
¿eiiníte quantÍty of the means of subsistencet perhap.s into a
cotton i aci<et, sóme copper coi ns and a ì odgi ng i n a. c-el I ar. And
the worker, who for twelve hours weaves, spins, drills' turns,
buÍtds, shóveì s, breaks stones, carries loads, qlc. --does he
considér this tweìve hours'weaving, spinning, driìling, turning,
bui di ng, shovel i ng, stone breaki ng as a mani festati on of hi s
this
life, a-s'litet On-ine contrary, life begins for him wheretwelve
ceases, at tab'le, in the public house, in bed. The
actiúity'labour,
o[ the other hand, has no meaning for him as
hours'
drilling, etc., but as earnings, which bring
weaving, spinning,
'taUl
e, to the pub'lic house, into bed. If the sil k worm
him to ttre
were to spin in order to continue its existence as a caterpillgl,
it would be a complete wageworker. (Marx and Engels, 1950, p. 77)
Inll ita]ics in original.J
1

1

lr{arx saw man as havi ng

the potenti al to be an acti ve and creati ve

to function that way under a capitalistic system
( Israel, 1971, PP. 64-65). Marx's view holds a'l ienation to be an
objective characteristic of a society based on property relations,

beÍng, who was unable

l!:.f

?9

especiaìly private ov,rnership

to

of the means of production. It

do with an indivídual's subjectÍve feelings;

has

little

it is held to be true

for those who are victims of false class consciousness. Indeed, a
case coul d be made that a person under these condi ti ons who i s
even

subjectÍvely estranged is less alienated than a person who never becomes

of the alíenatíng conditíons of his life (p.80-81). For the
present writer's purposes, this presents a probìern. If an individual

aþrare

does

not subjective'ly perceive himself to be alienated, and denies that

ís alienated when told that he should feel alienated, the only sense
in which he can be defined as alienated is in the sense that he lives in
a considerabìy 'less than Ídeal state. This is analgous to Barrett's
he

conception, above, which sees alienation as resulting from peculiarities

ín the universe. It is interesting, Ít may be of use in decidÌng on
ultimate goa'ls, but it will not be of value in he'lping to decide what
a'lternatíves might be of value for a person such as the hypothetical
individual mentioned

above who, when

toìd he is alienated, denies it,

but who is nevertheless díssatisfÍed.
This

is not to be construed as a

the subject, which was very
had four aspects

complex.

denigration of Marx's thought
Marx's conception

of

on

al ienatíon

to Ít.

Man becomes:

a.
b.

Estranged from nature

and

Estranged from hÍmself and

turn

his activity, or labour, which in

causes

c.

Alíenation from hís existence as part of the

d.

The "estrangement

of

human

man from man"

(Marx, 1961, p.74-771.

species,

and

ìl:.:j:;:,::ìrl.i:::ì
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MarX's concept of
Ít quite succinctly. ".
al ienation embraces the manifestations of 'Man's estrangement from
nature and from himsel f' on the one hand, and the expressions
of this process in the relatíonship of rnan-rnankind and man and man
on the other" (t970, p. l5). tltal ics in origínal .i
Meszaros summarízes

ThÍs great complexity, which has given rise

to

so much thought

on

if the time limits for
the present work are to be even minimally adhered b, to cast elsewhere
for a more practical form of the concept for purposes of this thesis.
The complexíty is so great, in fact, that scholars of Marx's alienation
cannot even agree among themselves on the questíon of whether Marx
proposed one theory of alienation or two. Israel states flatly, "Marx
has two theories of alienation." (p. 11), and goes on to explaín the
the subject, has ultimately

made

ít

necessary,

of each. Meszaros maintains the opposite; that Marx never
changed any of his connotations of the term (p. 2?7\, and that there is
development

no

justifícation for viewing the

"young Marx" who wrote the Manuscripts

of 1844 as being any different from the "mature Marx" of I ater
publ

ications ( p.

228) .3

ienation does, however, identi fy social
structures as being contributing factors to alíenation, which is a step
in the ríght direction. It also posits that changing certain socia'l
Marx'

s

conception

of

al

conditions would heìp solve
large

numbers

3

of

at least

some aspects

of the problem for

people.

The debate

is an intense one.

In

reference

to two of

hi s

and Daniel Bel I wiì I ingty
sts, Meszaros states, "
Tucker'
s bal I oon flyi ng" ( p.
to
keep
aír
of
hot
contributes hís share
protagoni
2281.

:

)*it::i
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Erích
al

Fromm has

provided a more recent development of the ídea that

ienation stems from social Structures. In The Sane Society

wri tes:

he

kÍnd of men, then, does our society need? What is the
"social character" suited to twentíeth-century Capitalism?
What

needs men who co-operate smoothly in large groups; who
want to consume more and more, and whose tastes are
standardized and can be easily influenced and anticipated.

It

It needs men who feel free and independent, not subiect to
any authority, or principle, or conscience --yet wìl'ling to be
commanded, to do what is expected, to fit into the social

machine without

Quite properly,
such as

friction. (t955, p. ll0)

Wegner warns

us against the danger

of

using terms

"alÍenation", "self-estrangement" and "mental illness" to attach

specific responsÍbility for the undesirable state of. affairs on the
unfortunate Índividua'l invol ved. ldegner then goes on to criticize
Fromm's The Sane Society

as a book which does exactly that (1955,

p.

175-176). As has already been shown, Fromm can hardly be considered

gui'lty of that offence, although as Szasz has repeatedly pointed out,
psychiatry has tendencies

in that direction.

Wegner al so

criticizes

for basÍng his treatment of alienation on a specific set of human
needs: relatedness, transcendence, rootedness, a sense of identity, and

Fromm

the need for a frame of orientatíon and devotion (p. 175).4

Wegner's

is that it is improper to buÍld a sociologicaì theory on
the basis of posited human needs or characteristics, âs that is
something which Ís inherently untestabìe (p. 178-190). While this may
be true for an individual, it is not true for a populatÍon. I^legner
inadvertantly says as much in his proposed method of getting around the
oþrn

posítion

4 Fro** defines and develops these

Soci

ety.

tenms

on

PPi 30-66 of The

Sane
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"prob1

em".

He states:

íenation as a social science concept requi res
conceptualizing the individual as a personalíty rather than
posi tì ng a sãt of human ídeal s or basic needs. Each
individúa1, as a result of his total history of experiences'
image, and other
acqui res moti ves, val ues, a sel f
(p. 178)
personaìity.
call
we
which
attributes
characteristic
Al

is different from
the same behavior induced by need sati sfaction i s to argue over a
question of semantics whích results, in this writer's perspectíve, from

To argue that human behavior induced by value seeking

of

confusions

scale

to descrÍbe individual behavior on the basis
of human needs. The.number of needs required to explain each aspect of
that person's behavior is tinited only by the time and imagination of
the list maker, and some of the tists have become quite ìong and

It is

indeed awkward

imaginative as a

resuìt.

The

situation is clarified

if it is

remembered

that the social sciences, I íke the physica'l sciences, are based on
probabil íties, and that beyond certain I imits, (which are c'learly
defined in physics by Heisenberg's uncertainty principaì and are only
impì

ied in the socÍal sciences), one can onìy speak in terms of

probabitities of an event being observed within a certain time period or
within a certain area.5 To invoke either a need satì sfaction

or a value seeking explanation inside of those parameters
will result in errors of prediction a certain percentage of the
explanation

(or repeat,ing,) in tlis.context that
to this same subiectivity. It was
admitted
ago
physicists häve long
for the name of the theory
was
responsible
init u..y subjectivity lfrat
of Rel ativityr Physics
Theory
Einstein's
*¡riðn toi.ce¿ itri s adm-íssion:
to accept this fact of
able
were
physicísts
üär-p.ogressed more since
social scÍentists will
Perhaps
previously.
the ünìíerse than it ever häd
uãn.iit from following the example.
5 It

may be worth mentioning

:

i'

, r.-ii.;-:.-.:_

l';t a:i.i..4

.;;
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time.6 If the behavior being predicted is

turning left

díchotomous;

or right, or belíevÍng in one God or none, we wil'l still be right fairìy
often, but this has become a function of probability rather than a
statement about the
Seernan

summarizes

1.
also

(1959),

five

real

in

usages

wor'ld.

an

article

which

is

now famous (Wegner,

176),

of the term "alienatíon".

Powerlessness, which was descríbed extensively

commented on

p'

by Weber.

It

by Marx,

and

of

the

involves a separation along any

foìlowing dimensions, a1l related to the abílity to control

a. The dístribution of

power aS seen

outcomes.

by an

"objective"

observer,

b.

The observer's assessment

of what he sees by some ethical

standard, or

c.

The "subjective" discrepancy between what an individual
perceives and what he wishes were the case

Z.

Meaninglessness, which occurs when

(p'

784).-

the "individual's

minimal

clarity in decision-making are not met" (p' 786)' This is
related to the ability to predict outcomes.
3. Normlessness, which is derived from Durkheím's term "anomiê", ê
standards for

term whích has become almost as overworked

as

"aì

ienatíon", and which

6 Alderfer (1977), in an article wrítten specificalìy to answer
some of the confusions regarding need theory evident in an earlíer
article by Salancik and Pfeffer (1977), gives quite a thoroug.h analysis
of the quästions; though in different terms than are used above. Need
theory íi covered in gieater detail in chapter six. Alderfer takes, and
justiijes, the posítion that although a finÍshed need theory has not yet
úeen arríúed ad ( p. 660 ) , need thãories can be val id constructs (p-.
662). The main obstacle seems to be a reluctance on the part of social
scientísts to admit to their own subjectivity (p. 669). The question of
subjectivity is discussed in chapter four.
,'i

ij.;:ai:Í:x'aai:.
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ínítially

imptíed an almost opposÍte approach: a breakdown or loss of

effectiveness

of the social

norms whích regulated

indivÍdual

This could ultimately effect an individual's functioning, but

conduct.

it

would

be seen as an effect rather than a cause (pp.787-88).

4. Iso]ation,

whích arises when an individua] assigns

".

low

to goals or beliefs that are typically highly valued in the
given society" (p. 789). Iltalicized in original.l
loss of intrinsic meaning or
5. Self-Estrangement, the ".
pride ín work ." (pp. 789-790). Seeman poínts out the diffículties
reward value

in tryíng to expìain this term, but falls into his own trap. He states,
"gne way to state such a meaning is to see alienation as the degree of
dependence of the glven behavior upon anticipated future rewards'r (p.
790). IIta]ics in the originat.l This writer would point out that to
the extent something is a reward it is by definition completely
dependent on the activíty. Perhaps he neant to SôJ, "... congruence
between given behavior and anticípated

future benefits." While this

statement can be derived from "self-estrangement",

it could also be

derived from many other statements, whích emphasizes the

difficu'lty

in

usÍng this particular definition of the term.

critícism of Seeman is that all of Seemans definitions
have in them an implícit model of man (p. 176). This is tantamount to
denying the validity of a need theory explanation of the phenomonon, an
explanation which can in fact be iustified, as shall be shown in chapter
Wegner's

definition, which proposes to soìve that "problem", is as
follows: "Alienation is a negative orientatíon invoìving feelings of
díscontent and cynical beliefs toward a specific social context" (p.

sÍx.

Wegner's

177). The prese¡t writer has a'lready remarked on the símilarity between
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va'lue seekÍng behavíor (which

feelings of discontent

in

behavïor described

is

embodied

terms

what

will

presumably emerge from the

in the índividual's personality),

of a need satisfaction explanation.

and

ìlJe have

full circ'le. The present writer has decided to use thís definition for this thesis, not because it is value free, or because it
embodies a personality theory, but because ít allows for a determination
by the indivídual in question of what the problem is, in a specific
came

context, in a way that does not impìy mal-adjustment on the part of the
indìvidual.7

If

there are, as Marx and others noted, índividuals

whom we

think

thís definition, by itseìf,
will run into probìems. Those problems can be resolved if a probabilshould be alienated but who do not agree,

istic

approach

is utilized. This would take the form of a statement

(after appropriate research has been conducted and base 'lines established) to the effect that a certain percentage of alì individuals who
live at or below the poverty line for a certain number of years, or who
have jobs of a certain type, or no iobs at all for a designated period

of time, witt
combÍnations

become a1íenated,

of

al cohol i

as evidenced by certain rates and/or

sm, wi fe abuse, convictions for

vioì ent

offences, divorce or desertion, or certain medical problems.'
Such

a

for^mu'l

ati

on woul d not

al I ow

for the predicti on that

a

specific individual will become alienated within a certain length of
time, just as physicÍsts cannot now, and will never be able to,
determine which specific radíoactive atoms

within a chunk of matter wiìl

7 tt is emphasized that this proposed definition is adopted for
this thesis onìy. 0ther definitÍons wou'ld be better in other contexts.
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wíthin a given tíme period. They can predict very accurateìy
however, what proportion of the original mass will decay within any
decay

specified time period, which
requirements

for

is

informative and

knowledge, as shown on

useful.

These are the

p. 86 below.

This treatment does allow for the determínatíon of specific points
where discontent

1.

exísts, whích would

suggest:

That people who would deny the appticability

to

themselves of

the g'loba'l defínitíon wou'ld admit being al ienated in one specific
context or another, and
Z. That the process of definition of the appropriate specific
context would suggest where to ìook for a solution for that specific
probì em area

At least part of the complexity of the concept "alienation" is
acocunted for by the fact that in Engìish and French, a singìe term is
to refer to that whìch, in German, (the original language for these
concepts), is referred to by two etymologícally and definÍtíonaìly
used

nct terms, "Entausserungn and "Ent,fremdung" (Torrance,
Entausserung refers to renouncing or
1977, pp. xi and xv).
relinquishing a claim, a possession, or a liberty, usua'lly in favor of
some other specified or unspecifíed person or persons (p. xi).
. a process, oF condition, bY which
Entfremdung refers to ".
people become or are stranges or enemies to one another" (p- xiii).
Although Wegner's defÍnition is certainly not the most complex one
the writer has found, it is not antithetical to the finer points
mentíoned above, and its adoption makes it possib'le to use the term
"alienation" to suggest appropriate targets for organizational change.
di sti

By some careful mane:uvs¡i¡g, the writer has avoided the charybdis of
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conceptuatizing alienation as

a characteristic

about which no one individual can do

common

anything.

to

everyone but

He has chosen instead

the Scylìa of a more IÍmited definition which is capable of providing
specific findings suggestive of specific interventions. As Kon points

out, the intellectual task involved in dealing with this approach is in
some respects more

such a course,

it

difficult

(1e09,

has been possible

p. 167). Nevertheless, by pursuing

to develop a usage for the term that

has a specific context, that can suggest specific targets for
organizatíona'l change, and which can be measured.

0n the problem of measurement, l,legner suggests two possibilities.
because of
d be to identi fy peopl e who are di scontent " .
the features of a social situation, rather than those who are unhappy
because of probì ems of physicaì and psychol ogicaì heal th, personal
tragedy, interpersonal conflicts, and other reasons" (p. 179-180). This
One woul

could be done, though not easily, by a survey using scale ítems that are

specifjc for the factor being studied. The second possible way would be
whích focus on behavioral
to use observatÍonal techniques " .
expressions

of withdrawal and hostil ity which do not

seem to

characterize the indivídual in other contexts..." (p. 180)'

the di fference between work and
'l
abour, thí s chapter treated briefìy the rol e of the industrial
Having previously establ i shed

revo'lution in blurring that distinction in nany occupations; a blurring

rise to the concept of alienation.
Alienation itself was treated, and a definition

which,gave

be suitable

for

use

later

on without being too much

chosen which

at

odds with the

of the orÍginaì work on the subiect.
In the process, an aìlusion was made to the validity of

intent of

will

some

need theory

r:.lj-:
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exp'l anati ons
í

n

re] atí

on

of

human

behavior,

and

to the soc i a'l sc i ences

subjects will receive more attention

the usefulness of probabilitY theory
was demonstrated. Both of the se

in later

chapters.

I

i.,,',,
t.,:

i't
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CHAPTER THREE

0rganizatíonaì Citizenship and Burnout
Socía't work training and education acknowledge

have

a

tendency

to

preserve

the status quo.

that organizations

Thi

s i s not a

new

writing of sixteenth century Europe, noted:
For a thousand years, scholars and leaders of the l,lestern world had
class differentÍationt
been constructing an ideology defendíng
'laity
clêr9Y, -and private
and
between
feuda'lism, sharp ãistinctions
at least until
which,
law
of
natural
property,-despiïe a doctrine
gradations,
class
exclude
pure
would
nature
Àquinas,'had held that
p of
prÍ
vate
owner^shi
and
serfdom, eccl esi asti cai heí archi es,

phenomonon. Sìbìey,

material goods. (.l970, p.321)
Since that time,

in their

attempts

to

reduce inequities, people

iustifications to dea'l with
poìitica] organizatíons as cÍtízens. Such a strategy is needed to deal
with economic organizations, incl uding socÍal service organizations.
have deveìoped strategies and theoretical

grganizational cítizenship

is the concept of choice. Its

development

fol I ows.

Cí

ti

zenshi

P

Citizens, peopìe other than a single ruler or a small counci'l, who
had a voíce Ín making decisions of the state ( in thi s case the

city-state or poìis) first

appeared

in

Greece. T.H. Mar"shall says of

of beíng a citizen, "All who possess the
status are equal with respect to the rights and duties with whích the
status is endowed" (f950, pp. 28-29). What is endowed varies from pìace

those who possess the status

to

p'lace and from time

to

tÍme.

that a citizen should be entírely free to
devote himself to the affairs of the state:. This meant, ideally, that
The Athenian ideal \"ras

1..;
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he should not be tied down with labour, he should not have to work,

and

he should not even have to worry about supervising the day to day
activitíes of the household (Arendt, 1958, pp. ?8-29\. To be a citizen

just being free; it ". . . meant both not to be subiect to
the necessity of tife or to the command of another and not to be in
command oneself" (Arendt, p. 3?1. IIta]ícs in oríginal;l That is what
the life of the freeman is better
Aristot'le meant when he said ".

was more than

tÍfe of the desPot; for there is nothing grand or noble in
havíng the use of a slave, in so far as he is a sìave; or in issuing
than the

commands

about necessary things"

(Potitics,

1325a).

This freedom is rather different from our own concept of

freedom:

their time as
warriors and/or councitlors, depending on the current pol itical
situation and the age of the man in question (politics, i329a). Each

ít

applied on'ly to a few men who were citizens, who spent

citizen had his househoìd, in whích he 'das absolute ruler, and v'¡hose
decisions, even to the point of exposÍng infants and selling chiìdren,
could not be appealed.l }{ives, other family members, and slaves all

to free the citizen from necessity. An índividual needed to
be quite wealthy, then, in order to be a citizen' as quite a retinue was
necessary. Craftsmen did not qualify aS citizens, as they were not
free.2 By accepti ng empl oyment they were reì inqui shi ng, for the
duration of their employrent, two elements of their freedom, as the next
functioned

I

Exposure of infants was a Greek form of popllation control.
Newborn UàUies were pìaced, naked, on the rocks until they died (of
exposgre)
'

? This treatment reflects Greek ideals. It should be remembered
that there were often deviations from the ideal s, many of them

maior.

i

":.

;-

Fijjii¡_:¡.Ji

4L

sentence

explains.

of

a

about

l,.lesterman, working from records

thousand sl aves carved

of the manumission

into the sacred stonework at

Del phi ,

points out that the concept of freedom was held to consist of four
elements, the first two of which are rights, the second pair being
privil

eges:

1. Legal status as a protected member of the community
2. Immunity from arbitrary seizure or arrest
3. The privílege of working at whatever one wants to
4. The prÍvilege of free movenent (1945, p. 216)
It must be kept in mind that labour and work were not despised
because only slaves were engaged in them. The reasoning was the other
way around. It was deemed a necessity to possess s'laves " . . . because
of the s'lavísh nature of all occupatÍons that senved the needs for the
maintenance of life" (Arendt, p. 83). Aristotle vigorously iustified
slavery, but manumÍtted his own slaves when he died (Sibley, 1970, p.
95). This was not a contradiction, but merely a logícaì response to the

fact that he woul d no onger need assi stance. l.li th remarkabl e
every instrument could
foresight, Aristotle states that if ".
accomplish its own work, obeying or anticipating the wílt of others, .
the shuttle would weave and the plectrum touch the lyre
. if
1

without a hand to guÍde them, chief

workmen would

not want servants, nor

masters slaves" (politics,1253b). Freed from necessity

slaves can amelíorate, we have

of the sort that

in fact freed our slaves.

More recent'ly, T.H. Marshall has

set out what he considers to

the three elements of citizenship; civit, Political, and socÍal.

civit

e'l

ement subsumes most

of

Westerman's components

of

be

The

freedom,

although wíth different terminology, and the modern institution

most
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it is the court system. The political element
refers to participation in civil government, either as an elector or as

closely connected wíth

a member of a governing body, whíle the social element refers

the whole range from the right to a
security to the ríght to share to the

modicum

to ".

of economic welfare

full in the social heritage

and

and to

live the life of a civilised being according to the standards prevailing
in the society. The institutions most closely connected with it are the
educatÍonal system and the social services" (1950, p. 11).

right to

Marshall specificaìly mentions the

civi'l

own property

in

his

rights. (Hesterman did
ownership as an aspect of freedom because Greek

element, which implies certain economic

not mention property

slaves could own property, and thís did not differentiate s'laves
anyone

e'lse.)

Marshall does not suggest however,

rights extend to a person's place of

from

that those economic

emp'loyment.

of organízation most studied in terms of citizenship is
the pol itical state. Perhaps the best p'l ace to look for insight
regarding the potential impact of its citízenry upon the organization is
ín those disciplines that deal with organizations; political scÍence and
sociology. Rather than review all writings of poìitical scientists and
alì writings of sociologists who have studied organizations of one sort
or another and who have touched on the role of members, it is proposed
that only two of the more pessimístic be examined. 0f the writings of
The type

poìitical scientists, sureìy the work of

Robert Michels would

quaìify

as

highly pessÍmistic. His only work still in print is Political Parties,

in 1911 in German, and translated into Engìish in 1915.
'l
Tho se that on'ly read hi s book
Mo st peopl e know very i ttl e about hi m .

first

Pol
ol

pubtished

Parties see him as an el iti st,
itícal Parties

which he þras for

i3rt oif hi s
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I

ife.

He \,Jas more

than that, however.

Michel

s

researched and wrote

Pojitical Parties onìy after spending the period from 1902-1905 as a
socialist devoted to spreadíng his ideas, and those of his party, on the
perfectability of man, the íniustice of war, women'S rights, nationaì
sel

f

1905

determination, and cl ass struggìe (Mitzman, L973,

until

about 1912, and culminating

his time fíghting the tendency of the

p. 269). From

in Political Parties, he spent

German

Social Democratic party to

it got closer to gaining po!úer.
This necessitated a "...tortuous revaluatÍon of his early beliefs...",
become more and more

particularly

opportunistic as

because these groups, nore than most

others, placed a high

, p. 269). ne only way he
could justify his revisíon of his bel iefs was to revise his basic

val ue on personal freedom, and democracy (1973

conceputal framework. He adopted a concept

of historÍcal

'law instead of

ier foundation in natural I aw; i .e., "b{hat was dominated
what should be" (1973, P. 269). Iital ics in origina] 'l Mitzman
points out that there was no ncessary reason for him to adopt that
particul ar framework; that ". . .the intel I ectual infl uences to which
Michel s submitted were accepted onìy because, ir províding a new
theoreticaì framework for his values, they helped him to abandon views
that his own experience had shattered ..." (1973, p- 270).
Goul dner suggests that Michel s chose to study European Social
Democratic parties because he wanted to see if they had problems wÌth
bureaucracy and a lack of democratic control (1955, PP. 496-507). The
pattern of Michels' writíng would suggest that Mitzman is correct; that
he a'l ready knew there was a probì em and ì'ras i nvol ved i n tryi ng to
understand the nature of it. He was not, in a'll probabiìíty, trying to
cloak his findÍpSs in metaphysical pathos, as Gouldner suggests (1955,
hi

s

earl
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p.503), but was mere'ly giving vent to his own depression. A review of
what he wrote is heìpful in understanding this point. It is not denied
that

Michel s wrote

the statements often attrÍbuted to

him:

;, ;'.,",'.îT . ï, î:'Jr, i L J," åï'H#,.'å.; "i,,i,t'ri

tl

400).

:

i; Jl,

j'Î t',å0,î r T o ?. å*' in J n ? Jf,it,'o1",if
;, î I ì 3 3 "J#r
díscipl ined poì ítica'l aggregate (p. a01).

:i

;.;.

tI

t
:

J

:

:

ll

The formation of oligarchies within the various forms of
democracy i s the outcome of organic necessi-ty, and
consequently affects every organizatíon, be ít socia'list,
or even anarchist (P. 402).

. it

seemed necessary

pessimistíc aspect of

historícal study (p.

to ìay considerable stress upon the
is forced on us by

democracy whích
a05).

The democratic currents of history resemble successive
waves. They break ever on the same shoal (p. 408).

It is probable that this cruel

wi

From

game

thout end P. a08 ).

will

continue

(

the general tone of these excerpts, which are the most wideìy
is often concluded that the iron law of oligarchy is a fact of

known,

it

life.

To a

certain extent, this Ís correct.

Those observers who focus

it seemed necessary to lay considerable stress
".
upon the pessimístic ." will notice that Michels does not explain
why Ít ís necessary to place the emphasis where he did, and tend to
conclude that he is giving vent to his own depression. To a certain
on gre statement

extent, they too, are correct. Mitzman points out that

much

of

popularÍty contínues because he has captured and purveyed
metaphysÍca'l pathos;

Michels because

a sort of

that political conservatives focus their

on more orthodox theorists

like

of his earlíer

Mosca and Burckhardt, tendÍng

involvement

Michels'

pessimism

to

avoid

in Euopean Social Democracy,

-'.r i.'

::
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whil

e

some poì

understand

itical

him.

by stating that
we have

They

ì

íberal

such as Conze, seem not

turn his theoretical

democracy

elections,

s,

is

we must be

measured by

arguments

into

to want to

semantic ones

things'líke elections, and if

livÍng in a democracy (1973, p.268).

will at times feel as pessimistic as Michels must have
been, and very little questionÍng of the metaphysical pathos aspect of
his work gges on. In thís context, the review of what Michels wrote,
began above, must be contínued. He observes that although in a'large
Everyone

oranization there must aìways be the leaders and the 1ed, the leaders

to the wishes of the led if the led are
intelligent and well educated, able to see the ramifications and
implications of certain actions, while when the led are not able to

will

be much more attentive

forsee the impìications, they are relatively powerless vis-a-vis their

leader: that to the extent the led are able to offer Íntelligent
commentary ìn a democnatic organization there wilt be an ".
enfeeb'lement

of oligarchic

tendencies" (1959, PP. 405, 406). IQuote is

from p. 405.1

Finally, it is important to quote the complete thought the first
part of which appeared above, and which often appears in isoìation. "The

of history resemble successive waves. They break
ever on the same shaol. They are ever renewed. IIta]ics addedl This
enduring spectacle is simuìtaneously encouraging and depressing" (p'
40g). This statement, if considered carefuìly, is not as depressing as
it first appears. Those waves will continue to come, and Ín the process
will erode that shaol. l^laves of knowledgeable democrats will erode the
shoals of oligarchy better than will waves of ignorant democrats.
democratic currents

The Tennessee Val'ley Au,thority was established by the U.S. congress

i:;r :':ì I

:r:;:

i
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in

1933, as part

of the New Deal 'legisìation.

As with

all

New Deal

legislation, enacted during the height of the depression, a maior goal
was the creation of employment. In addition, the T.V.A. had a specific
mandate to develop certain resources in a river basin (rather than in a
politica'l jurisdiction such as a state), to integrate that development
wíth the

of the inhabítants of the area,

needs

cooperation;

to

and

to do so with their

do so democratically (Selzníck, 1953, pp' 4-6)'

Selznick examined the T.V.A. after

it

had been

in operation about

ten years, in Ig42-43. The war intervened, and he did not get the
anaìysis comp'leted until 1947 (pp. v-vi). Selznick points out that his
i nqui ry
commi

that no prior personal
the T.v.A. as a pol itica'l synbol ought to interfere wi th

.

".

tment to

a realístic

was based on

examínatíon"

the

assumption

(p. 4). This does not mean he began in

vacuum, however. Selznick states

a

quite clearly that the inquiry ".

with certaín ideas about the nature of the administrative process
." (p. 4). He elaborates on these assumptions in hís conclusion-

began

e organizatíonal behavior is hel d to be
expl ained when it may be interpreted as a response to speci fied
organizational needs. It i s necessary that the interpretaion be

He states that

observabl

confirmable, but Selznick does not explain how confirmation can

be

carríed out (p. ?5?1. Those needs
are organizational, not individual, and ínclude: the security
of the organization as a whole in relation to social forces in íts
environmeñt; tne stability of the lines of authority and communication; the stability of informal reìations within the organizatîon;a
the tontinuity of-poìicy and the sources of its determination;
homogeneity of outl'ook with respect to the meaning and role of the
organization. (p. 252)

.

In

Sel

znick's view,

human

actÍon in an organizationaì setting

involves two components. The first

is an attempt to

accomplish the

47

set out by the
organization, oF organizationa'l instruments or tool s (pp. 253-2551.
organizatjonal goals. This

is

done through methods

Certain pre-requisites must be met before the tools can be used: these

are the organízational

needs mentioned above, which comprise

the

second

to the organizatjonal goals, they
are inevitably commited to the organization's too'ls, and hence to the
organization's needs (p. 255). There is a difference between the
organizational goals and the organizational needs. There wiìl be times
when the dífference will be a fairly iarge one. The necessary coinmitments to divergent, sometimes incompatibìe aspects of the organization
may'lead to unanticipated consequences and a "... deflection of original
component.

goal

If

members

are commited

s" (p. 259).
Selznick's book

is a description

and analysis

of

how those deflec-

tions occurred at the T.V.A., culminating in a set of observations on
the nature and theory of formal and informal co-optation of nominally
democratic organizations. His conclusions are not optimistic:

In generaì, therefore, we have been concerned to formulate
some of ine underìying tendencies which are lÍkely to inhibit the
democratic procesi. Like a'll conservative or pessimistic
criticÍsm, such a statement of inherent problems seems to cast
doubt upon the possibitity of a comp'lete democratic achievement.
It does cast such a doubt. The alternative, however, iS the
transformation of democracy into a utopian notion which, unaware of
its internal dangers, is unarmed to meet them. (p. 265)
Gouldner points out

that this

argument

rests on hidden assumptions,

that the appeaì of the argument is to those who are
susceptab'le to its metaphysicat pathos. He po'ints out that ".. .there
seem to be few places in either the Eastern or Western worlds in which
there is a real and present danger of the ' ...transformation of
democracy into a utopian notíon"' (1955, p. 505). Selznick chose to

and suggests

ll{:,;:::ir:Í-t:
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focus on those aspects

of

bureaucracy

that "...emphasize

constraÍnts,

ternatives imposed by the system upon its
participants.", and states that "... this wilt tend to give pessímÍstic
overtones to the analysi s, si nce such factors as good wí I I and

the I imitation

of

al

will be de-emphasized" b.252). Gouldner asks why we can't
al so I ook at those aspects which tend to foster good wil I and
intelligence; to ask if ther^e are situations where unanticÍpated
íntelligence

can perhaps have good connotations and be useful
beneficial to an organization (p. 505).
consequences

or

. for each of the organÍzational needs which Sel znick
postulates, a set of contrary needs can also be posited, and the
iatisfaction of these would seem to be just as necessary for the
survival of the organizatíon. (p.

506)

that if an organization's envíronment is too secure,
stultification and corrosion can set in (p. 506). Interesting'ly enough,

He suggests
Selzníck,

in passing,

mentions the same problem

(p.259). For Selznick's

of outlook regarding the meaning and role of the
organization Gouldner postul ates that wÍthout some heterogeniety of
outlook an organízation will not find the tooìs or the flexibility to
cope wÍth changes in the environment (p.506). (H.n. Simon also made
some contributions in this area, whích will be referred to later in the
need

for

homogeniety

chapter.)

Selznick's study dealt with the process of co-optation of peopìe in
the areas it served who would otherwíse be in a position to prevent the

If that is the case,
can it not be said, with Gouìdner, that there is "...a need that
consent of the governed be giyen -- at'least in some measure -- to their
governors?", and that, "Thi s woul d appear to be an organizational
T.V.A. from reaching

its

goals

for

those people.

lr.!.a';:'tt:lt
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constraint that

makes

oliganchies, and

all

seperation

of leaders from

those 1ed, no less ínherently unstab'le than democratic organization"

p, 506). Iital ics in origina] .l Gouldner's posÍtion is that Michel's
iron law of oligarchy is only one side of the phenomonon: "There cannot
unless there is an iron law of
be an iron law of oligarchy
(

democracy"

(p. 506). This iron 'law of

democracy does

isolatíon any more that does the iron law

of

o1ígarchy

posíted organizational needs. Their ímportance 'lies

they dírect our attention

not exist in

or Selznick's

Ín the fact that

in a different direction;

towards growth,

change, how organizations deal with challenges, and above

all, to

the

fact that leadership cannot exist in a vacuum.
In a world where change is a fact of ìife, the organizations that
value internal security, continuity, and stability are the ones that

wil'l not be able to survive in

anything approaching a meaningful

way.

scientists studying those organizations only in terms of the
iron'law of oligarchy have given in to theÍr own despair, and have

The socÍal

thereby reinforced the despair

of others.

of tetìing men how bureaucracy might be mitigated, they
it is inevitable. Instead of explaining how
that
insist
patterns
may, to some extent, be fortified and extended,
democratic
democracy cannot be perfect. Instead of
that
they ularn uS
control ì i ng the di sease , they suggest !',e are del uded, oF more
politely, incurable romañtícs, for ¡opi19 to control Ít. Instead
bt assu-ming responsibilities as realistic clinicians, striving -P
further deñocratic potentialities wherever they can, many social
scientists have become morticians, alì too eager to bury men's
Instead

hopes. (Gouldner, P. 507)

0rganizational

Ci

ti

zenshi

P

is to be fotlowed, and attempts are to be made
to further the democratic potential ities inherent in organizations, the

If

Gouldner's advÍce
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of citizenship must be extended beyond the three areas suggested

concept

by T.H. Marshall. l,lilliam Evan has proposed the additiona'l category of

organízational cítizenship, where-in members, (enrp'loyees), are entitled

to have certai n speci ficaì ly
establ ishment of due process

del

ineated

probl ems handl ed

norms, which would serve

to

by

the

resolve

conflicts withín an organization (1975, p: 55). Implicit ín the concept
of "due process" are the propositions that all sides will be heard and

that the merits of

al

I

posi

tions

wí1

I be fairly

eval uated.

to the mechanisms of due
process that operate in other areas of socíety, and rests on the
supposition that prívate organizations, in pov^,er of dismissal , have
povúer analagous to the poìitical state's power of life and death over an

6rganizational due process lvould be analagous

individual (1975, p. 56).3
P

robl

ems

with Evan's formulation; most are in the
edifice he builds in the second half of his article and do not require
attention here. 0f some importance in relation to this essay, however,
There are some problems

failure to mention the point made by G.D.H. Co1e, that in
po'litics the citizen is most interested in what occurs at the national
and international ìevel s, whil e in the work p'l ace, the worker or

is

Evan's

industrial citizen is most concerned with what is going on around him
(1S57,

p. 19). In a footnote,

Evan states:

The ÍnstÍtutionalization of due process norms and organizational
citizenship both entail an increase in the leve'l of formalization
of organizational structure which, irì turn, may ínvolve

3 Th" Catholic Church for example, can excommunicate a Person,
and the results, which last for eterníty, vre are told, are therefore
even weightier than

the state's power of capital

punishment.

Ì::j'-+i{r
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unanticÍpated costs
change.

(p.

in

perfonnance as

well as in adaptability to

77)

of increase, if any,
in forma'lízation of organizatíonal structure would be at least partly
dependent on the size of the organization in question. It could very
wel I be the case that a change in the type of formal ization of
organÍzatíonal structure wou'ld occur without a change in size or in
degree of formalízation; that the change would be in the method used to
determine the type of formal ization deemed necessary, or in the method
of impì ementÍ ng that dec i si on. U'l timatel y, these are empi rical

The present

writer would contend that the

degree

questions. 0f the two potentÍal dísadvantages of

organizational

citizenship, the second, concerníng lfmitations on adaptability,
dealt wíth
So'l

utí

first,

as

it

wiìl

be

can be covered very quickìy.

ons

0rganizational citizenship provides for several different types of

input from front líne personneì, as well as from other staff. In
social service agency,

a

if a change in the outside environment occurs,

of the first. groups of people who have to deal with that change are
the front line personnel. Thus, in a welfare office, the first people
who will become aware of lay offs in a particular sector of the economy
wÍl I be i ine personneì , not top I evel management. In a hospi ta'l
one

emergency ward,

the first people to

in the vicinÍty wilì

become auJare

of

an airplane crash

be the peopìe administeríng medica'l attention

support services, not the top management. Similarìy,

if

the

services from a chitd welfare agency increases drastically

demand

and

for

for a short

first become aware
of the problem. This is in partial contrast to (for example) an
period of time,

it will

be

front line

personnel who

l:: ::.::.r.1

5?

total production figures must come from
somewhere nearer the top, and are related to the level of sales.
Problems in that same plant relating to shortages of components or
subassemb'l ies, however, wouì d often be noticed initial ìy by i ine

automobile assembly plant where

or first tevel management. Adaptability would be increased,
not decreased, by a structure whích permitted front line personneì to
personnel

decisions on how work should be done.

make

limitation, unanticipated costs in performance, í s not stated comp'l etely enough for thorough consÍderation.
There may in fact be additional costs to an onganization that
The

first

suggested

a form of organizational citizenship, but it does not
require much ímagination to determine what most of them will be. The
major probìems would be that front line personnel will end up spending
ímpìements

too

much

tíme

in

meetíngs discussing administrative issues, and that

will also become bogged down in the mÍnutae of administrative
work. These can be dealt with in two ways. The first would be to
adopt and enforce a directive that the total amount of work done in
meetÌng service delivery needs must not drop, aìthough it may be done
differently, the penaìty being that inefficient agencies will
not receive funding. This would encourage participation in the
directí'on of finding fairly specific answens to fairly specific
they

of endless theorizing. The section below dealing with
decísÍon making theory (in terms such as maximizing, satisficing, and
prob'lems Ínstead

thís aspect in greater detail. The second way of
dealing with the question of increased costs is to remember that such

mixed scanning) covers

skills in several different
areas; they witl become more versatile. Benefits will accrue as well

actívities wilt help

employees develop

l'
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as

costs. Greater índividual versatility will result in

an increase in

ity of an organization to respond to changes in its
environment; i t i s an asset to the organization. Human Resource
the

abi'l

Accounting

is

one way

that

has been proposed

for takjng these sorts of

assets into account when evaluating an organization.
Human Resource Accountí

ng þras fi rst

proposed

by

Li

kert,

who

as leadership, intervenlng variables, which include "...attitudes, morale, loyalty, and
motivatíon,..." and end result variables, consÍsting of profit or
distínguished among causal variab'les, such

other measures

of output (Craft. and Birnberg,

L976, PP.

2-3). Likert

that most managers and organizations are evaluated only on the
basi s of short run end resul t variabì es, and tend to ignore the
arguerl

intervening

variabìes. This has two effects.

Ignoring intervening

in building and maintaining an
organization with members who are able to function at a high level'
spurìous eannings achíeved by ìiquidating some
In addition, ".

variables means ignoríng costs incurred

of the company's investment in the human organization

are not

charged

in evaluating which system of management
works best" (Likert,1961, p.86., cited in Craft and Birnberg, p.3).
There are problems with H.R.A. Some of them are accounting
against the operation and used

in judgement among economists over
which accounting procedures would be most easily adapted to human
resources.' Is an outlay based approach using historical costs of
problems which stem from dífferences

investment

in

peop'le

best, or would an outìay based approach using

costs be more real í stic. Others advocate an infl ow
oriented approach usi ng present economic val ue of human resources
(Craft and Birnberg, p. 5). Other prob'lems are more basic, such as how
repì acement
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to put a dollar value on human qualíties
Lg76, pp.

17-19).

(Rtlo¿e, Lawler and

An outlay based approach using

Sundem,

historical costs does

not immedíately solve the problem but once reasonable approximations
are made on the dollar values to be assigned, it becomes the most
objective method: two accountants can arrive at about the same

the kinds of human resources present in a given
organization and what changeì in those resources are occurring, without
appearing capricious (Craft and Birnberg, p. 11)'
Craft and Birnberg are basically pessimistic about H.R.A. They

conc'lusions about

unìike'ly that H.R.A. will be recognized
by the accounting profession as having 'legitimate value in external

conclude that

it

would be

"...

(p. L2).

critics, they concede there are
neverthel ess two useful appl ications of H. R.A. , " . . .as an aid in
accounting reporting"

As

personnel management operations analysis

(ê.9., turnover cost analysis,

training cost analysis, costing out selection procedures, and the like)
and in eval uating rnanagerial performance' especial ly in
service-ûriented industries" (p. l2). Iltalics added.]

In víew of these problems, Rhode, Lawler and Sundem are on the
whole rather crítical of H.R.A. They summarize their view in these
words:

gveralì, then, the work on H.R.A. has been concerned with showing
whether it is operationally practical. in short, the literature
has shown that H.R.A. can in some form be presented. It has not
been shown that such accounting is meaningful or worth doing. The
useful ness and cost-benefi t effects of accounti ng fgt human
resources simply have not been demonstrated. (1976,

p.

22)

An interesting reversal has occurred. As mentioned above, Likert
suggested

that

managers and organizations

are presently eval uated only

on short run end result variables, and tend to ígnore

Íntervening
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to establish Human Resource Accounting to
intervening variables into account. Rhode et al', however, state:

varíab'les.

He proposed

take

H.R.A. may not be particu'larly compatibìe with traditional
authoritarian management; í t wil I become common only .when
superiors begin tõ val ue their subordinates' skil I s and to
präctice participative management. Aì.though mênagers. give lip

iervice io

demi¡cratic management,

tradi ti ona'l

ways

. p. 23 )

they tend to behave

in

(

et al. are suggesting, in other words, that H.R.A. can only
be a resuìt, not a cause; that it can on'ly be regarded aS an end
Rhode,

result, not as an intervening variable

whích wou'ld have some influence

to be any necessary reason for
thís reversal; certainly, no iustificatÍon for it appears in the work
of Rhode, et al.
Within the actual timits set by problems relating to measurement
mentioned by these critics, it would therefore be reasonable to suggest
on end results. There does not appear

that H.R.A. might, at least partially, serve two functions. first, in
a qual itative and rudimentary wdY, by puttÍng sharp Íncreases or

in staff turnover, sharp increases or decreases in staff
development budgets, significant changes in the type and number of
i nterventi ons by regul atory bodi es Such aS empì oyment standards
decreases

divísions, labour boards, or the courts into a ìarger'
perspective,

it

would serve

directors that there

may be

to alert

management,

more meaningful

staff,

and boards of

a problem.

Secondly, narrowly defined quantitative lneasures would enable
decísíon makers
smaller units

of

to util ize

accounting procedures

an organization

for indications of

to

examine

much

what solutions

may

be appropriate for a specific problem. This usage mÍght not be
çiractical until further refinements have been made in accounting
i
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definitions and procedures, although progress would appear to have been
made recently. Lawier cites studies that have included actual costing
and which have reported

finding that often an organization must spend

five or more times the monthly salary of an employee when it must
replace him (1S77, p.169). The cost of employee turnover to clients
is perhaps even greater. The on'ly research evídence this writer cou'ld
find was indirect, but perhaps not wíthout value. In a study of the
relatíonship between work load and errors ín eligibility determination
ín a financial agency, Baken and Vosburgh found a relationship between
reductíon in the number of errors and increases in the number of social
,1977, pp. 165-167). Much of what
workers hired two years previously
social workers do is
judge as correct

much

less tangible and much more difficult

or incorrect than

determination

fínancial senvices, and Ís probabìy correspondingìy

to

of eligibility for
more

dificu'lt to do

"correctly". If, on the basis of the study by Baker and Vosburgh, one
takes the position that it will be two years before a social worker is
practícing in a relatively error free manner, the importance of

staff turnover

keeping

as 'low as possible becomes readily apparent.
Burnout

There

is a further

consideratíon

'of partÍcular

importance to

social service organízatìons which is directìy affected by having staff

wíth greater versatility; the
defined by Daìey as

"...a

prob'lem

of staff burnout.

Burnout ís

reaction to iob related stress that varies in

nature with the intensity and duration

375). Maslach characterizes

its

of the stress itself" (i979'

p.

manifestatíons as occurrÍng when the

affected índividua'l either resurrects job related stress at home or
when he;begins to make a sharp distinctíon between personal life and

t:

:

!¿:1,
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work, dístancing himself from clients by spending less tjme and working
less intensely with them, and by stereotypÍng situations and going "by

the book";

becoming

a petty bureaucrat (1976, pp. 16-18). Freudenberger

the subiect.4 Freudenberger points out that
people working in what he calls alternative ínstitutions must fight a
battle on three fronts, whÍch tends to induce burnout fairly quickly in
comparison to what might happen in traditional business settings. Staff
must contend with the ills of society, with the needs of the clientele,
and with their own personaìity needs (1S75, p. 73). (The wríter would
has written often on

maintain that the

same

factors would be operative in most social service

agencíes.) In other respects, Freudenberger defines the problem much as
Dal ey and Masl ach have done. Pi nes and Kafrey el aborate ori the

relationship between the

last two of the three fronts mentioned by

that th.e social service professions have as
a maj or component the provi si on of heì p to others through the
discíplined use of oneseìf; that in contrast to social relationships,

Freudenberger, pointing out

is basically recìprocal, or in business or manufacturing enterprises where the major focus is on a more concrete entity
which is made, sold or serviced, the giver of social services is giving
of onese'l f, and repl enÍ shment becomes a major probl em ( 1978, pp.
499-500, p.504). Anne Minihan, editor in chief of the iournal Social
Work, adds two other factors: social workers' inabi'l ity to real ize

where the giving

their objectives, and their "...belief that they ìack control over their
own activities and the operation of their workpìace" (ì980, p. 87).

4 He seems to

article,

(1975)

he

In
have a penchant for quoting himseì f.
by
himself.
cites síx works. Al ì were written

one

,:

!

'::.,ìi.:
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IIta1ics in origina].1 Especially in their perceived lack of control
over their own activities, she asserts, they are much I ike their
clients, and suffer from the same feelings of hopelessness (p.87).
There

is a surprising amount of unÍty among writers on the subiect

of the problem are made. Kadushin
states , "The superv i sor can supporti vel y he1 p to reduce stress
impinging on the worker or remove the worker temporariìy from a
stressful situation" $976, P. 2??). Freudenberger suggests ten

when suggestions

for

amelioration

preventive measures, ranging from better screening when hiring

the

first

place, rotating functions so that every person

will

ally have a change, and'límiting overtime, to encouraging
more exercise

(!975, pp. 80-81).

MasTach recommends

staff

in

occasion-

people to get

regular vacations,

physicaì exercise, and cites research she did which shows the import-

of low staff clÍent ratios. 0f critical importance, she asserts,
is the provision for what she calls "time-outs". These are not coffee
breaks, but rather opportunities for the professionaì worker to choose
'less stressful work on a voluntary basis while other staff take over
ance

for awhile. If this is
does not come

done on

a planned basis,

at the cost of service to clients,

have the negative connotations

of

escapÍ

Maslach

asserts,

it

and therefore does not

sm.

Masl

ach found that

"time-outs were possible in weìI-staffed agencies that had shared rnork
responsibit ities, fl exibl e work pol icíes, and, most importantly, a

variety of iob tasks for each professional, rather than iust a single
one" (1976, p.20). Masìach, in her treatment of the question of hours

of work, ties it to this last poínt; staff whose duties were soley
concerne¿

with services to clients

were more prone

to burnout than

were

'ri;iÌtY¡li:i
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admínistrative personel, regardless of the length of the work day.

She

e return to school for more
'l
traí ní ng; so that di rect contact wi th cl íents wi I'l be imi ted, and they
wontt be in a posítion where they will be "...forced to become callous
in order to stay sane'¡ (p. 20). A better method of handling this
suggests

that

thÍ

s is

why many

peopì

to structure iobs so that there would be
a wider variety of work responsibi'lities, and more access of staff to
problem, she submits, wouìd be

support groups; formal

or informal groups where probl ems can be

discussed, ideas can be exchanged, and stresses shared (p. 20).

did research on what they term "occupational
tedium", which is defined as "...4 general experience of physícaì '
Pines and Kafry

emotional, and attitudinal exhaustion. The experience

by feel ings

of strain

and 'burnout'

,

is characterized

by emotional aS h,el I aS physica'l

depletíon, and by negatÍon of one'S self and one'S environment" (1978,

p.499).

"Tedium" would

actually

seern

a rather mild word to use

in this

context. 0f partícular Ímportance for this thesis were their findings
from a sample of l?9 socíal service professionals in the areas of
externa] work characteristics, or properties of the work environment,

or the quaìity

and organizational variables,

requÍrements

Externaì work characteristcs included work relatíons,

or

of the job.
how

well an

indivídual gets a'long wíth others on the iob, work sharing, or
sharing of responsibitities via mechanisms such as peer counselìing,
shared caseloads, and teamwork, Support' which an individual could

to receive from someone el se in the organization in times of
difficulty, time out, as defined by Maslach, above, and social
feedback, which re'lates to the quality of support in one'S envíronment
and particul arly to the sense of achÍevernent and meaning
expect

:.

llr:]:+:'ir::¡¡
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derived from

one'

s work; i t

woul

d be provided by coì

1

eagues

and

supervisors. 0rganizational variables included caseload size, Job
level,and ç¿ork schedule. Satisfaction wíth pay was also incjuded
in this category (1978, pp. 501-503). All five of the external work
characteristics were negatively correlated with tedium, dt the '05
positively and significantly correlated with
and supervisors had higher job satisfaction, while

level.

Caseload was

tedium. Homemakers
social workers, (the míddte Eroup in the Job level question,) had
the greatest tedium, largely because they had the most administrative
and paper work to do. (This was elícited via the work schedule
question.)

Pay was

0n the basis

not significantly related to tedium (pp. 503-506).

of these findìngs, it is

possibìe

to

suggest

that it

staff in a social
service agency; that ín additíon to the greater flexibility they would

would be particuìarly valuable

impart

to the

have versatile

agency, they would benefit the agency and thernselves by

being better able
problem

to

to

cope

with the perenníal

problem

of burnout, a

that is already seen as a costly one. If H.R.A.

methods were

of the probìem become known, it would be
recognized as even more costly. If a socia'l service agency with worker
particÍpation in management cou'ld run at all efficiently, it wou1d, if
H.R.A. techniques were used when comparing it to a conventional agency
utilized,

and the

assessed by

the

full

same

scope

yardstick, provide cheaper service,

greater adaptability and greater resistance of

because

of its

its staff to burnout.

At the risk of belaboring the obvious, the writer would point out
the connectìon between the work-labour distinction and the"methods of

that lead to burnout are those which
are similar to those which constitutê labour; seeing one client after
reducing burnout. The conditions

l'r:,:ta'i':\
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another, performing the same limited range

of

functions with

or

for

the social worker is constrained by one or more of
severa'l considerations such as budgetary restraÍnts, agency mandate or

each one because

clíent does not usually express gratitude;
there is usua'lly no reason for the client to feel grateful , as c'lients
must often fíght for even limited service. Those who genuinely feel
excessive workload. The

little
If the work'load is

grateful for what

they receive must be very deprived indeed.

restructured so that burnout

ís less likely

to

at conditions much c'loser to those
whích constí tute work; cl íents are st,i t seen ' but not i n an end'l ess
occur, we find ourselves looking

1

stream. There are other jobs staff can perform which, even though they
are demanding in their own right, constitute a change. This enables

their work in better perspective. Hork done under these
conditions will have a much higher potential for beÍng regarded by both
Under such conditions the
cl ient and worker as meaningful .
staff to

keep

psychoìogicat rewards Ínherent

in

doing a good iob become operative.

this is the case, the worker-client re'lationship wiìl not be so
one-sided, and clients wiìl more often be ín a position to express

When

gratitude.

Even when

that doesn't happen,

however, there

more supports avaÍlable from the work place; from other

will still

be

staff.

of the concept of citizenship as
it appìies to potitícat jurisdictions. It was seen to be a concept
with potential for appìication to organizatíons.
In vÍew of the often pessimistic evaluation of the potential for
This chapter began with a review

the productive involvement of citizens, works by two well- known and
reputabìe scholars were examined, works which were not particularly
optimistic in their outlook with respect tl the potential for truly
:

l:::i;:,.¡::i

6?

democratic institutions

to occur. It was shown that a

carefu]

for the perspectives of the
authors, allowed room for optimism; that íf there is an iron'law of
'law of democracy'
ol igarchy, there must also be an iron
examínation, with appropriate consÍderatíon

Organ'izational cítizenship waS suggested as the best approach to

furthering these democratic potentialities, although not an

approach

without problems, which were characterized as being unanticipated costs

in terms of perfonmance and limitations on adaptibilÍty. It was shown
that Íf anything, adaptibit ity woul d be enhanced, and that if a
complete accounting were made, through Some form of Human Resource
Accounting whích would ínclude staff training and turnover costs, and
credit the organization with the resu'lting assets, there wouid be no a

priori iustificatíon for

such assertions.

in social service aEencies was examined, and tactics for
reducing it enumerated. It was suggested that some of them, such aS
Burnout

having a wider variety

of iobs for

each worker

to do, and "time-outs",

in job responsibílity would occur, are congruent with the
work aspect of the work-labour dichotomy. If, in addition, administrative tasks were used to provide greater work variety' more versatile

when changes

staff
show

would be developed, and turnover could be reduced. H.R.A' would

thís as a credit to the organization.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Power. Knowle

gne

of

of the

,

and Vaìues;

Their Roles Ín Decísíon

questions raised when efficiency

how decisìons are

made. This chapter

is

is

Maki

considered

is

that

a consideration of decision

making. Decísion making is criticaìly affected by the power
relationships in an organization. it is also influenced, hopefully, by
the kÍnds and amount of information available. The role of values is

dírectly related to the choices that are made about information

and

how

it is used, although that re'lationshíp is not always recognized. The
first of these closely related subjects to be addressed is that of
power.

Power

Max tl|eber defined "power"

(or, in

German,

"Macht",) as "--.the

probability that one actor within a social relationship
position to carry out hís

ovln

will

a

command

of

german, "Herrschaft"),

with a given specific context

persons

(p.

a

despite resistance, regardìess of

the basis on which this probability rests" (ì968, p.

or "authority", ( in

will be in

will

53).

is the

"Domination"

probabil

ity

that

be obeyed by a given group

53).1

tíed to the individuaì , or the personaì íty of the
indívíduaì, while authority is assocíated with social
Power i s

I
c 0nv

¡-

eys

There seems to be no si ngì e Engl i sh word whi ch adequatel y
the meaning. Parsons at one point recommended "imperative
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positions or roles. Dahrendorf suggests that authority could be
thought of as iegitimate power (1S59, p. 166). This formulation

it is a one way street, that power origÍnates at the top
and filters down. To a certain extent, this is the case, particularly
in ínstances that are examined over the short run, without regard to
implies that

'long term considerations. 0ver longer periods

periods

of time if the analysis is

done

of tÍme, and over short

carefulìy enough, it

wiìì

be

found that there are reciprocaì aspects of power. Aristotle noted that

if

the master does not adequately ìook after the slave, and the slave

perishes as a resu'lt, the master perishes with him (I278b.)z

i. .i.:
I .: ;:¡

In their study of the phenomenon, Lassweì1 and Kapìan define pov',er
as "...participation in the making of decisions" (1S50, p.75). They
conclude that power is a deference value; that when one has power one
is considered by others when they are planning activities. They
identify three aspects of power: weight, the degree of participa-

ng, scope, the val ues control ed, arìd
those persons over whom power is exercised (p.77). Neither

tion i n
domain,

deci

sion

maki

objects nor ideas constitute povler by themselves.

1

Power comes ínto

"leadership". "DOminacontroì," and Iater went on record as favoring
'leader
has power over his
tion" stresses the context in which a
fol'lowers, whi'le Weber was, in most instances, concerned with legitima-

noÍfr and Wittich choose to use "Domination" when concerned with
the force aspects of the concept, and "Authority." when concerned with
the ìegitÍmacy aspects (Weber, 1968, pp. 61-62). It may be worth
noti ng at tlii s þoi nt that Weber, too, i S taì ki ng i n terms of

tion.

probabil

ities.

2 Again, it should be noted that this þras the ideal, and that
it were common. There does not appear to !av-e been any
out minimum standards for treatment of slaves, and
setting
tegtstation
of slaves in the Greek silver mines v'ras about
expectanðy
thã life
departures from

eighteen months.

ir¡-.:¡'.,:l¡.::;
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s access to
enough so that they are wi'l1ing to obey one's orders in return (p.

existence only

771

vJhen

others

val

ue something one

control

.

This formu'lation

makes

the origin of power expìicít, and allows

ful'ler consideration of its implications. It

makes

a

it possible to

a value and the values over which
pov.Jer i s bei ng exerc i sed" (p. 77 ) . One may have power over ttreal th, or
distinguish "...between power as
economÍc power,

without being wealthy. The seperation of ownership

control in an industríal setting is an example of this. It

and

answers

explicitly the question of what can happen to someone who resists
the exercise of power, or to someone who, for whatever reasons, faiìS
to compìy adequately; i.e., sanctions of varying severity, depending on
the seriousness of the failure to comply (p. 761. Thus, in most
politicaì jurisdictions the failure to pay a parking ticket is not
grounds for capital punishment, and in most economic iurisdictions,
dÌsmissal or blacklisting, which are in some ways economic analogs to

more

capítal punïshment, are not usually invoked when a file iS lost or
mísp1aced, or when constructive criticisms of admin'istrative practices
are made. Lesser penalties, more

in

keeping

with the actua'l serious-

of the offence, are used. These penalties would be determined by
weighing the probabÍlities mentioned by Max Weber, in at least an
'implicít way, to determine what sanctions, in addition to pre-existing
ness

, wi I 'l be necessary to raí se the probabi I i ti es of
'l
It allows for expì icit
evel .
compl í ance to an acceptabl e
norms and 'l oyal ti

es

consideration of the limits

of

power and the

division of

pol^,er.

of others, by technical factors, and
by social order considerations (Lasswell and Kapìan, p. 95). Thus,
Power can be

limited by the

power

rr.,r

. ..,.¡
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technica'l factors such as 'límits on transportation capacity

limitations on speed and reìÍability of
important rol es

in

mi1

itary

campaigns

and

communications have played

in the past. Social order

consíderations are related to those entÍties or institutions that, are
'legitimately beyond the scope of interact'ion. Our
commonly regarded as

society considers freedom of reìigion

to be such a

consideration,

within certain fairly specific limits, such as one wife per

husband.

Similarìy, we concur wíth Príme Miníster Trudeau's statement that the
"... state has no place in the bedrooms of the natiorl.", provided that

to homicide. Fjna'lly, it al lows
for the consideration of the ro'le of consent in power relationships.
"Coercion by consent" is perhaps verbaìly a paradox, but this concept

one's sexual proc'livities do not run

for consideration of the perspective of the person over whom
is being exercised. In anything but naked power, there is an

does allow
power

element

of choice involved.

of life or ìiberty: the element
of coercíon is certáinly present, and'l we speak therefore of power,
not merely i nfl uence, of thg egi s1 ator and magi strate.
Nevertheleis, that theré be laws (and even these particular'laws),
and that the'laws be enforced, may well be a matter of generaì

Laws are enforced by deprivations

consent. 1p. 99)

Lasswell and Kaplan assert that maintenance of power

in

to the doctrines that legitimate the
They are primari 1y concerned wi th the pol i ti cal

question depends on adherence

po\^rer

(

p.

121 )

.

in the domain
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domain, and

cited three authors to

In the political
a number

of

make

arena, especiaìly

competing

their point.3

in the western world, there are

factions. Their

views may be only slightìy

different, but each wants power, and at least the appearance of
ìegitimate rule wilt be adhered to. There will, of course, bê
exceptions, such as the invojvernent of the CIA in domestic affairs in
the U.S., or maÍ1 openings by the RCMP. These situations, once they
become known,

by no othen

wiìl

usually be rectified; by amending the legislation

if

means.

in the economic realm, particularly Ín the private sector, there
also wí11 be competing firms and the apPearance of legitimacy. As
well, there will be price fixing schemes and occurrances such as the
recent Love Canal incident with the Hooker Chemical

Company.

In socia'l service organi zations there are not qui te as many
constraints. Such organizations tend to be monopolistic; often the
only way one can be served by a different agency is to move to its
catchment area. Boards of directors typically do not have a great
amount of expertise in the kinds of services gÍven by their agencies.
Social work staff perceive themselves to be bound by professional

of ethics which often
and

a

have

codes

within them an emphasis on confidentiality

corresponding emphasiS

on resolvíng problems that may arise

within the boundaries of the organization.

Those codes

of ethics do

3 "No power could stand if it relied on vioìence alone, for
Mi rriam
force is not strong enough to maintain itsel f.... "
"The strongest man is never strong enough to be a'l ways master. . . . "
Rou s seau

"Even the tyrant must sìeep."

r,

Hobbes

(p.

121)
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not govern the profession; however, because they are not binding on the
individuals practicing that profession, nor are they bindìng on the
emp'loying

agency. The potential exists for a legitimate

emphasis

on

confídentiality to be turned into a conspiracy of silence.4 Services
are often "free", or on a "token fee" basis, whiCh tends to remove an
avenue

for the expressi on of

normally available

di ssati sfactj

on by

cl ientel

e that

is

in the economic sphere.

This is not to say that all socíal service organizations are
examples of naked power. Most of them are led and staffed by people
who have

their

ov{n internal

ized

standards

of what

constitutes

appropriate behavíor, and do the best they can wíth the often very
limited resources available. There are not as many checks and controls
as exist in most other forms

of enterprise,

however, and the head

social service organ'ization can choose the sources of information

of a

being

4 Th. situation in Manitoba with respect to social workers is as
follows: social workers who wish to may ioin the Manitoba Institute of
Registered Social Workers, which was incorporated under an act of the
leéislature. That act, unfortunately, has virtually- no power to govern
Ii a member is found to have acted
tñð práctice of the profession.
'be
or expelled from the MIRslll. His
may
suspended
he
unethicaìly,
and he -can still call himsel f a
him,
to
obligated
ii'not
employer
-fire
social v'Jorker". In contrast,
not
a
"registered
thougÍ
toðiui worker,
their prof-essi.ons, must be
practíce
1o
order
in
physicians or'lawyeis,
professional bodíes
respective
good
of
their
standing
me*Uers in
(Jewers, C.C.J., L979, PP. 5-6).
Thís situatÍon acts in two ways. Because the MIRSW cannot govern
the conduct of socia'l work practitioners, it has a comespondíng
ínabi'lity to govern the conduct of agencies. One large socia'l service
agency in tne province has taken advantage of that fag! by implementing
a-diräctive thät any items appearing in its weekly buìletin, which sets
out procedures and poìicies, are not to be divulged to. non-employees,
on påin of dísmissal. A client can no longer be asSured of findíng out
whal guidelínes are being used in his particular situation, let alone
how fney are being interpreted, and the MIRSt,l has no povrer to
cf'àng. itte sí tuatí-on (peisonal communication from a necessarily
confidential source).
i'

:i..,
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received

at will.

Accountabi.lity becomes rather attenuated

in

these

s poses Í nherent i imi tatj ons on organi zati onal
flexibility, as well. In such sítuations, power considerations tend to
over-ride interests of principle, not because the power holder has
become corrupt, but because it becomes difficuì t after awhil e to
separate the two (Lasswell and Kapìan, 1950, p. L471. This point is
important in the context of this thesís, because it is one of the
ci

rcumstances.

mechanisms

Thi

that operates to produce a

phenomenon

that

many poeple have

noticed; those who have been excluded from a share in the power

have

of the benefits (p.96). Aristotle
more direct and wilful mechanism that

a'lso been excluded from a share
commented

on another,

somewhat

property owners employed

in his time, which

achieved the sarne end.

For the stronger they are, the more power they claim, and having
this object in view, they themselves select those of the other
classes who are to be admited to the government; but, not being as
yet strong enough to rule without the 1aw, they make the law
represent their wishes. (1293a)

Anatole France reportedìy obsenved

that,

"The law

in its

majestic

equality forbids the rich as well as the poor to sìeep under bridges,

to

of

in the streets, or steal bread" (Lasswell and Kaplan, p. L?g).
Power in organizations is not a zero sum concept; the total amount

beg

power can

vary in response to other factors.

operational izes the concept

of

"power" as the "amount

Tannenbaum,

who

of control in

an

of this from studies he has done in
unions and in Índustríal settings. He suggests that when there ís
broader partÍcipation in decÍsion making in an organization, the total
amount of control is increased because it has become part of many more
of the face to face interactions that exist, rather than existing
soìely in the formal chain of comand (1966, p. 96-97, 99-100). Guest
organization", cites evidence

70

and Fatchett note

that

when workers become involved

decÍsions, or^ganizatíonal goais

will

be accepted more readily (1974, p.

16). This is not the most usual way of
keeping

with the definition

made

in task performance

it is

viewing power, but

in

by Laswell and Kap'lan, however, and is

completely compatible wíth Weber's definition as

well.

The relationship

was characterized by Jaques as panadoxical.

th democratic mechani sms through which al I members are
enfranchised, ïn the sense of having a say in poìicy, the authority
of those in managerÍal roles is both questioned and yet uphe'ld by
those whom they control. The more far-reaching the control
exerc i sed by the consul tati ve system, the more compl ete the

l.li

authority invested in the executive system. (1951, p.

Caplow has exarníned both

the benefits and the dangers that

263)

may

arise as

a result of this paradox (1S0+, p. 156-159).

in the real world, and is not the result
of onìy theoretical considerations, was made abundantly clear to thís
wri ter by Denhardt. Hi s fi ndi ngs refl ected the "worki ngs" of the
paradox, but he publ i shed hi s study wi thout ever "di scoveri ng" the
paradoxica'l nature of the concept of "authority". In order to explore
That this paradox exists

the question of the interrelationships between the organization and the

individual, Denhardt tested two hypotheses: "...that,
organi

zational I eadershi p

wi I

I

especíaì1y as measured in terms

resul

of

t in

more open

styles of

increased worker invol vement,

fulfillment", and
that "...workers exposed to more 'democratic' forms of management will
prove to be social ized in the dírectíon of greater deference to
organi zati ona'l authori ty" ( 1970, p. i73 ) . Both hypotheses were
confirmed. Worth noting is the fact that the deference to authority
question was posed

perceived personal

in the context of ".. .respect for

authority..." in the organízation (pp. 174-178).

ì

egitimate

Denhardt then turns

I :r

; ì:ll'

7L

of the second hypothesis comp'letely around, statìng, "This
statistically significant relationship tends to support a conclusion
that persons worki ng under neþJer forms of admi ni strati on are not
primarily taught the value of democratic participation, but are in fact

the

meaning

zational authority. The resul t i s
apparently simply a potentia'l'ly more obedient citizen of organization"
(p. 178). He conc'ludes, "Once again, the real winner is not the
employee, but rather the organization, not the individual, but the

made more deferent

to

organi

group" (p. 179).

Denhardt, faiì

ing to

recognize

the

paradox, succumbs

to

the

of the incomprehensible, stating that his fíndings
"... suggest that the dilemma of personalÍty and organization can never
be fulìy resolved as'long as our vision is restricted to the study of
organizations in preference to the study of man" (p. 179). (Shades of
Alexander Pope!). The key to the resolution of Denhardt's difficulty

metaphysícal pathos

ies in the way the question of deference to authority was posed.
Instead of defining "deference" in the context of legitimate authority,
measuríng it in that context, and then app'lyíng the resul ts to a
preconceived scherne i n which organi zati onal authori ty stems from
I

"out there", two realizations must be made. Most individuals
are ìikely to regard themselves as a "'legitimate authority" to v¡hich
somewhere

deference

is in order.

participated ín making a decision, and who concurs

will

have much more

that he has
with that decision,

An ernployee who honestìy believes

faith in the validity of that decision and wilì

quite likeìy to carry it out. That is what democracy is all
Secondly, persons workíng

in

such

be

about.

a situation will already be working

within a context of democratíc participation,

and

will

therefore be more

i:

r'.,

1:i:1:tr:iÍ:11::f
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deferentiaJ

to organizational authority, i.ê.,

themselves. That is

the reason for the paradox. The authority, oF, in the terminology of
Lasswell and Kapìan, the power,
and

is

consequently seen

ís diifused

to be 1egÍtímate

fewer organizational resources must be used

The significance

of this point

with a direct stake in the

outcàme

throughout the organization
power, with the

to

result that

ensure compliance.

cannot be over-emphasized. People

will

work more

efficiently than those

with none. The lack of such an investment is what gives rise to
often-heard phrase, "I don't know, I iust work here."
Certai

nì

y, one must be careful to

di stí ngui

sh

ne

genui

the

and

significant participation from what Mulder terms "false participation",
the del usion of imagining onesel f to be significantly invoived in
decision making on matters'long since decided by others. The danger of

false participation is that most peop'le are smart

fairly

quickly what

is

going on, and

will

enough

to figure

out

be reluctant to contribute in

other potentiatly useful ways in the future (ì971, p. 36). Lawrence
writes of a visit to a plant where an engineer confided that hÍs "trÍck"

time. Into a proposed p'lan he was presenting he would
place a fairly obvious error. Someone would catch the error, the

worked every

engineer

to

woul

d immediately accept the corection, and the gro.up,

have "participated", would end up acceptíng the whole

pì eased

package.

later, after further investigation, that many of th e
engineer's colleagues did not trust hím, and that there was subt'le, but
nevertheless real and entrenched resistance to the man's ideas. Genuine

Lawrence found out

participation,

Lawrence concludes,

"... is

based on respect" (.l969' p.

174).
Educati;on

also plays an important role

in defining the nature and
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distribution of power. Mulder cites Brockmeyer's 1968 research to

the

effect that 90 per cent of active participants in workers' councils in
Yugosì avia were specia'l ists with higher education ( l97l , P. 33).
Blumberg

finds that Yugoslavian

are more ìikely

employees

to be participants in

with more education and skilt

workers'

less skil1ed, less educated counterparts (.l973, p. ?27\.

that better

educated v¡orkers

"...

than their

management

Garson states

are mone interested and competent in

democratic work organizations" (t974,

p. l2).

Guest and Fatchett report

a similar pattern in the United Kingdom ¡974, pp. 204-205). Not
surprisÍngly, Hage and Aiken, in their analysis of the distrÍbution of
power as they measured it in sixteen health and welfare organizations in
the united States noted a positive correlation, (r='68), between highly
trained staff and

",..

wide participation

in decis'ion

making" ('lSO7, p.

84).

staff presumably acquire the bu'lk of their education before
joÍning their respective organizations, any arguments of causation would
be more plausible if made in the direction that education has the effect
As most

of

increasing the capabiìíty

of staff to partícípate in

management,

rather than the reverse.
These thoughts are presented, not because

part of the writer, but

because

of an elitist bias on the

if a start in participatory

management

is to be made somewhere, it makes sense to choose an organizatíon where
it ís more likety to succeed--or fail--on Íts meríts rather than because
of extraneous factors. One characteristic that it would appear useful
to select for would be relatively high'levels of education of front line
staff. Social servÍce agencies would fit that requirement.
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Decision I'laking Strategies

No

consi derati

on of

povrer

can be

comp'l

eted wi thout

decisíon making theory, which deals with the roles
and power i n

menti on'ing

of values,

know'ledge

p'l anni ng .

The traditíonal view

the standard unit of

of rational

man

(or

economic man

if

money

is that when enough
it will be possib'le to make the "best"

measurement being considered,)

information has been acquired,

decision, and that such a decision can be confirmed by

someone else

acting as an independent observer. Such a víew has at least two

maior

problems. The most basic problem is that there are limits to reason,
pointed out
probìem

in

is

chapter

is that it is

one.

The secondary, but

beyond

the capacity

still

as

rnonumental other

of a human, or any group of

all the data that could actualìy be collected on
the al ternati ves to any maj or deci si on. Hoos has documented the
manifestations of this problem in the social services. Much of Hoos'
work in this area was done in California in the late sixties, a time
when the aerospace firms had a lot of unused computer time. They began
doing consultation work for the social services sector, coììecting and
processing massive amounts of information, which onìy served to cloud
issues and alternatíves to the pofnt of compìete incomprehensibi'lity.
Typically, the result of any gÍven study was the generation of so much
humans,

to

comprehend

data that another study was

data were of greater

recommended

si gni

fi cance

to c'larify

on the

basi

and sort out which

s of

sti

I

I

more

to do about the
unused computer time (1969, pp. 47,51, and 197?, P. 152). Simon calls
this second poÍnt the princÍple of bounded rationa'lity:
information. The only problem actually solved

was what
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The capacity of the human mind for formulating and solving compìex
problems is very small compared wjth the size of the problems whose
solution is required for objectively rationaì behavior in the real
reasonable approximation to such obiective
world--or even for a.l98

rati

ona'l i

ty.

(

1957

p

.

)

if the future were predictable and peop'le
rational, organizations of any sort would not be

Incleed, as Sìmon points otJt,

were completely
necessary

gne

of

(p.

.l99).

of the first proposÍtions to take into account the weaknesses

rational ism was incremental ism,

or

"muddl

ing-through."

Thi

s

view

to be more accurateìy viewed as a strategy than a theory, and
seems to have originated in actual practice and was only labelled
afterwards. Instead of attempti ng a comprehensive survey and an
exhaustive evaluation of all information, only alternatives which djffer
seems

in minor ways from existing polícy are considered, and deciding on means
for implementing policíes is a similarly truncated exercise. Its chief
claim to fame is that it works, ât least in Some aspects, and was
probab'ly used

in an implicít

way long before

systematically (Etzioni, 1968,

p. 270).

it

was ever described

There are some important

It is íncapable of taking
value considerations into account. It is ìocked into a close
relationship with the status ql¡o and existing centers of po\{er, and
shortcomings

to

incrementalism, however.

cannot consider innovations a society may need (pp- 271-?73\.
Simon seems

to

have been one

of the first theorists to look at the

limits of rationality and of incrementalism. He introduced the concept
of "satisficing", which involved, Ínstead of the rationaìistic goal of
maximizing, mereìy findíng a course of action that v/as "good enough"
(1957, pp.204-204). It does not deal explicitly with the question of
values, as he was primarily ínterested i.n building models that were
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capable

of being utiiized in

computer

studies. Implicit in the concept

wíll determine the direction in
which computers are instructed to look for satisficing decisions (p.
205), and that this is an area in which computer intelligence can
of satisfícing are the ídeas that

complement human intell igence

(p'

values

256).

Etzioni developed a "Mixed-scanning" aproach to decision making
theory which combines rationalistic and incremental elements in such a

for the weaknesses of the other. Resources to
be expended in information gathering are divided into two or more
categories, one for a highty detailed, r^ationalistic examination of

way

that

each compensates

certain sectors, and one for a less íntensive examination of other
sectors, whose importance is less dírect. Based on the acquired
informatÍon, fundamental decisions are periodically made about main
alternatives and values, which are modified between major reviews in
incremental ways as indicated by short term needs. Decisions on how to
al I ocate

resources between detai I ed i nformati

detaíled scanning are

made

on the basis

on gatheri ng and I ess

of the relative importance of

the two in a specific situation. All decisions except the periodic
fundamental ones would be made on the basis of satisficing rather than
maximizing (1968,

pp. 388-390),

Each

of the two aspects of

scanning counteracts the shortcomings the other wouìd have

mixed

in isolation:

"... incrementalísm reduces the unrealistic aspects of rationalism by
ì imitÍng the detail s required in fundamental decisions, and
contextuating rationalism helps to overcome the conservative slant of
i ncrementaì i sm by expì ori ng I onger- run al ternati ves"

just

(

p.

390 ) .

the unknowabi'lity of the future, man's
limited rationality, and the impossibílity of maximizing are found in
The themes

examined;
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the real world. Noll, writing of social p'lanning consíderations of

U.S.

boil down the number of plausible
future states of the world to a sufficiently small and homogeneous group
that a sing'le poìicy cìearly dominates..." (.lS70, p.269). As a result

energy

policy states

of thís

"...

we can never

and other uncertaintíes

in

the world, he suggests that

"...

one

d not expect any dec i si on-rnaki ng process to be i denti fi abl y
optimal" (p. 27l). l,lhite, in researching the usefulness of economic
shoul

for specifying the conditions under which citízen involvement in
politics will occur, ends her essay with the conclusion that, "...
economic models are most valuable in serving a diagnostic function, and

models

any substantíve changes

in our coìlective life will

emerge from else-

p.276). M'intzberg, reviewing some of Simon's more recent
work, nrentions a distinct lack of progress in using computer based
information handling procedures in what are known as "nonprogrammed
decisions" (judgement decisions). OptimÍzation techniques in decision
making are still at much the same level they were in Simon's 1960
where" (1976,

treatment

of the

same problem,

i n computer technol
(

notwíthstanding significant improvements

ogy and capacity over the I ast twenty

Mintzberg, 1977, pp. 345-345)

years

.

The I iter^ature on computers

in social work and socia'l

service

to be an area that would demand some consideration
of the questions of limited rationaìity, the unknowability of future
events, the role of probabil ity theories in several areas of
social work such aS direct servíces and program development, and the
agencies would seem

impossibil

ity of maxÌmÍzation.

Boyd,

et.

al .,

in a review of

the

literature on computer technoìogy in social work, never even hint that
these i ssues are rai sed ( 1978, pp. 368-371 ) . : Schoech and Arangio,
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of the fi el ds of computer
techno'logy and human service, avoid the issue entireìy. That their
fai'lure to discuss these issues is characterized by this writer as
"avoidance" rather than "omisSion" is intentional, aS they had an ideal
opportunÍty to at least mention it in the context of their summary of
what computers are actualìy capable of. After brief commentary under
di scussÍ

the

ng the

headi

ng

under which

"Di agnosi

is

ng

i ncreasi

convergence

s" comes the

headi

ng

of "Therapy and Counse'l 'l i ng" ,

"... indÍviduals with thoughts of
by a computer, which was able to predict

found the following:

suicide were interviewed

suicide attempts more accurately (p<.0'l) than experienced clinjcians"
(1979, p.98). Therapy involves the making of iudgements on less than

as best as one can wi th what j s
availabìe; of satísficing, as opposed to optimizing. Sureìy, if there
perfect

knowl

edge,

of

managing

were ever an idea'l place

critical

reader

will

to begin the discussion, this would be it.

The

by now have realized that the words quoted above do

not actuaìly beìong under the heading selected by Schoech and Arangio.
Instead they shou'ld be placed under the headíng of "Díagnosis." Therapy
and counselìing, aS they are commonly understood, would

refer, not to

predíction, but to the actívities one would engage in to keep the
precliction, (or diagnosis), of suicide from coming true. Jaffe,
describing a study of chitd p'lacement decísions

to impìicitly

recognize the issue, as his

made

first

by computer,

paragraph

is

seems

devoted to

a definition of social work offered by Greenwood in 1955, which characterizes socíal work as a technology (rather
than a science or an art or a combination of the two), of ".-. trying to
skirting it.

He bomows

achieve controlled changes

in natural relatíonships via reìatively

standardized procedures which are

scientifically

based'i (.l979,

p.

380).
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He concludes by offering

his belief that science, technology, and art

offer any suggestions on how it can be
done oF what the result would look 1íke (p.384). 0f the three

can be synthesízed, but does not

subjects, iimited rationality, the unknowability

of future

events,

and

the role of probabilíty theory in social work, only one, limited
rationaì ity, waS mentioned in the "special issue on Conceptual
Frameworks" of Social Work (Sept, 19771. It reprints a working
definition of social work practice from'1958, which mentions that "...
knowledge of man ís never final or absolute ..." (Bníeland, 1977, p.
344). It does not mention why.
This writer was able to locate on'ly one work that dealt at all with
the question of probabilíty theory in social service organizations
(Miller and Pruger, 1977). It utilizes microeconomíc theory considerations to show what benefits social work can gain from microeconomc
production theory (p. ì71). They assert that the relationships between
workers' actions and the results of those actions are probabilistic,
rather than deterministic, and that "... it witì always be that way" (p.
'175). The focus of the Muller and Pruger article is elsewhere, so they
do not show why.this is the case. The situation they describe in their
articl e i s an ideal one to use for the expl anation, however.
socíal service organizatíons are compìex places, Mil'ler and
Pruger must introduce certain simplifications to make calculation of
their proposed measure of productivity possible. Among the simpìificaBecause

tions introduced are several that
work would

(l)
(2)
t.

find

amusing:

a state of

'|,

"...

anyone who has ever practiced social

harmony

prevails over the

agency."

every direct servìce worker diagnoses and ü"eats

any
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in exactly the same way.
".. . dírect service workers

given cj íent
(3

)

al

I

are

technol og'ica'lly

competent.. . . "

(4)

ignore the
between

"...

el gÍbi1

ity

determination process, coordinatjon

units, referrals, and the registering of

demands by

cl íents" (pp. I73-175).

Alt of these assumptions are made so that the model will be simpìe
enough to allow calculations to be made. In the process of doing so,
the simplifications create obvious inaccuracies. If the simplifications
are reduced or removed, the calculations

become more complex, and

errors

of measurement (such as errors in measuring differences between workers,
errors in measuring the amount of dissonance in agencies,) are introduced. Also to be considered are changes in the values caused by

the

If, for example, one is measuring dissonance in
the agency, there are two possib'le ways of doing it. One way would be
to devise a method that would measure it indirectly (introducing unknown
variations ín the results), or it could be done directly, by observing
(whích r,roul d cause changes in behavior) or by aski ng questíons of
people. Assuming (which is danEerous) tfrat people answer honestìy, it
very act of measuring.

might be the case that the very act of asking about dissonance brings

long forgotten problems, and the ievel of dissonance

It

will

be increased.

might also be the case that individuals given a chance

will

dissonance

lesseníng

seize the opportunity to get

of the dissonance will

Whiìe

it will

up

to

discuss

it "off their chest," and a

occur.

undoubtedìy become possible

to

make

calculations that

are more accurate than those discussed by Miller and Pruger, there will
uì

timate'ly be a I imit

,:.

to the accuracy of

those cal cu'lations. A point

t..-r.{..')4:..t::l
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will

be reached where the very act

variables along one dimension

will

of

measuring one

or another of

the

of

the

cause unpredictable changes

variable in question aìong that dimension or another dimension. Beyond

this point, probabi'lÌty theory will be the only avaílable method of
handTing data and making predictions

at the lowest ievels of

considera-

tion in the social sciences, individua'l behavior and behavior of small
groups. The writer has never seen this mentioned expìicitly in the
social work literature. It is the implícit basis, nevertheless, for the
justification of

ations.

concern by socia'l workers

with social welfare consider-

Thus, Richan and Mendelsohn state,

"...

interventions geared to

to altering the envÍronment within which that functioning goes on are doomed to failure" (1973,
pp. 174-175\. This is analogous to the situation that exists in physics,
discussed in chapter one. At the present time, one of the maior
altering

human

prob'lems

in

functioning without any regard

research

in the social sciences is to

reduce changes brought about by the very act

devise methods to

of measurement.

Val ues

If

an accummulation

answers, what

of facts is not by itseìf

is ìacking? This'writer would

also be considered. There would

seem

of generating
assert that values must
capable

to be at least two levels at

which

important. The most familiar is probably the level which
deals with social work practice and the traditional social work values
such as confidentiat ity, cì ienf sel f-determination, etc. These val ues,
va'lues are

and value

work.

conflicts, are of vital

They have been addressed

proposed

to the practice of social
at length elsewhere and it is not
concern

that further attention be given them here. Almost nowhere

has
':

t'
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it

been possible

to fÍnd

any treatment

of

values

at a more basic

level

withín the social work practice I iterature.5 The question the
present writer proposes to address is the question of how values are
related to facts, and how both are related to knowledge and u'ltimately,
far as knowledge influences organizatjonal behavior.
It is commonly held that vaiues interfere with facts, and that a
science deals only with the latter. Social work, which must somehow

behavior,

in

so

to grips with vaìues, facts, knowìedge, and behavior, has not paíd
much attention to I ogical posi tivi sm, the phil osophíca1 school
responsibìe for the commonìy held belief mentíoned in the preceeding
come

chapter. Logical positivism, which began to be developed fifty to
sixty years ago, was the outcome of a group of phiìosophers lvho came to

be called the vienna circìe, who wanted to rad'icaìly transform
philosophy as it then existed in order to be able to consider some of
the then recent developments of physics, some of which were mentioned
in chapter one. Indeed, without the sort of considerations that were
'logiat positivism, such âs, "Algorithmic
defÍning characterístics of
reconstruction, operationaì interpretation of terms, testability, Iand]
fal sifiabiì íty of predictions ...," (nll of which serve in various v'rays
to make it possible to formu'late proposÍtions which are specific enough
to be tested in the real world and rejected if they can be disproved,)
twentieth century scÍence cou'ld not have deveìoped (Hanson, 1969, pp'

5 Social welfare policy work has recognized the role of values
Titmuss writes about development
in policy formulation fôr some time.Pinker's
treatment ìs in terms of
of va1ue tramewoiÈ liSOa, p.135).
normative moclel s (197'l , p. 97ff ) .
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is

p. 70).6 Scriven put the revojutionary
changes brought about by logical positivism into perspective quite
there comes a time in the affai rs of science and
ci ear'ly: " . . .
r-57-84. Quotation

from

philosophy when nothing

is so valuable as hardheadedness.

Positivism

to phÍlosophy, and perhaps to some parts of
science, at a time when it was needed He must pay tribute to the
revolutionary while avoiding the mistake of deifying his doctrine"

brought that hardheadedness

(1969, pp. 208- 209).
There are

at least three basic problems with'logical positivism ast

it applies to the behavioral sciences: the doctrine of operationalism
into terms which can be related
to the real wortd), the val ue-free idea'l of behaviorists, and
deductivism (the doctrine that a proper scientific explanation of the
phenomenon under consideration shouJd consist of deductions from genera
empiríca'l I aws appl icabl e under certain conditions) (Scriven, p.
(whích deals with putting propositions

6 I nstead, we wouJ d

sti I I be grappl i ng wi th the concept of
is similar in some ways to Einstein's
which
Fitzgerald Confraction,
prediction that objects shrink in the direction of travel at speeds
àpproaching the speed of ìight, but which is defjned in such a way that
it is in principle (as well as in fact) impossible to test. Given the
impossibility of dealíng "scientificaìly" with such a concept, it is no
surprising that other avenues r^iere explored. Someone turned to verse
wi th thi s resul t:
There ró¡as a young fellow named Fiske
Whose fencing was strikingly brisk;
So fast was his action
Fi tzergeral d Contraction

Reduced

his rapier to a disc.

r.j:,.:.
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The
however,

doc

tr i ne

of

val ue- free

sc i

ence must be di sc us sed further

as Ít is directly related to the ro1e of values in

,

social

that it is based, in retrospect, on four
logícaì mistakes. The first is the assertion that the distÌnction made

work.

Scriven maintains

between

the facts of any gíven case and the evaluations based on those

facts could be made into a context-free distinction. Thus,
found that

it

has

been

in the case of inteìl igence tests or olympic runners,

distinctions are made between perfonnances. The different evaluations
we pl ace on these performances cannot be reduced

facts or an ultimate set of valuesi "...

many statements which

context clearly would be evaluatfonal are,

(p..l99).

fact

to an ul timate set of

in

of

one

another, cìearìy factual"

The second mistake arose from the supposition

(such as which kínds

in

that matters of

medicine hea] certain medícal conditions)

in such a way that judgements can be made about "...
the superiority of something for someone without a kind of ineradicable
subjectivity coming Ìnto the picture" (p. 200). The statement that
when a certa'in medical treatment has been performed, good has been
accompìished, "... is itself iust a fact about human health, aìthough
cannot be handled

also a value statement" (p.200). The third mistake

the

sometimes made was

to di sti gui sh statements about moral val ues from val ue
in general . Scriven concedes that the val idatíon of moral

fai I ure

statements

7 Scriven gives a clear, brief account of these problems,
with citations for more detailed treatments in the work cited

along
above

pp. 198-207). Interestingly, he maintains that operational ism was not
important in physics, in opposition to Hanson, op. cit,.
(

.:.:

l;t{r:.;

B5

statements presents speciaì di fficul

tíes.

He neverthel ess maintains

that the iogicaì positivists, who generally failed to distjnguish
between the two kinds of statements about values, made the mistake of
holding that
theory

some

value claims, such as the statement that the speciaì

of reìativity

has more merit than Newtonion mechanics, could

be

to an ultimate,

or

constructed solely as an instrumental, as opposed

ther sort of val ue cl aím, rather than a
combination fact and value statement. In so doing they have failed to
real i ze that there i s not any good r^/ay of showi ng that al I cl i ams are
not ín some way instrumental; that "ul timate facts" and "ul timate
values" are both elusive. If we juxtapose the ídea that a statement can
end, factual

cl

aim, oF

ei

be both a fact and a vaìue, as shown immediateiy above, with the idea

that

all

claims can be viewed as having instrumental aspects,

it

becomes

to either accept or^ reject aìl claims about everything because
they can all somehow be put into the same category, that of claims about
instrumental facts (pp. 200-20.|). it makes more sense to treat moral
necessary

a separate, and much more difficult category which requires
specÍal consideration. The final místake made regarding vaj ue-free
scíence was the "... suggestion that va'l ue cl aims were not real ìy
statements at a'lI, but simply expressions of an attitude..." (p.20.l).
In other words, these cl aims had no cogni ti ve content or on'ìy an

values as

incidental cognitive content. Close inspection has revealed such statements themselves

to

be value

claims.

There

"... is no possibi'lity,"

Scriven concluded, "that the social scÍences can be free

of value

claims

or of moral value claims in particular, and the arguments
whích suggested that, for their own good they should be, were themselves

in

genera'l

metascientí

fic

val ue cì aims"

(p.

20.l)

.
¡:
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it

0n close examination,

can be seen that even physicaì laws which

are usually regarded aS absolute, such aS Boyìe's and Pascal'S laws
regarding gases, or basic principles of econom'ics, are not particularly
empirical, and it
laws

is not even Ímportant whether they are or not.

or princÍples are adopted

because they are informative (Scriven, p.

206). The present writer wculd point out that this
Simon's concept

These

is a good example of

of "satisficíng" at work. These principles

and laws

at some poÌnt found to be close enough to the "real thing" so that
The i dea of " successi ve
i t was informatÍve to adopt them.

were

approximation," so usefu'l

in calcuìus, is

successful use of the concept

another manifestatíon

of the

of "satisfícing".

in predicting outcomes in favor of
probabi.lity, having determined that there is no such thing as value-free
Having ruled out causa'lity

science, what remains: how do lve get knowledge? The doctrÍne of

that erirpathic insight can be val uabl e for socÍal
scientists, has been around for a long time. Scriven sugEests that it
can appìy to the physical scìentists too (p.201). Thus, in the physical
"Verstehen Ëheory,"

sciences there

is the example of Archimedes jumping

from his bat,htub,

shouting "Eureka!" In the social sciences, Scriven gíves the example of

will result from bombing a city. It is
possib'le to predict that certaÍn outcomes will occur, and that certain
othens wi I I not. It i s possi bl e to predict that ei ther the
Ìnhabitants will be demoralized or that they will show an increased
determination to resist. It would be fooìish to predict that the
bombìng wil'l result in a change in the way certain words are pronounced
(pp. 202-203). There are too many intervening factors to do more than
give probabilitíes of the outcomes of demoralization or resistance.
determining what outcomes
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After the fact, however, the psychol ogi st or hí storian knows which
result occurned, and his task is to explain why it occurred. Such an

is informative, which is all that is necessary for
know'ledge, as waS suggested in the preceeding paragraph. It can be
expìanation

seen, then, that knowìedge can be obtained by empathy, by observation,

and by inference, aìthough empathy

is not compietely distinct

from

or inference (p. 203).
Socíal scíence 'literature dealing wíth values and facts exists,

observation

a'lthough

often

and relates
r,ranted

it is rather impìicit.

Mintzberg

it to what happened ín Vietnam.

to be tol d

calls it "soft data,"

He asserts

that

about concrete facts such as the number

McNamara

of tons of

to defoliate a iungle rather than the will to resist of
the peop'le involved. He suggests that hard facts were used to support
military goa1s, while ìarger consÍderations were excluded from the
chemícals needed

analysis because they were supported on'ly by soft data (1977, p.348).

Social work administration literature on the relationship

between

facts and values and its implications for practíce is rare. Steiner
acknowl edges the importance of val ues ( ne uses the term "val ue

in poìicy development, stating that prescriptive conclus'ions
(plans) are the resuìt of combining descriptive premises (facts) and

premises")

p. 75). steiner also points out, very
that when value premises are ignored, it is difficult to

value premises (va]ues) (ìs26,
perceptívely,

that often the factor perceived to
be tackÍng is descriptive premises, and attempts are made to obtain more
and more infonmation, of higher quality (p. 74). This would further
reach any prescriptive conclusjons:

expl

ain why the

diffÍcult

one

phenomenon

noted by Hoos, op.

cit.,

is

such

a

with which to deal. Steiner ignores the interrelationship

l:itir;"iri'.ã

B8

of fact

and value mentioned by Scriven.

The on'ly work found by the present

writer that dealt wíth

the

relationship between science and social work practice warrants some
comment. This wr:iter does not quarrel with Vigilante's last paragraph,
whích djscusses humanitarian values and
concluding with the statement

their influence on pract'ice,

that social workers"

must conduct

of values, but we must approach this task with a
new scholarly, if not 'scientific,' seriousness, rather than with
símplistic reìigíous devotion" (1974, p. ll5). Much of the rest of the

extended investigations

article

appears

to be more an example of

how

not to conduct a scho'larly

investigation of anything. Vigiìante begins by suggesting that social
workers are "professiona'l moralists," the "conscience

(p. 107). This writer

has seen little evidence

of the community"

of that. Vigilante

then

of the hazards connected wÍth a strong concern
about values, there is a temptation to Seek "... an escape noute through
'logical positivism..." which social workers should not accept, "... no
matter how academically 'cool' (prestigíous) that action may be" (pp.
suggests

that

because

of ìogícal positivism at this point for a
page or So, then returns to it, stating that, "Logicaì positivism, the
objective scnutiny of avaÍlable facts pointing toward factually revealed
107-108).

He drops

the

therne

in itseìf, rather
than know'ìedge for the social good" (p.1t0). Nowhere is there any indication that anything but togica'l positivism is domÍnant in the scientific world, let alone the philosophica'l world. As has already been
conclusions

shown,

is science.

Knowledge has become

a va'lue

ìogicaì positívísm has been discredited on several counts.

perceptive reader

will

by now have wondered about the phrase,

"...

The

know-

lqdge for the socia'l good." Has Vigilante found a monolithic body of
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that works only for social good? If so, he has
saved it for another publícation; it does not appear in thjs one.
Somewhat later is found the statement, "If the nation's present moral
crísis can be related to dominance of logical positivism at the expense

know'ledge somewhere

it is no surprise that social work is especially
effected, given its fundamental rel iance for its purpose and function on
values that are not subiect to'scientific' proof" (p.113). This writer
would point out that if logícaì positivism rejects anything unverifiof

community values

ab1e, social work could not possibly, from Vigi'lante's perspective, be
affected, "... given Ìts fundarnental rel iance for its purpose and

to 'scientific' proof" (op'
ci t. ) . Al most at the end of the arti cT e comes a hi nt that tho se
involved in the natural sciences are turning away from logica'l
function on values that are not subiect

positivism (p.113). This should have been set out near the beginning'

ìs also related to vajues.
of individualism and how it is related to a sense of

The second theme mistreated by Vigilante

It is the question

in chapter one' above, a'lso addressed this
question, aS did C.B. MacPherson with hi s notion of "possessive
individualism" (1962, Chapter VI). Vigitante seems never to have found

community. Goodwín, cited

MacPherson's work, however. Vigil ante states,

Goodwin concl udes that "there can be no moral conduct8
without community" lnote that he does not say "without God". His
argument is not mystical, since values are mystical]; "ngt only
doãs the rise of individualism deny the values of community, it

I Vigilante added the italics, but failed to mention that fact.
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suffocates freedom, enforces aq itìogical effort to turn scjence
into values--a second absurdity."9 (Vigilante, 1974, p. 110)

of the preceeding with what Goodwin actually write is
revealing. Goodwin wrote, "There can be no moral conduct without
community. God is the creation of a collective humanity" (Goodwin,
A comparison

ì974b, p.40). Notice that Goodwin does bring God into

it,

contrary

to the assertion by Vigilante. This writer was unable to find the last
half of Vigiìante's alleged quote from Goodwin anywhere in the three
parts of Goodwin's article. Vigi'lante concludes that the role of
values in social work will uìtimately be decided by the ÍndivÍdual
practitioner in daily practice, and by the educator in the classroom
(p. ll5). Let us give thanks that the values will not u'ltimate]y be
determined by Vigilante' s

article.

This chapter began with an examination of several aspects of
power. It was shown that organizational power does not have to be a
monolithic entity; that
shown

it

that the exercise of

can be divided, spread,
power

is

or

shared.

based on assessments

of

it

was

probabíli-

that it is límited by the power of others, by technical
factors, and by social order considerations. Maintenance of power is
dependent on adherence to the doctrines that legitimate that power.

ties,

and

not to be a zero Sum cOnCept. Power perceived as
ìegitimate is complied with more wiltingly than power whose legitÍmacy
is questionable. Evidence was cited that legitimacy is enhanced when
Power was Seen

power

is

is

perceived to be at least partly held by oneself, and that this

as true at the bottom

of organizatíonal structures as Ít is at

the

9 vigil ante adds a footnote designation of '¡l0rr here, which

cites Goodwin' s lanuary 28,

1974

article, p. 40.

i.

....
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top. tducation apparently
participate meaningfully in

It

was shown

increases the capacity

to

to

management.

that complete knowledge is not obtainable, and that

decision making strategy that díd not consider
doomed

of individuals

become an endless

strategies, concìudíng

a

this fact would be

infonnation gathering exercise. Alternate

in a discussion of "Mixed Scanning" were dis-

cussed. The usefulness of probablìstic

approaches when such strategies

are used was discussed.

Finaìly, the role of values in decision making was examíned, and
it was seen that value free "facts" do not, and cannot, exist. There
is nevertheless a way in which knowledge can be gaíned, through the use
of verstehen theory, oF ernpathic insight. The criterion for what
constïtutes knowledge in this circumstance is that of usefulness. One

of those themes found in the literature of social v¡ork was
examíned, and suggestions for change were made, in the light of the
treatment given these themes in this thesis.
treatment
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CHAPTER FIVE

Organizations: Benefits, Goais, and Compliance

Socìal Service 0rganizations have certain pecu'liarities which set
them

If the appìicatíon
is to be efficient,

apart from most other types of organizations.

of the concepts mentioned in the last

chapter

of the unique characteristics of a social service organization is necessary. Perhaps the most fruitful way to begin this process
woul d be to examine an organizational typol ogy that al I ows us to
development

separate socÍal service organizations from other types

of

or"ganíza-

tions. Such a typology exists. It was prepared by Bìau and Scott and
is a classification on the basis of cui bono or "who benefits."
This typology is then used as an aid in understanding problems of
social service organizations. Compliance, a central problem, is then
discussed. Fínal1y, it is noted that several of the themes and
concepts developed
common impl

in this

and pneceeding chapters seem to have several

ications.

Cui

Bono

of people that can
be ídentified with respect to any organization: (t) the members, or
rank and fíle particípants; (2) the owners or managers of the organization; (3) the peopl e who, though not in the organization, are in
reguì ar contact wi th i t, such as pati ents , customers, students,
clients, oF aìleged law breakers; (4) tne public-at-'large, oF the
membens of the society in which the organization operates (.l962, p.
The

cui

bono typoìogy out'línes four groups
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42). By identifying

members

of

any one

of these four groups as the main

of the actívity of the organization it is possibìe to
delineate four types of organization. It is important to remember that
the remaining three groups may al so derive benefi ts from the
organization, but to a lesser extent. Blau and Scott term those
organi zatí ons where the membershi p i s the primary benefi c iary r¡iutual
benefit organlzatíons; those where the oì^/ners or managers are the
primary benefícíaries, business coftcerns; those where a cl ient
group i s the primary beneficiary, service orgarrfzations; whil e
those where the pub'l ic-at-l arge i s the primar^y beneficiary are
designated as conrrÌonweal organizations (p. 43 ) . Each of the four
types of organization is characterized as having its own quÍte specific
beneficiaries

probl ems.

to the probì em of ,,.. .
maintainíng internal democratic processes" (p. 43). This can be
further broken down i nto two components, membershi p apathy and
tendencies towards ol ígarchical control . Most organizatíons have a few
Mutual benefit assocíations are prone

very actíve members while the rest are characterized by various degrees

of apathy. ParticipatÍon tends to become limíted to those few active
members. In times of crisis, such as a strike by a union, the needs
for flexibiìity and fast decision making facilìtate this oìigarchica'l
tendency even though

increases (pp,

participatíon by rank and

45-47). This

process does

file

members

not exíst in a

actuaìly
vacuum,

It is counter-acted, especiaììy when the leadership of the
organization is perceived to be not acting in the best interests of the
membershi p, by the "iron I aw of democracy" referred to earl íer,
origínally proposed by Gouldner (glau and scott, p.4g, and Gouldner,
however.

' ..
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1955, p. 506).
Business organizations are primar"ily concerned with

eff íciency--the achieve¡r¡ent

and Scott,

of

maximum

gain at

minimum

"...

operating

cost .. . "

(Bl au

p.49). This definition, in the opinion of the present

writer, 'is in

of quaìification. I'lhile the existence of monopoìies
and cartel s does not negate Bl au' s asserti on, i t serves to draw
attention to the fact that if maximization is sought at a'|1, it is
need

carefuìly. Profits can be increased by increasing output or by
increasíng the price per unit. Similarly, there are sectors of
Índustry where it must be born in mind that short term Eains at too
high a level may trigger long term losses as the result of jncreased
regulation. This writer would argue, with Simon, that as long as
future events are unknowable, and aS ìong as it is impossíble to
sought

actuaìly quantífy each variable and calculate each contingency

it

is

only possible to approximate an optimum outcome. Instead of optimizing

or maximizing, most organizations, most of the time, pursue a path of
satísfícing, whether they realize it or not (Simon,1957, p.204). In

addition, business concerns must al so take into account certain
externally imposed limíts, such as child'labour laws, or environmental
regulations (glau and Scott, p. 50).
Service organizations, incl uding social service agencies,

instituted in

such a way as

are

to make that part of the public which is in

direct contact with it the prime beneficiary. Although clients often
know what they want when they approach a social service organization,
they cannot be expected to know in detail what is best for them. The

of the service are therefore obl igated to act ín the best
i Thi s can become qui te
i nterests of the cl ient ( pp. 5l -52 ) .
provÍders

'\-]

]
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au and Scott point out that confl icts al so occur
between rvhat clients want and what clients "need" by some "objective"
standard (p. 5Z).2
From the standpoint of the organizatjon, therefore, the problems
compl

icated.l

in a service
become

Bl

organization are tendencíes, on one hand,

for staff to

too preoccupied with the organization by eíther becoming overly

concerned

with their

own careers and

status

or with

administrative

finally become ends in themselves, oF, on the other
hand, for staff to allow c'lientele the sole right to determine the
nature of the service provided (Blau and Scott, p.52). (There are
some qual i fj cati ons that must be made wi th respect to thi s I ast
statement in So far aS it applies to sociaì service agencies, which
wi I I be deal t wi th sho rt'ly . )
Commonweal organizations usualìy provide protective or
techniques which

admínistratíve services for a nation or sections of a nation.

Examples

would include taxation departments, military and poìice forces,

and

to teachíng functions) of universities
(p. 54). The main issue is external democratic control. The public

research functions (as opposed

must be able

to control the

ends served by such organizatÍons.

When

I For example, if a parent is depressed and sometimes abusive
towards a very srnall child, and claims to need the presence of the
child before improvement in the depression can occur, but it is not
safe for the chitd to be with that parent, how are the best interests
of the child served? How are the best interests of the parent served?
decide what the "best
group constitutes the "clÍent"?

How does one

interests" are? l,lhich índividual or

2 Should a doctor yield to pressures and descrÍbe penicilìin for
a viral infection such as a cold, when there is no risk of bacterial
compìícations? Should parents of an unruly child -who approach. a chitd
welfare agency for placement of the child in a foster home be given
family counselting

instead?

;
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the target group of such an organization

is

people, those people often

fínd themselves exc'luded from the benefits provided to others by the
commonweal organization. Pri soners, who are I ocked up for the
protection

of the public, for

example, cannot be expected

from the experience. (The situations

of rehabilítative

of

to

benefit

prisoners who are recipients

services would be anaìyzed in terms

of the service

organization portion of the typology) (pp. 5a-57).

of the
cui bono typol ogy. By compari ng the probl ems I i sted as bei ng
typical for the service organization with other categories of the
typology, it can be seen that the first portion of the first prob'lem
I i sted for service organí zati ons ( staff bei ng too concerned wi th
furthering their own career and status) ís anaìagous to the main goaì
Several

phenomena

can be

exp'l ai

ned through uti'l i zati on

of the rnutual benefit association. We are not, therefore, going to be
able to deal with pure types. This makes anaìysis more complicated,
but at the same time it provides indications about where to look for
probìems. In this instance, identifying a problem of one type of
organization as being reìated

organization may also be

to the main goa'l of a different type of

of use in deciding where to look for

a

|

::.

sol uti on.

App'lícation of Cui

Bono

of Social Service Organizations
Social service organizations are staffed with people who have
spent a significant proportion of their lives acquiring the necessary
To Problems

training. They genera'lly expect'to be spending an even
ìonger part of their lives workíng in such organizations. :It would be
education and

¡.:

:ìiirtl::l

:ii;
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unreasonable

to

expect these peopìe to not have any aspirations for

their careers: if these people have been able to p'lan their iives
sufficíentty to get the education and acquire the job, they are like'ly
to view the world as a place

where

at least

some aspects

of their lives

, to control by the
índívídual ín question. If a sÍgnificant proportion of staff in an

are ( or

shoul

d be)

suscepti bì e

agency become preoccupied

to

with their

pl ann i ng

own careers and

status, so that

their organizational peers, their clients, or other members of the
organization come to view it as a problem, it might also be usefu'lly
viewed as

a

symptom;

a reaction to their perception that an êpproPriate

of control over their professional lives is ìacking.
It would seem reasonable to propose that the above factor^ is

degree

ficant in the genesi s of staff associations, empl oyee
associations, and in Some cases, unions among such groups aS nurses,
signi

teachers, social workers and ambulance attendants.4
Consíderations mentioned in chapter three

in

connection wÍth

Human

the work done by Baker and Vosbut"gh, and the
treatment of burnout appear to be rel evant in the quest for an
appropriate equilibrium between the undesirable extremes of making the
client group the prÍmary beneficiary to the detriment of the staff of
an organization, and of making the staff the primary beneficiary.
There should be benefits to both; clients of an agnecy should receive
at least the assistance they are entitled to from staff who are
Resource AccountÍng,

4 1n Winnipeg, ambulance attendants have been quite actively
ínvolved over the last few years in initiating standards of service and
upgrading their qua'lificatíons. These activities are simultaneously
(and quite

clearly) re'lated to careers and status as well as to

service del ivery.
l'

actual

I
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knowl edgeabl

e,

competent, and concerned. As was shown

three, the way to deveiop, and keep, such staff
people;

and

to

to

ensure that opportunitíes

have some method

agency, and uitimately

of

for

in

chapter

is to treat them like

repìenishment

are availab'le,

recognizing the increased vaJue

to

the

to clients, of an employee who iS, and remains,

knowJedgeable, competent, and concerned.

cited for service
organizations, the makíng of administrative techniques into ends in
themselves, is anaìagous to the main goal of busÍness concerns. To
understand this clearly, it must be kept in mind that the main goal of
General Motors, for exampìe, is to make money; a minimum of twenty
percent return on ínvestment per year. The business organization is
set up soleiy as a mechanism to limit variabÍ'lity; to reduce the
chances of getti ng into a si tuation where the outcome cannot be
The second portion of the fi rst

probl

em

.l978, p.
65).5
predicted (Nc¡¡ei1,

Administrative techniques . produce known I imitations

to

the

potentiaì range of responses that would otherwise have to be reviewed

is called for. 0n the average, the benefits to a
busíness organization from faster reaction time and greater
predíctability that result from having standard operating procedures
outweigh the costs in terrns of the limits to flexÍbility that come with
each time

a decision

them (Simon, 1957, PP.

5

197-199). The current troubles of Chrysler

show

World l^lar II will recalt that the German division
produced
tanks and trucks for the l{ehrmacht to
of G.M.,
,
produced
by
the
U.S. and Canadian divisions of G.M. for
counter those
the Allies. After the war, G.M. was reimbursed by the U.S. Government
for bombing damage done to Opel division factories. Had Hitler won,
G.M. would still have come out of the war with a profit.

Students
Qpeì

¡.

of

:,.'"

.i
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what happens when this process does not work properìy.

A biologicaì anaìogy may set out the probìem more clearly than
anything else. Most peop'le are aware of the reflex arc that exists in

of nerve impulses (such as those resulting from
touching a hot stove) trigger a reaction as soon as they reach the
spÍne, and it is onìy later, after the impulse has reached the braín,
that the individual is fuì1y aware of what was done and why. The
advantage of such an arrangement is that the duration of the burn ís
reduced to a minímum, and there is less tissue damage. An organizatÍon,
humans. Certain types

too, can respond more quickty if there are reflex arcs, or

standard

will be required
to deal with will have a number of common elements, will easiìy fit
into one of a number of potentia'l response categoires, and can be
handl ed routi neì y, wi th a report goi ng up to the " brai n" or

operating procedures. Many situations an organization

administrative section in due course.

arise, however, which result in the reflex arc
or the standard operating procedure becoming a liabílity. Anyone who
has tried to do emergency repairs on a hot automobile engine or remove
Compìications can

one

of several items

aware,

that

when

from

a crowded

oven

ís

aware, perhaps acuteìy

rapidty extrícating one'S hand after touching a hot

a second burn. In an
organízatíon, there are situations which do not fit nice'ly into predetermined categories, and which need individual consi deration i f
appropriate organizationa'l responses are to be found. Thís will
spot one may encounter a second hot spot and

necessarily mean that more time must be spent dealing with those situ-

costly to the organization. In a business organization the tendency would be to develop a different standard
ations, and they

will

be more
i'

l:1,.,
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or not to handle those types of situations at all. Thus,
most Ford dea'lers, if gjven the chance, wíIl refer Volkswagen otlners
elsewhere for major repairs, and most social service agencies, if ìeft
to their own devices, wilì special ize or have specÍal ist units or
Thi s probl em occurs at several i evel s wi thi n
deparbtents.
procedure

organi zati ons.

At the 'l evel of

cl

ients

approachi

ng an agency, i f staff

are

of problems, there will be uncerta'inty
about how to handìe some cases. This, in turn, affects relationships
withín the organization, particuì arly when criterja for what
constitutes a successfu1 intervention are vague and the pressure to
succeed is high. The temptation is to concentra'te on the similarities
confronted with a wide variety

with other cases, and lose sight of what might be
major differences. From there it becomes a minor matter for the

a

case

night

have

to establish categories of service. The instrumental
val ue, usi ng categories of probl enrs to di fferenti ate the types of
activities required in order to give approprÍate service, becones a
termínal value. Categoríes of services are esLab'lished, and if they
exclude people from service, it will be seen as regrettabìe, but not
sornething that can be changed. "Dispìacenent of goaìs" is the naine
organization

::::')':.:::

,::

.'i
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given by Merton

to this

phenomenon (1968,

p.

253).6

a social service organization and the
communíty the displacement of goa'ls can occur, too. The writer has not
had access to i nstances which couj d be documented, so an actual
illustration cannot be given. Hypothetica'lly, however, if there were
an agency where increases in funding had been at or below the level of
inflation for a number of years, and where, as a result, a number of
services had had to be curtailed, perhaps services such aS hiring
sunmer staff so that caseloads wouid not go virtuaììy untended when
regular staff went on hoìídays, one would expect to see the peopìe in
charge of pub'lic relations talking to the press about doing the best
they cou'ld with what was available. If, instead, the pubìic relations
personnel announced a significant budgetary surplus and denied that
I evel s of service þrere any I ower, i t míght be concl uded that
In the relatíons

between

of goals had occurred: an instrumental value, spending the
smallest amount of money possible consistent with (the final value of)
providÌng service in accordance wìth the agency mandate, has become the
displacement

6 the classic case in tlinnìpeg occurs when a family on welfare
children who are taken into care by the chÍld welfare authorities,
who then proceed, âS required by ìaw, with an appi ication for
guardfanship of the children in question in family court. The parents,
as required by law, notify welfare of the absence of the children, and
welfare, as required by 1aw, either reduces the rent budget or closes
the case and refers the remainder of the famiìy to a different welfare
program, depending on the circumstances. The parents then must move to
smaller, often much smaìler, quarters. At court, even if the original
problem is soived, the judge is in the predicament of not having a ho¡ne
available to which the children cån be returned. The parents are not
el igibì e for money for I arger accorirrnodations until they actuaì ìy have
the chi I dren wi th them. Sometrocly must go beyond the establ i shed
procedures if a resolution is to be found. Typicaìly, a target date is
set after severaì rounds of const¡l t¡tion among the iudge, a prospective
I andlord, wel fare and chil d weì f.rre personnel . 0n that date the farniìy
budget is increased, the famiìy nìoves, ând the children are returned.
i'
It ðan be quite a stressful time.
has
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final goaì.
In the area of organizational leadership, goal displacement occurs
as well. This is one of the mechanisms by which Michels' i¡on law of
o1 igarchy operates. Michel s, oP. cit., documented the process of
leaders discovering the psychological gratifícation inherent
aspects

remain

in

many

of leadership ro'les and then using the povlers of offjce to
in office, either by co-opting younger, ambitjous mernbers

percieved as having leadership potential or by purging them.

of the problem of preoccupation with administrative
concerns has resulted in consideration, from a s'lightly different perConsideratíon

spective,
discussed

tive

of the concept of "the limited usefulness of rationalism"
in chapter four. The same chapter also dealt with alterna-

this concept, "satisfícing" and "mixed scanning."
App'l ícation of these concepts in social service organizations
cOncepts tO

facilitates a useful perspectíve on administrative considerations. in
as much as social workers are supposed to regard each client as being
unique anyway,

it

might be useful to conceive of each

staff

person as

separate "brainr" which, under most circumstances, can handle
wide

variety of situatíons,

and may even

a

a fairìy

find chaìlenge and stimulation

in doing so. Although organizations exist because some situations are
too complex or too big for any one person to handie, the function of
the organízational hierarchy is often best served merely by devising an
appropriate method of connecting a specific client with a specific
worker. The remainder of the heìping process can occur without direct
inputs from the organization as a whole. Restated in terms of
satisficing and mixed scann'ing, the
information

is useful to a social;

argument reads as

worker

in

follows: certain

working with

a client.
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is why there are intake fonms in most social service agencies.
There js a point beyond which the cost of getting further information

That

outweighs the benefits
beyond

to be gained from that information,

and

a point

that where further information is use'less, regardìess of

the

pri ce.

Social work

is at least partìy the art of being sensitive to the

in helping to find and
implement a soìution to the presenting prob'lem, and focusing on a few
specific areas rather than using all the available time to gather more
question

of

whích information might be promÍsÍng

information. General information gathering behavior

is curtailed dnen

iS gathered, not when "all possibìe" information
has been obtained. Satisficing rather than optimizing behavior has
occurred; a mixed scanning approach (combining infonr¡ation with other
"enough" information

of the situation in order to determine a course of action) is
used rather than the compl etely rational i stic one of gathering
information endlessly in the belief that if enough informatjon has been
gathered the "sol ution" wil I present itse'l f. There is a pl ace in
socíal work for discovery as well as deduction.
It is easier for an individual staff person to provide ongoing
service to a client than it is for a whole organization to do so by
having different staff persons involved at different tjmes. This is
aspects

one reason why individua'l social workers have caseloads, and why people
complain

of fee'ling fragmented,

a series of workers. Clients tend to
assembìy

line fashion,

for

when,

example, they must deal with

end up resenting being treated in

and social workers who are forced

to

provÍde

"service" in this way tend to burn out.

In a social service organization which is running smoothìy,
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preoccupation wíth administrative techniques
Such

It

a

statement

is tautologicaì,

wÍll not be a problem.

perhaps, and not useful by

ítself.

tool. If preoccupation
with administratíve techniques is occurring, it is ìikety that the
organization is having problems. Given the reasons discussed for
having techniques or organization in the fjrst place, we are directed,
in searching for a solution, to look at the questions of predictabitity and narrowing the field of alternative courses of action; the
does, however, provide a useful diagnostic

question

of

how decísions

are nade.

If a social service organization
in

had competent

staff,

who are well

or the ìarger system can provide, the
ìarger organizatìon may not know every detail about every case as it
occurs. In this respect there ís uncertainty and a lack of immediate
ínformation by the 'larger organization about specific cases, while
simultaneously it is known that regardiess of how much any specific
administrator knows about what specific front line personneì are doing,
a good iob is Ín a'll likelihood being done. (There would still be
versed

what the organization

admÍnistrative checks and
etc.

bal

ances, standards

of service

del

ivery,

)

is to

staff to
passed up to a hi gher supervi sory or
The alternative

use

Eather information which is
admi

ni

strati

ve I evel

where

decisions are made, which are then passed back down, and implemented.
The organization as a whole knows more about what

time

is

is

going on, but

rnore

spent gathering and transmitting information with less time

for providing direct service. Because it is physicaìly
impossible to record and transmit all existing information in any
specÍfic sÍtuatíon, and also ìmpossible for an administrator to grasp
avai'lable
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all the details of many, different, situations, the information will,
of necessity, be in a summarized form. Commands, too, will be general,
and wil'l need to be elaborated on and interpreted as they proceed
downwards through the hierarchy. They will often be found not to fit
very weìl with the specific problems at hand (Patti, ì974, p. 376, and
Capìow,1964, pp.7.5?-?53). As perceived from a position at or near
the top, such an organization can appear to be a model of rationality;
informatíon about new situations
who app'ly

and

is

gíven

to administrative

yardstícks and make decísions. As seen by

personnel,

first level staff

clíents at the bottom of the organization, the reasoning behind

any

given decision rnay appear incomplete, perhaps capricious, because the
mechanisms and

criteria on the basis of

whÍch decisions are made are

of their own situations,
rather than summarized versions, and not being able to understand wtry a
specific decision was made, people near the bottom of the hiearchy
begin to wonder whether reasoning was the process used ín decisÍon
not understood. Having a firsthand

knowledge

making. From such a perspective, an organization can appear to be more
.l974,
Kafkaesque than anything e'lse (Canovan,

p. 33).

ldhere decisions

are not understood, they are less likely to be universally

in

such situations

resources al'located

it

becomes necessary

for rule

to

accepted.

have more organizational

enforcement (Hage and Aiken,1967,

p.83).

of the organization as there
are fewer resources left for service deìivery. Tand has demonstrated
that the outcome is self-reínforcing: where people in an organization
do not trust each other, the types of manageriaì decision made, the
This has further consequences for

members

in whích they are made and the quaìíty of the decisions aìl
differ in a spiral process, which, once started, either in the

manner
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dírection

of greater or lesser trust

among

organizational members, is

difficult to stop (Zand, 1972, pp. 235-36).
By juxtaposing consideration of the probìem of preoccupation with
admínistrative concerns with the treatrnent of the concept of the
limited usefulness of rationalism ín chapter four, Ít can be seen that
whíle neither Ís susceptib'le to a final optimum so'lution, the latter
concept can contribute to the resolution of the preoccupation with
administraiive concerns. That resolution would be one utÍ'lizing
concept

of satísfÍcing. It

would,

of necessity,

the

be an ongoing process,

to changing envíronmental and organizatíonal
at several different levels. The consÍderations covered in

invoìving new responses
conditíons

the preceeding three pages and ìn chapter four would suggest, however,

that a wíllingness wihin the organízation to accept guidance from front
line staff with respect to problem solving efforts rvou'ld be useful, and

that a corresponding willingness to provide for fairly high levels of
autonomy

for front I ine staff in day to day work wouJ d

al

so be

beneficial.

is letting c'lients
have "too much" controì. Blau and Scott assert that "... professionals
The second probìem mentioned by Bìau and Scott

must not become'captives'
power

this

of their clientele

and surrender

to

them the

to determine the nature of the service furnished" (p.52).

in

I,Ihile

it is onìy part of what has
long been a prob'lem ín agencies in which social work is practiced.
Perhaps characterÍstícaìly, other parts are often stated in isolation,
too, as they are in the chapter heading "Client Self-DetermÍnation" in
The casework Relationship (Biestek, 1957, p. 100). Biestek does
recognize 'lìmitations in his conceptualizatÍon of the prÍnciple of
may

be true

some

organizations,
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self-determination, which he defines

as

. the practical recognition of the right and need of clients
freedom in making their ovrn choices and decisions in the
casework process. (p. 103)
to

Biestek points out that caseworkers have an

obl

igation

to

itate the "right and need" for sel f-determination, r,th'ich is
neverthe'less 'limited by the capacity of the c'lient for appropriate
function of the
decísion making, by moral and civil 1aw, and the ".
agency" (p, 103). Further complications are introduced as the number
of possibie priorities is increased. Bi'llingsley reports finding four
different types of orientation on the basi s of reactions to six
facÍl

possibìe pairs

of conflicts over four subsystems, as follows:

. (l) client needs vs. agency poìicies; Q) client needs vs.
professional standards; (3) cl ient needs vs. community
expectations; (4) agency policies vs. professionaì standards; (5)
agency policies vs. community expectations; and (6) professional
standards vs. community expectations. ( i964 , p. 402)
l^IhittÍngton proposes a set of eight "ideal types" of socÍal worker
orientation within an agency, six of which have as their focal point
some aspect of client rights, cìient needs, c'líent demands, client
behavior, organizationaì requirements, oF community considerations
('1S77, p. 76). l,lhittington proposes that the eight orientations are
not mutually exclusive; that an indÍvîdual practitioner

will

develop

repertoíre, and will utilize various orientations dependíng on
si tuatíon ( p. 9t ) .
The

writer

does

a

the

not propose any further expìoration of the field

of rvorker orientation, as it is a separate field beyond the scope of
this paper. By now, however, ít should be clear that the problem of
worker orientation can be defined in several ways, and that there
t-
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cannot therefore be any sÍngle
way

final resolution to this

in which the problem of who is control'ling

whom

is

problem; the

being dealt with

in a specific agency at a specific tíme will be a result of the ongoing
i nteracti on of a number of factors. Under these ci rcumstances,
predictions about specific outcomes are beyond the scope of current

Ín chapter four, would still
of the several elements of the

knowledge. Verstehen Ëheory, mentioned

allow for a rigorous consideration
prob'l em, however.

Until this poínt, this chapter has consisted of

of probl ems of social
organizations outlined by Blau and Scott in terms of the goaìs

the cui bono
service

an explanation of

of other

typoì

ogy and

a

consÍderation

types of organizations i.¡hich together constitute the typology.

by the fact that
a1 though Bl au and Scott did not propose it use for that purpose the
typology can nevertheless be used Ín that manner. It has been shown

The useful ness

how

of the typol ogy i s

demonstrated

social service organization probìems (la) and (lb),

with one's

ov'ln

preoccupation

status and with administratìve techniques, correspond to

the main goaìs of mutual benefit associations and business
and how problem

(2), tetting clients

construed as an analysis
degree

have "too much"

of service

to which their goal of

organizations

making the

concerns,

control, cou'ld be

in

terms

of

the

client the primary beneficiary

is actualìy met, and how it is rnet. So far,
however, there has been 1 ittl e mention of the fourth type of
of certain

services

organízation,
outl

commonweal

ined above, the

organizations
probìems

organizations. A continuation of the

app'l

ication of the main goal of

to socÍal service organizations,

of socíal service organizations

shows

process

commonweal

that the list of

given by Blau and Scott

was
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too short. The new probìem "generated" is that of the nature of

the

p of the social service organization to the ì arger
communÍty, a problem recognized insofar as it applies to indivìdual
staff persons, by Biìl Íngsley and i.lhitt'ington, op. cit. Recognition
of the probìem as being system wide, rather than of an individual
nature, however, is an important step, as it has implications for how
it can better be understood as well as for what possibilities may exist
for dealing with ít.
re.I ationshi

There are many similarities between social service and

organizations,

just as there are similarities

between

commonweal

social service

and mutual benefÌt associations and business organizations. SocÌal

control activit,ies, which comprise one of the functjons
commonweal organizations-,

fulfilled

constitute a maior area of overlap with

by

rnany

social service agencies. In addition to rehabil itation and/or
preventive obj ectì ves, many socÍal servíce organi zations are
specifícally mandated to provide some form of social controì. Funding
patterns and levels are often such that the social control functions

at the expense of treatment (Kadushin, i976, p. 2.l8). A
comparison of simil arities and differences of po'lice and mi'litary
organizations with social service agencies is therefore useful.
Planning and decision makìng are top level activities in military
and para-miìitany settings. Members are recruited wtren they are still
quite young, and are put through a training period wtrich is designed to
break down old attachments and perspectives and replace them with
official'ly sanctioned ones. The methods used are fairly wideìy known.
0f particular interest is the fact that each poìice deparünent and
predominate,

military organìzatÌon trains its

own new,.members.

Training

is

seen

as

1i0

left to an outside organizatíon, It is
deemed necessary to promote ioya'lty to the profession (of being a
poìiceman or so'ldier) through the orientation. There is a pronounced
being

far too important to

be

following orders.

emphasis on

is greater variability in the degree of centra'lization of
pìanning and decÍsion making in social senvice organizations. Members
are trained elsewhere, often at schools of social work, which are
usua'l1y affiliated wÍth universities, and joín the organization onìy
after receiving their training. The ínitial orientation has a greater
emphasis on educational, as opposed to traÍning, aspects, and less
There

emphasis

on resocialization. Training and education are more broadly

a foundation of

or liberal arts courses.
There is a greater ernphasis on developing the abilíty of individual
students to analyze situations and engage in decision making on other
based, often on

humanities

than a binary basis.T Probiem soìving and innovation are encouraged.
There are provisions

interest to

indivídua'ls

to learn in fields that are of

themselves.

The end

organization

for

result of putting a person trained ín this

will

be a state

of affairs

manner

into

any

where professional and bureau-

cratic considerations wil I make competing cl aims on an empl oyee's
ìoyaìty (Kadushin, p. 220). There will be times when the organization
will insist that clients' needs be met "... within the framework of
structured approaches ímposed by the

agency

even over

the worker's

7 this is not intended to minimize the importance or difficu'lty
associated with some binary decisions, such as whether or not to shoot,
which people such as poìíce officers are called upon to make, sometimes
on very short notice. Such decisions are often very difficult, and the
consequences can be

very

great.

¡:

{

11i
ov,rn

estimation of the needs of the client" (Bil'¡ingsley, ì964, p. a03).

This implies that there

will

be mechanisms

to

encourage compliance.

Compl i ance

The sociological study

of

compliance goes back

at least to

Simmel

(1896, ÞÞ. 167-189 and 392-415). I,lhile closely related to questions of
power and

authority,

it

has the advantage

0f "... taking into account

the effects of the cathectic as well as the evaluative impact of direc-

tives on the orientation of the lower participants" (Etzioni,'1961,

In other words, study of the modes of

l6).

compliance makes

possible to consider how people feel about doing what they are

to

do as

well as the extent to which it

something covered by

will

be done, the

p.

it

supposed

latter

the study of power. This is an advantage

being

because

it allows for consíderation of methods of generating compìiance that
are I ess wasteful , that consume a smal I er proportion of the
organizational resources, ìeaving a ìarger share for service delivery.
Etzioni notes that in most organizations there are a number of inherent
psychological gratifications for members occupying higher positions in

the hierarchy, and proposes, therefore, that a study of compliance wiìl
be most informative

tro'l

among

if it

deals with questions

of organizatíonal con-

the "lor.rer" participants, peopìe designated as

cl ients, inmates, ffiployees,

customers,

etc. {pp. l6-17).

Etzíoni suggests that the compliance relationship

is the combíned

of the power applied by the organization to lower participants
and the involvement by the lower participants in the organization (p.
resu'lt

!fi{t¡f,

TTz

12).

Power

is

characterízed as being

Coercive power, which

is

of three types:8

based on the use

of force or the threat

of force;
Remunerative power, which

is

based on contro'l over material

resources and fringe benefits;

"... allocation and manipulation of symbolic rewards and deprivations ..." (p. 5).
Involvement in the organizatÍon is characterized as also having
NormatÍve power, whích

rests on the

three dimensions:

Alienative involvement, the term used by Etzioni

to

designate

the state of having intense negative feeìings regarding
one's involvement with the organization. It is the
attitude typicalìy found among prisoners of war and inmates

of prisons (p.

l0)

. The writer

shal

I use the

"Intense Negative Involveinent" when referring

phrase

to this

type

of involvement with an organizatfon.9
Calcu'lative Involvement, whÍch refers to either a negative or

8 It

compatíble
c ha pter

should be noted that Etzioni's definition of power is
with that of l-asswell and Kaplan, used in the preceeding

9 Etzioni intentíonaTly used the term "Alienative Involvement"
to utilize the associations it was imbued with during and since the
time of Marx (Etzioni, 196.l, p. 9). Because there are so many
associations that have developed since Marx's time, and because Manx
himself used the term to refer to no less than four aspects of a
phenomenon, it would be more precise to avoid use of the term here. To
do otherwise would be to acqu'iesce in (depending on whether one feels
Etzioni is being obscure or profound) one of the first two types of

Metaphysical Pathos referred

to in the introductìon.

,i^t:'1.:

1i3

positive orientation that is of low íntensity. Such an

orientatìon is characteristic, for example, of
relationship between merchants who have ongoing

the

business

contacts.

. desi gnates a posi ti ve orientati on
of hÍgh intensÍ ty" ( p. l0 ) . Such an orientation i s
characteristic of a committed church member, oF an
enthusiastic memben of a poì itical party. The term refers
to the orientation of an individual in relation to the
organization. It does not refer to the evaluation of the

Moral Invol vement, whích

"..

propriety of actions by an observer (p. 10).
By considering pûwer apptïed

jnvolvement

of

to iower participants and the type of

those lower participants together,

generate nine theoretical forms

of

compì

it is possible to

iance.

I NVOLVEMENT

Intense Negative

0
l,l

E
R

Coercive
Remunerative
Normative

Cal

cul ative

Moral

t

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

(ftzioni, ì96.l, p. l2)

will not appear wíth equal frequency,
however. It would be c'learly wasteful to use coercíve power on a
The nine theoretical types

of a research team. Such a practice would not only
necessitate wasteful use of organizational resources, it wouìd quickly
create a situatíon of intense negatÌve involvement which would in turn
necessítate contÍnuation of the practice. The situations of the six
dedicated member

t:

i

LL4

blocks other than blocks

l3).

Although they

transitional.

in

bjocks

l,5,

will

1,5

and

9 are alj simiìarìy incongruent (p.

sometimes

be found, they

will

genera'lìy

be

The more

effective types are the three congruent types,

9,

which Etzioni terms "coercíve," "utilitarian,"

and

and "normative," respectively

(p.

14).

is also made in Etzioni's analytical classification for
organizations to have dual comp'iiance structures in which the primary
comp'l iance siructure can be supp'lemented by a secondary one, or in
Provision

whích two compìiance structures can alternate over time (pp. 40-4.|).

Thus, professionaì organizat'ions are characterized as having mainly
normative control s

with util itarian

compì

iance structures of

a

if a professional's training and socia'lizatíon do not
uìtimately shape hís pattern of compliance in the proper wâY, his
ìicense to practice is suspended (p.51). In a public school, the presecondary nature:

domÍnant normative conrp'liance pattern

ance

is buttressed

by coercive compìi-

activities in the form of corpora'l punishment (p. a5). In either

of the secondary mode of ensuring
compliance, the organization is distracted from its main task, and
organi zati onal effecti veness r.ri I I be I ower ( p. 77-86 ) .
Etzioni asserts that there are three combinations of organicase,

if

excessive use

is

made

zatìonal goaì and comp'l iance structure which are effective; organiza-

tions which serve order goaìs tend to have coercive compliance struc-

tures, organizatíons with
comp'liance

will

tend

economíc goal s

tend to have util itarian

structures, and organizations which serve cultural

to have normatíve

comptiance structures

(p. 87).

goaìs

Organiza-

tions whìch have order goals, but which are prohibited from

usíng

coercíve compliance structures, such as social service agencies, will
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be subiect to "strain" toward a congruent type (pp. 86-88).

ization into the organization would appear to be one
mechanism that facilitates the development of normative compliance as
Socía'l

the congruent type in social service organizatíons.l0 It would a'lso
tend to ímbue the organization with a certain resistance to change.
Social service agencies are usuaìly not concerned with
goals, and calculative involvement will therefore be of
securing complíance. Staff
unpleasant situations

in

economic

1Íttle

use in

such organízations also must deal with

that are in

some ways analogous

faced by milÍtary organizations, although the level

to

situations

of physicial danger

children from abusive parents, turning down
prospectÍve adopting parents, helping separating coupìes deal with
child custody anrangements, either as part of therapy or in a court

is

much

lower.

RemovÍng

setting, holding up the mirror of reality to wonderful but unrealistic
plans, or providing enforcernent services

in the correctional field

are

of situations where the 1evel of discomfort experienced by
the employee is sufficíentìy high that calculative involvement could
not be presumed to apply. Normatíve or coercive involvement are the

all

exampìes

remainÍng possibìe modes. There are onìy a few cases (such as where
employee might

an

be subpoened to give evÍdence in court) where coercive

compliance can be

ut,ilized on empìoyees in social service

organíza-

tions. For the remainder, normatíve compliance will be the onìy type
capabìe of supplying motivation. The findings of Pines and Kafry,
mentioned near the end

ì0

The

of chapter three, that the level of

writer is indebted to Grant Reid for this

pay was not

observation.
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related to occupational tedium, would tend

to

support the prediction

arising from Etzioni's study of compì'iance, that utilitarían involvement would not be predominant in social service agencies. If it were,
occupational tedium
increases

to

in

income

in social

level.

uphold these predictions

service organizations would decrease with

A second observation that would also tend

is related to the perceptions staff

wíth each other regarding order goals: they are
al though everyone knows

they are there.l I

Final

seldom

ly, a

talked
cl

share

about,

ue to

the

in social service organizations, and,
i ndirectìy, the type of conrpl iance structure, i s provided by two
predominant type

of

involvement

observations, Most social workers within the writer's experience, when
asked what it is about thejr job that provides satisfaction will answer

with something related to knowing they are providing a needed service

of appreciation makes it worthwhile.
Secondly, most peop'le involved in the practice of social work become
quite upset when a client commits suicide. This is clearly a sign of

or that a client's

expression

ìt The writer was once present when a poì ice officer was
addressing a large gathering of child welfare social workers on the
subject of the finef points of police-chÍld welfare cooperation after
normal working hours in a certain county of Ontario. The officer
(apparently having noticed that social workens, sometimes, when in a
situation that seems to be getting a little out of hand, suggest that
if people do not calm down it may become necessary for the poìice to be
called) stated that he found it quite effective to telì intoxicated
parents that if they did not stop drinking he would call the local CAS
representative. The loudness of the uproar following his statement was
matched only by its instantaneity. He had obviously hit upon an issue
to which everyone in the room was aìready sensitized. The social
workers maintaíned that they were each there to "help," not to be used
as "enforcers," aì though most were will ing to concede that their
respective organizations were not aìways as careful to maintain this
distinction as they vlere persona'lìy. The po'lice officer maintained
that chiìd protection workers, ìike police officers, had two functions,
only one of which the social workers present found pl easant to

díscuss.

:
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nonnative involvement. Utit

ítarian

invoivement wou'ld be associated

with suggestions that no practitioner or

mode

of

ess of how hard the

treatment

wÍll

aìways

oner tries.l 2
Coercive involvement would be assocÍated with the perspective that a
suicide shou'ld not be of any particu'lar concern; a practi tioner does

be successfuì

what

is

supposed

regardl

practi ti

to be done, and outcomes are not of

There are no simpìe solutions

to the inherent

concern.

prob'lems associated

with compliance structures in social service organizations. Social
service organizations with dua'l or multiple purposes will tend to

not to

be

alievíation of this inefficiency would occur if

a

develop duaì compliance patterns, e\ren though they tend

efficient.
greaier

If
it

Some

enphasi

s cou'ld be p'laced on normative

compl

iance structures.

a greater enrphasis on normative compliance structures were to occur,
wou'ld

also facilitate development of

something more than

intellectual recognition of the fact that

many

a merely

socíal problems have

a

If the problems were addressed at that level, it would
obviate the need for many of the treatment and control functions of
social genesis.

many agencies.

In terms of the differentiatíon between work and labour, it seems
to the writer that normative compìiance, associated as it is with
transnission and development of cultural values, has the potentiaì to
embody within it many of the elements of work. Coercive compìiance
structures, on the other hand, are more closely associated with order
goal

s, and have a greater sÍmÍl arity to the never ending,
12

but

The common practice of saying things of thÍs nature to a
practitioner upset by the suicide of a client is therefore an attempt
to dilute normative involvement with the utilitarian variety.
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necessary, aspects

of labour. A look at compiiance structures

from

this perspect'ive suggests t,hat normative invoÏvement would be increased
by impìementing the same sorts of changes suggested in the last few
pages

of

burn out

chapter three; changes which wouid reduce the potential for
v¿ou'ld al

so be

of

val

ue

in reinforcing normative compì iance

structures.

if there were to be such changes,
would be their effect, or their potentíal effect, on the overall
performance of the organization. Capìow has deveìoped an ana'lytical
system which, though it has flaws, does consider inter-relationships of
several aspects of organizations in their environments. Caplow's work
makes a good starting point, therefore, for consideration of the
effects a'l teratíon of the compl iance patterns might have on a social
An important consideration,

servíce organízation.
As

in

leadership

ôny industríal setting, the purpose

of

having some form of

in a social service agency is to maintain, or

perhaps

increase, organizational effectiveness. 0rganizational effectiveness
has been defined by many authors. Caplow lists four component parts in

his definition, which is closely related to those of other authors.
StabitÍty, which he initially defines as maintenance of status
differences, integratíon, which is the maintenance of "... the
mutual influence resulting from synrboìic communication between a pair

, Yo'luntarism, the maintenance of
valences, which are, (in the singular), the "... measure of the desire
of an interacting pair to interact with each other..-.", and
açhÍevefient, or the maintenance of actívities, which are a measure
.l964, pp: l2l, 102-104). Later in his
of purposes and output (Caplow,
of organizational

posi

tions.r'
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work, Caplow elaborates on this definition.

of utíìizing Caplow's formuiation is that his more
elaborate definition of stability is in two parts, onìy one of whích is
necessary in a socia'l service organization. This juxtaposition of the
two parts is useful when considering questions of organizational
social servíces organizations.l3 Capì ow states:
compì iance in
"stability is a measure of an organization's ability to conserve or
increase the status of its positions, oF, in other words, to maintain
its own structure" (p. l2t). The supposed connection between the first
part of the definition, the "... organization's ability to conserve or
increase the status of its positions...," and the second part, "...
the organization's ability to maintain its own structure," is improper,
The advantage

to social service agencies. It stems from
uncritica'l acceptance of the idea that vast differences in status are
necessary for stabitity. There is reason to believe that Caplow knows
ínsofar as

it is

applied

differentìy; he Ís

one

of those cited in chapter four in the context of

the paradoxical relationship

between

authority and democracy.

defines status as the quantitative difference between the

to modify the behavior of

B and

Capiow

ability of

A

the ability of B to modify the behavior

(p. 102). Status ís thus nothing more, in Cap'low's usage, then a
term to designate power dìfferences. In chapter four, it was shown
that power is not zero sum concept. Cìearly, the total anount of
Status can vary, and, as Capìow points out, the amoUnt of power needed

of

A

l3 it should be pointed out that Caplow was not addressing
himself specifically to social service organizations, and this weakness
is not to be construed as a criticism of Caplow, unless the
contradiction also holds true in other settings, a question the writer
is not qualified to commment on.
'.
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to generate compìiance is related to factors other than the size of
difference in the amounts of power (p.

In

Caplow'S development

of his

ll0).

system, he seems

to

use the

fjrst
in an

stability. If stability is increased
organization, i.ê., if there is an increase in the status differences,
Capìow asserts that integration wilì drop, voluntarism may go up or
down, and achievement will go up (pp. l2l-124). Caplow treats status as
a zero sum concept, however, so that djfferences in status are'impossible. He proposes an alternation scheme to solve this problem; If one
level is well integrated, the levels immediately above and be1ow it
wiìl be less well integrated (p. ì67). If, hovrever, the second aspect
of the definition of stability is used, this aìternation, although it
may stil'l occur, is not a necessary comPonent of the schemeIf the second part of the definition of stabiiity is considered, a
different set of factors is brought Ínto p'lay; if voluntarism can be
increased, fewer organizatÌonal resources will have to be expended on
stability, because integration wou'ld increase. There would be more
organízational resources left for achievement.l4
Cap'low's scheme is based on the supposition that behaviour can be
controlled by supervisors, He cites work done by Blau in a public
employnent office v¿hich showed "... that the introduction of new
performance indices changed the behavior of hi s subiects in the
part of his definition of

direction desired by the supervisors who Ínstalled the new system"
(Capìow, p. 146). Caplow makes some interesting prescriptions, which

l4 This is in contrast

to

usi ng Cap'low' s
devel oped by Capì ow ( pp. 1 ?1-124) .

these variabl es

the proposed interdefinitions (except

rel ati onshi p 9f

,to.
;

stabil

ity),

tzt
short'ly. Príor to doing so, however, a brief look at
the work of 81au, which was used as a basís for Capìow's formulation,

will

be mentioned

is in order.
Blau first

a systematic study of a state empl oynent
r+hich enforced

in 1955. It was
agency and a federal agency

publÍshed The Dynamics of Bureaucracy

certain laws governing business practices. He got his

information by spending three months as an observer in each agency
(glau, '1963, p. 32\. Harry Cohen, appanently a student of Bìau,
rep'licated the study of the employnent agency ten years

of going in

aS an observer, however, he worked

later.

Instead

there for three years,

in his Ph.D. dissertation entitled "The
Demonícs of Bureaucracy" (glau, 1963, pp. vii, 32). me new information
which came to'light was pubìished in Blau's 1963 edit,ion, and was in
some cases much different from what was reported in the 1955 edition.
Instances in which new interpretations were advanced tÐ supersede old
ones occur on pages 32,33,34,50,51,55,56,95,96, and 97 of the
1963 edition. Conments on pages 33, 34, 50, and 5l deal explicitly
with ínstances where front line staff engaged in practices counter to
and

pub'l

ished hís findings

policies, and, in

some

instances, counter to po'licies for which earlier

to correct for their evasion.
These were, i n other words, i nstances where supervi sors found
practices had already been redesigned

themselves unable

to control the behavíor of their subordinates.

is even mention made of Cohen's finding statistics
when Blau was observing

been

recorded

in the same organization which

There

at the time

had subsequently

altered (glau, 1963, p. 52 in footnote).
Having developed the inter-relationships referred

to

above,

and

acting on the (erroneous) assumptíon that even very small variations in

r''
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behavior can be control I ed
question

of

how

by

supervi

sors,

Cap'l

ow addresses

the

the degree of integration and voluntarísm in an organi-

zation can be increased. This can be accompiished, he asserts, by:
1.

Raising the level of interaction between unequals above the
level technically required by the program of activity. Among
the devices used are conferences, fomal and infonnal consu'l-

tation, group decision-making, periodic
gestions systems

2.

Reinforcement

.

5.

The

and

primary grôups by encouraging conversation at

gnouPs

icies

forcement of ì oyaì ty to the organi zati on' s
ideology by cìose surveillance
En

Development

of

symboì

s

first
it

and

favorable environmental conditions and fringe

and security as rewards for
benefits that offer comfort
.l59)
tinued participation (p.

con-

three deal with normative compliance, and do not warrant

further comment. The fifth deals with utilitarian compliance,
although

sug-

Deve'lopment of communication channels between top management
and the rank and fi'l e, by such means as house organs,
grievance systems, internaì pubìic relations, meetings,
training films, personal ized correspondence, and open-door
pol

4

s,

work, free choice of associates, homogeneity of individual
characteristics, opportunities for group recreation, collective expressions of preference, and barriers against other
peer

3.

of

appraisal

míght promote some inefficiency,

predominantìy normative tone

is

which,

not antithetícal to the

of the prescription.

The

fourth,

however,

in a social service organizatjon. It is as close to
coercive complíance as ìt is possible to go without usíng physical
force, and is ínappropriate Ín any organization that has as its purpose
As Etzioni (op. cit.)
some sort of normative or cul tural goal .
pointed out, util ìzatíon of such techníques erodes the val ue of
normative and util itarian compl iance structures, forcing increased
does not belong

. .'j...,
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reliance on coercive complíance structures.

to be that
employees must be made to do the bídding of others; that there ís an
inherent contradiction between accountability and meaning in a iob.
A premise of

most tr^eatments

Because most people

the

impl

of

compìiance seems

prefer being employed, they wiIì usually submit to

ications of that

premi

se.

Al

ienation and burnout set

i

n

shortly thereafter.

likely to structure iobs so
they would be interesting. Interestíng jobs are more likely to be done
well than are du'll ones. Because work quality is difficult to enforce,
A participatory agency would be more

a partícipatory agency wou'ld have a clear advantage where considerations of work qua'lity are important. Because peopìe are willing to do
interestÍng jobs for somewhat'less money, a participatory agency would
have added potentia'l

counterpart even
be suggested

if

to

be more cost-efficient than

its

worker productivity were reduced, although

in the next chapter that worker efficiency

in a participatory

ol igarchicaì

it wilt

would increase

agency.

In addition, a participatory agency v¿ould not have a vested
interest in tryÍng only to deal with the social consequences of
economic probìems, when it is clear that present social service organizations cannot even come close to doing that. A participatory organization would have enough flexibility to be able to raise larger,
economic and social wel fare po'l icy issues instead of , aS prob'lems
increase and budgets decrease, claiming pubìicly that an increasingìy

effective job is being done while privateìy putting ever-increasing
pressures on

staff.

This chapter has consisted of a consideration

of social service

]
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organizations from several socio'logÍcaì perspectives; who benefits from

the actívities of the organization, what impl ications the fom of
invoivement of an ernployee in the organization has for that organiza-

is secured. it was shown that
the cui bono typot ogy can hel p cl ari fy organi zati onal probl ems.
Preoccupation with one's own careers was linked to a corresponding
perceptÍon of 'lack of control. Displacement of goaìs was examined in
tion,

and how organÍzatìona'l complíance

of limítations on knowledge and the common organizational obiective of reducing variability in the environment. Excessive control by
clients was seen to be on'ly part of a ìarger set of Ínter-related
terms

phenomenae. A "new" problem,

the nature of the relationship

between

the social service organization and the comtnunity, was discussed.
The relationship between types
was examined, and three

of

power and forms

of compliance

effective types of compiiance were delineated.

in situations rvhere complex
tasks are invol ved was estabt i shed. It was suggested that iob

The superiority

of

normatÍve comp'liance

situations where there were normatíve compìiance structures were also

to

a satisfactory balance between work
and labour. There wouìd seem to be a confluence among basic social
work values concernìng the right of all peopìe to some degree of
the ones that wou'ld tend

have

seìf-determinatíon and the inherent dignity
impl

icatí ons

of the suggested

knowìedge, and the
perform work as

methods

for

of alì

deaì i ng l,ri

people, with the

th

I Ími

tati ons to

practical differences ar'[sing from having

well as labour.

eilpìoyees
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CHAPTTR SiX

People

in the Workpiace

if there iS, as was suggested in chapter five, a
between basic

confl uence

social work va'lues, proposed strategies for dealing with

'less than perfect knowledge, and the more gratifying nature
involvÍng work as well as labour, there

for

how

areas

will

of

iobs

be certain impìications

jobs are structured and agencies organized. There are

several

of inquiry that illumínate these inter-relationships.

This

chapter examínes three: Job AttÍtude theories, Need Satisfaction
theories, and the relationship between productivity and iob satisfac-

tion. It

c'loses

with a more detailed Ïook at the

conf'luence mentioned

ín the Iast chapter, with special attention to the etymoìogical prob'lem
social work is faced with in defining the profession as one mone
índication of

how

difficult a problem social

v,orkers face.

Job Atti tudes

the turn of the century, research was being carried
.l957
by
out on job attitudes. A revÍew of that literature up to
Herzberg, MauSner, Peterson, and Capwel I treated several thousand
Even before

publications, and found onìy
the field" (Herzberg et

al,

"...

much disagreement and confusion in

1959, p.

vii).

Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman, as a result

data, thought they detected two

di

fferent

of reviewing much raw

streams

of

ansr¡Jers, not

related to each other, depending on whether the Ínvestigator

was asking

liked about his iob, or

dísliked.

what the empìoyee

was asking wtrat was

itìii-:::

l
;

ìì:! :,::il

jji
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From

this, they developed the notion of iob "satisfiers"

"dissatisfiers," which formed the basis of thejr

and iob

own theory (Herzberg

.l959,

p. 7). In contrast to Maslow's hierarchy and similar
schemes, Herzberg found that there were several factors, usual'ly
related to tasks at work, which were responsibi e for feel ings of
satisfaction in rel ation to enrployees' jobs, cal'led "motivators."
These tended to be rel ated to successfuì performance on the iob,
opportunities for professional growth, and so on. In the presence of
these factors, an enrp'loyee would feel satÍsfied about his iob. In
their absence, instead of fee'ling dissatisfied, the employee would
et al,

merely

feel neutral.

The second Eroup

of factors

were termed "hygiene"

factors, and referred to the conditions lvhich surrounded the iob.
These incl uded " . . . supervi sion, interpersona'l re'l ations, physical
working conditíons, sa'l ary, company pol icÍes and administrative
practices, benefits, and iob security" (p.

ll3).

l^lhen

these factors

level, the result was iob dissatísfaction.
l.lhen these factors were raised to an optimaì level , there v¿ould be no
went below an acceptabìe

dÍssati sfacti

responsible

on, but, because i t was the "motí vators" that were
for satisfactíon, there would be only a minimal effect on

positive attitudes (p. lta).

After bui'lding such an innovative theory (Herzberg was not a
modest psychologist), the suggestions he makes for organizational
improvement are a bit timid and not particuìarly original. 0f the
problem of finding the right person for the iob, Herzberg et al
state, "We wish to shift the emphasis from personaìity to the attempt,
individual's work capacity with work he

will

to

match an

do

... 0f course,; there should be some recognition of the fact that in

be needed to
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of abijities
and temperaments that wil I I ead to success in the same iob for
different reasons" (p. ì34).1 In rel ation to supervisíon, they
suggest that the supervísor's most important goaì is to get new

many

jobs at hígh leve'ls there are

insights so that he "...

numerous combinations

effectively plan and organize work" (p.
135). This writer cannot help wondering if ít would not be a powerful
motivator for front'line staff if the supervisor were to get heìp from
may

the workers in planning and organizing the work. Herzberg et al
flatly state that there is no room in our economy for individua'l
participation in the setting of goals, conceding onìy that there may be
some

value

in

a'llowing indivÍduals

to

decide how to meet their goals

It is diffícu'lt to avoid the conclusion that Herzberg
et al failed to expìore all the impìications of their theory.
It may be as a result of this incompìeteness that the "two factor"
(pp. 136-.t37).

theory, aìthough replicated in a

of

number

of studies,

univer^sal accl aim. Dunnette et âl ,

was

not the object

in at I east two

publ ica-

tions, vigorousìy attacked Herzberg and his work, stating,
that the evidence is

now sufficient to lay the two factor
it may be buried peacably. I.le
that
theory to rest, and we hope

It
I

seems

Compare

this with what Mllnsterbur^g wrote shortly after

the

turn of the century:

"... sti'll more important than the naked commerical profit on both
sides, is the cultural gain whÍch will come to the total economic
life of the natíon, as soon as every one can be brought to the
place where his best energies may be unfolded and his greatest
personal sati sfaction secured. The economic experimental
psychoìogy offers no more inspiring idea than this adiustment of
work and psyche by which mental dissatisfaction in the work,
mental depression and di scouragement, may be repì aced in our
social corirmunity by overfl owi n{ joy ãnd perfect inner harmony"
(Mtlnsterburg, ì913, p. 309).

Ì:::::.::iri
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believe it is important that this be done so that researchers wiìi
address themselves to studying the full complexities of human
motivatjon, rather than continuìng to allow the direction of
motivationál research or actual administrative decisions to be
dictated by the seductive simplicity of the two factor theory
(Dunnette et al, t967, P. ì73).

laid to rest; at
least, not peaceably. He vlrote another book in its defense. In
Herzberg was not ready

to allow his

theory to be

a paper by Hernimont and Dunnette, hê accuses them of a
procedural faÌl acy which i s a ".. . cl assíc il'lustration of the
psychologist's penchant for trying to find out if someone has six toes
without taking his shoes off" (Herzberg, i966, P- i5?\.2
rebutting

of authors agree that ønployees' views about their iobs
can be characterized'in terms of about sixteen dimensions: (l) achieveBoth sets

ment, (2) recognition, (3) work itsel f, (4) responsibil ity, (5)
advancement,

(6)

possibil

ity of

growth,

(7

)

supervision,

(8)

company

) worki ng condi ti ons, ( l0 ) Ínterpersonal rel ati ons wi th
peers, (ll) interpersonal re'lations with subordinates, (12) inter-

pol

icy,

(9

personal reìations with superiors, {13) status, (14) iob security, (15)

is whether these dimensìons
could be divided into motivating factors (l-6), and hygiene factors
salary, and (16) personaì

life.

The issue

(7-16) (Herzberg, .l966, pp.95-96), or whether

"... certain iob dimen-

sions--notably Achievement, Recognition, and

Responsibil ity--seem

to be more important for both sati sfying and di ssati sfying job events and that certain iob dÍmensjon--notably Saì ary,
uni

formly

Working Conditions, Company Policies and Practices, and SecurÍty--are

relatively Iess important" (Dunnette et ô1, p. 169).

2 tt
psychol ogÌ

st.

shoul d

be

remembered

that

Herzberg

Methodologic-

Ís

himsel

f

i

i:-::

T?9

aìly, the problem is the validity attributed by Herzberg et aI to
resu'l ts obtai ned by a method invol ving an empì oyee' s recountí ng
specific events and doing a content analysi s on those stories
(Dunnette, êt âl , p. '173), as opposed to the information Dunnette
et al obtajned by questionnaire, the questions having been paired
for equal desirability by introductory

psychology students, phrased in

the present tense although the respondents were supposed to be thinking

the past, and app'lied in a v{ay such that the
individual would at tinres be forced to choose between two statements,

about events from

neÍther of whÍch would be relevant (Herzberg, 1966, p. 151).

It

sufficient to conclude that the two factor theory has not
been laid to rest, aìthough it may not yet have been proven. Because
seems

the elements that go into the two competing theories are the same,

it

to be sufficient for the writer to adopt those elements
for use in this paperwithout adopting eÍther perspectíve: the elements
alone will be useful in conceptualizing aspects of different organizational structures. The 'larger issue raised by adopting the sixteen
elements, in either a one factor or a two factor format, is that of the
acceptabiìity of a need satisfaction exp'lanation of behavior. This

would appear

question was nentioned, but not discussed, near the end of chapter two.

Need

SatisfactÍon Theories

of theory that are commonly referred to
as need sati sfactíon theories: need theory and expectancy theory
(Rlderfer, 1977, p. 658). Generally the two are seen as complementary,
There are two basic bodies

as each treats areas not covered by the other (pp.658-659).
Expectancy theories

hold that the motivatíonal force for

any

i

:,i :-ì'1¡:l;:-l
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is the sum of the products of values associated with that action
and the pr^obabítities of all those values which are assocÍated with the
action

outcome(s)

of that action. Performing an act

produces an outcome. All

, whích can vary in sign and
magnitude, and probabil ities of being associated wÍ th the act in
questíon. "The force on a person to perform the act is the sum of the
valences times probabilities for all outcomes associated with the act"
outcomes have val

(

p.

ues ( or

val ences)

65e).

of terms, sati sfactions and
desí res, and deal wi th questi ons of " . . . how sati sfacti on affects
Need theories have two cl asses

desire and how desire ínfluences satisfaction" (p. 660).
Need theory

is

concerned

with subjective experience of individuals

in complex environments (p.660), whÍle exPectancy theory'is based on
the view that peop'l e are ".. . subiectively rational " ( Pp. 659660).3 There is an area of overlap between the two types of theory.
The use of need theory is qne way of arriving at values for valence
terms in expectancy theory equations, although not the only way (p.
65e).

There are confusions about need theories which, combined

with

a

to consider the idea that psychoì ogicaì needs can be
consÍdered basic components of human beings, have resul ted in a
reluctance on the part of many individuals to accept the vaìidity of
rel uctance

3 tf,is term is not defined by Alderfer. The writer assumes it
refers to the fact that, because the future is unknowab'le, outcomes
cannot be predicted, and any universally acceptable idea of rationalíty
ís therefore difficult to come by. If the term refers to something
else, the writer would draw attention to this as a lmit to ratÍonaìity
that

must be considered anyway.
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theories. This second point, being more basic, will be considered
fi rst.
Harlow and Harlow exposed infant monkeys to both bare wire and
terry cjoth covered surrogate parents. They demonstrated clearly that
normal development in monkeys is dependent on physical contact with a
need

parent figure (.|962, pP. 136-.l46). There exist 'large bodies of

iterature on work done in the areas of materna'l deprivation and
sensory deprivatÍon which serve to demonstrate that people, too, have

I

psychologíca1 needs

of a very basic sort.

Theories r'¡hich allow

for

the

of these needs have the potentiaì to be informative.
Salancik and Pfeffer, who are critical of need theory modeìs,
dispìay two basic misconceptions in their treaträent of the subiect.

consideration

if clarified, make a need theory tenable.
The first problem is their view that needs are to be thought of as
"... relatively stable characteristics of persons" (salancik and
Pfeffer,1977, p. 430). This concept is then developed in the direction
of needs being used as explanations (in the sense of excuses), for
behavior--my needs made me do it. Thus, a need theory can "... make it
acceptab'le not to change" (p.438). The initial premises do not Iack
val idity. To a certain extent, needs do govern behavior. Sal ancik and
These misconceptions,

Pfeffer have reached their conclusion as the result of assuming that
because

all

people have needs, they must

all

have the same needs, needs

time. Thus, Alderfer points out that if one
individual has not eaten for two days, and another just fi ni shed
eating, the desire of the first individual for food will be higher than
that of the second ( p. 661 ) . l,le shoul d not obiect i f the best
exp'lanation of the fírst índividual's food seeking behavior is related

which do not vary over

T3?

far as change is concerned, that is easiìy
seen to be a separate issue: in most individuals, once a need has been
met, a change in behavior will occur. People will contjnue to eat for

to his need for food.

As

as'long as there are people, but that
peopìe, because they need food,

The second prob'lem

will

is not the same as stating

that

eat continuousìy.

in the treatrnent by Sajancik

and

Pfeffer is

offer a detailed exp'lanation of why
need theories are in princip'l e very di fficul t to di sprove, and
therefore cannot be shown to be related to observable phenomonae in the
that of disconfinmability.

They

real world (pp.438-439). (This is the

that the Fitzgeraìd
Contraction Theory had.) Alderfer points out that part of their
argument resul ts from confusi on among the terms " di Sprove , "
" di sconfÍ rm," and " refute" ( p. 66?) , and suggests that whi I e need
theoríes, just like many other theories in the social sciences, may not
problem

all of the observed variance (and are therefore not susceptible
to a proof by synbolic logic), they can stiìl make predictions which
can be either confirmed or dísconfirmed (p. 062).4 lo the extent that
a theory cannot account for aìl the variance, it may be incomplete.
That doe.s not make it wrong (p. 665). It may stiìl be informative.
An important area of i ncompl eteness i s the inter¡ el ationshi p
between power and its distributìon in an organizatíon and the ability
of peopìe in the organization to satisfy some of their needs. This
explain

area would constitute a complementary field

addítion to need satisfaction theory

4 this is

in chapter four.

anaìogous

of analysis, rather than

itself.

an

Pruger concerns himself

to Boyle's and Pascal ts
:

gas laws mentioned
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with certain aspects of this subiect. After examining the ways in
which organizations are structured in order to enhance predictabiì ity
(at least as víewed fnom the top), he offers suggestions on how social
workers,

by

understanding organization theory, can become

bureaucrats. Although Pruger's suggestions are offered

good

in order to

p the socÍa'l worker ".. . maintain hi s vita'lity of action and
independence of thought" (1973, p. 27), his specific advice,
essentia'lly, is to lower one's expectations that one's own needs will
be met: don't expect anythíng to happen quickly (p. 271, conserve
hel

(p.29),

to not being appreciated (pp. 29-30),
do one's paper work quickly, before reminders are sent out that it has
not been done (p.30). He suggests that the optÍma'l course of action
is to find an unmet "need" (pardon the anthropomorphism) that the
organizatíon has, and deve'lop competence in that area (p. 30). Social
energy

resign one's seìf

are, in other words, to forget about satisfying their own
needs, oF, at best, find satisfaction in discovering and exploiting
loophoìes (p. ?9). Pruger's concluding words, viewed in his stated

workers

context

of vitality

and independent thought, are rather anticlimactic:

uIf socíal workers must be bureaucrats--and they must--they might as
rvell be good ones" (p. 32\. Gouldner's words, initially mentioned in
the context of poìiticaì systems, take on a disconcerting'ly prophetic
ring in this context.
Instead

of

assuming responsibil

ities as reaì ístic

cl inicians,

striving to further democratíc potentÍa'lities wherever they can,
many social scientists have become morticians, all too eager t0
bury men's hopes. ( 1955, p. 507)
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ProductÍvity and Job Satisfaction

Implícit in the preceding has been the assumption that there is a
positive correlation between job satisfaction and iob effectiveness, or

productivity.

Such an assumption warrants comment,

for ít is by no

by all investigators, Mllnsterberg's remarks, above,
notwithstandinE. Martín, after reviewing the literature, ciaÍmed there
was no positive correlation between the two (1969, p.42), although he

means accepted

was

careful to point out that thÍs did not

together.

He ended

his articìe,

mean

however, by

they cou'ld not

appear

citing work by Viteles

which showed that supervisors who established, by various means, that

they valued their subordinates as individual people had units with
better production records than those
.l969, p.
higher production (Martin,
position that

because

who concentrated more

45).

The

social work ínvo1ves, as

controlled use of the personality

directly

on

wríter shall take the

it

does, the carefuì1y

of the individual practit'ioner,

it,

to assert that Viteles' findings, even though not
obtained in a socíal work setting, would seem to apply to social
service organiations. If the proposition is accepted that dissatisfied
staff will tend to leave sooner than satisfied ones, and is combined
with the evidence of Baker and Vosburgh, oP. cit., that it takes
two years to develop a relativeìy error-free practítioner, Viteles'
findings will most certainly be valid over any significant period of
time. Human Resource AccountÍng wou'ld allow for the quantification of
this relationship, and make it possible to develop it into a criterion
would be val id

for

use

in evaluating management practices.
Partícipation

Nei

ther

Herzberg'

and Job Sati sfaction

et al or Dunnette et

al

di scussed
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partÍcipation in the running of an organizatjon as an element re'lat'ing

to job satisfaction. This question is one that has been discussed
increasÍngly, both ìn Europe and in North America. Predomínant1y, the
Ìnterest has been in the industríaì sphere, and has appeared in
wri ti ngs rel ated to busi ness admi ni strati on , I abour-management
rejations, and as a concern of labour unions. Social service agencies
have been almost exempt from this interest.
Denhardt, cited in chapter four, found greater perceived v¡orker
fulfillment as a result of greater participation in decision making (p.

.l76).

Blumberg (1973) devoted chapters

showing

the positive rel ationshi p

2, 3, 5,

and

6 to

studies

between work sati sfaction

decision making by 'line workers. Hunnius reported mixed findings
Yugosìavian study, and noted

that in

Yugosìavia,

and

in a

self management

was

the top ( 1973, pp. 299-303 ) . Schul er
reconcÍled conflicting findings re'lating to iob satisfaction in high
unil ateral

ly

imposed frorn

and low authoritarian workers on

found

the basis of the nature of the job:

that in jobs with a high degree of repetitiveness, only

he

workers

with a low authoritarian outlook experienced high iob satisfaction as a

result of participation in decision making. In iobs with
repetitiveness, jobs rr'hich called for
problem solving

many

activity, job satisfaction

low

different behaviors and much
was

directly and positively

to particìpation in decision making, even when the workers
(subordinates) were of the hÍgh authoritarian type, i.€', when they
rrere people who were normaìly content to let others make the decisions
.l976,
(
pp . 320-325 ) .
Socia'l work, at least as it would be practiced in a burnout
related

resistant agency (see chapter three), would be a low-repetitíve iob,
¡.

i.l,j
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to Schuler's analysis, would be more gratifying to
pursue in an agency which provided for participation by its staff in
decision making. Perhaps it ís the lure of autonomy which makes
private practice as appealing as it iS, despite the original and continuing concerns of socíal wonk with the pìight of the poor, who are
really not in a position to pay for services received. The organizatÍon that provides for greater iob satisfactíon, by allowing greater
participation or by other means, will facilitate the development of
nonnatÍve and utilitarian compliance patterns. This will allow the
organization to use resources otherwise needed for the generation of
coercive compìiance, or of something c'lose to it, for actual service
which, according

del

ivery.

Convergences

d wi th few absol utes.
Christíanity, the nomínaì'ly dominant re'ligion in the l,lestern worìd,
rests on faith. Science, incì udíng both physics and the social
sciences, ís built on probability theory. Man is less than rational
because it is impossible to consider all the ramifications of his
actions; not even all possibìe courses of action can be adequately considered in many cases. Artificial means must be employed to narrow the
l^le have seen

nunbers

That

ís

of

that þre I ive in a

optÍons and

why there are

worl

their impìications to within manageable limits.

organizations.

It is on'ly by using organizations

that any given portion of the world can be made predictable
enterprise can dea'l with

it.

enough

so

that

human

laid

so that two key questions, "What type of organization do ve want?"

and "How can

it

be

Enough groundwork has now been

efficient?" can now be addressed quite succinctìy.

i)*

I37

in the early tTth century, was one of the first
thinkers in modern times to address himsel f to the first

Thomas Hobbes,

Western

question.

He

reiected the rule

of kings on the basís of divine ríght,

a doctrine of contract (Sib'l ey, Ðp. cit., p.
345). The question of effíciency would not be formally addressed for
proposing Ínstead

almost two centuries.

built his theorÍes of organization on the basis of the
success of the armies of Cromwel I and of some of Cromwel I 's
contemporaries in turope. Prior to that time, it had been the practice
for opposing sides to maintain welì organized formations until right
after the first charge of a battle. Everyone wou'ld then rush around
Max Weber

trying to capture important people
when

who

could be held for ransom, which,

paid, went to enrÍch personaì coffers, not those of the army.

The

et al was that instead of trying
to capture ransomable peopìe, they found it more efficient iust to kiìl
them (Gerth and Mills, ì946, pp. 256-257\. All that was required to
impìement this innovative practice was a higher degree of discipìine;
i t made the outcome of the batt'l e, and the way i n whi ch i t v¡oul d be
fought, more predictable. Weber was impressed by thÍs, and it became
the foundation for his concept of bureaucracy. Weber liked his new
theory of bureaucracy because it ernphasized the rnachÍne-like quaìities
of human activity, as well as providing enhanced predictabi'lity, ôt
ìeast as viewed from the top. Thus, in Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft he
Ìnnovation developed by Cronwell

wrote:

to show that mÍlitary dÍscifor the modern capitalist, factory
in the factory i s founded upon a
l,lith the heìp of appropriate methods

No special proof is necessary

pline is the ideal

model

organizational díscipl íne
completely ratíonal basis.
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the optimum profítabílíty of the individual worker
caiculated like that of any materia'l means of production. 0n
the basis of this calculation, the American system of 'scientific
management' enj oys the greatest tri umphs i n the rational
conditioning and traíning of work performances. The final
consequences are drawn from the mechanization and discipline of
the pìant, and the psycho-physical apparatus of man is compìeteìy
adj usted to the demands of t,he outer wori d, the too'l s, the
machines--in short, to an índívidual 'function.' The individual
is shorn of his natural rhythm as determined by the structure of
his organism; his psycho-physicaì appanatus is atuned to a new

of

is

measurement,

rhythm through a methodical speciaì ization of separateìy
ng muscl es , and an opti maì economy of forces i s

func tí oni

establÍshed corresponding to the conditions of work. This whole
process of rational ization, in the factony as el sewhere, and
especially in the bureaucratic state machine, paral .l el s the
centralization of the materÍal implements of organization in the
discretionary pot+er of the overlord.
The ever-wídening grasp of discipline irresistibly proceeds
with the rationalization of the supply of economic and political
demands. This universal phenomenon increasing'ly restricts the
importance of charisma and of indÍvídually differentiated conduct.

(Gerth and Mills, pp. 261-26?)

After reading a fair
personal and pr^ofessionaì

amount about

life of

the peaks and vaìieys of

Max Weber,

the

the writer was unabìe to

find any reference to his ever having worked at anything other

than

teaching and academic research. l,lhile both can be very arduous, they

both entailed,

in'late l9th

and early 20th century Germany,

a fair

of individual autonomy, especially for a person of independent
means. It might be for this reason that Weber did not become concerned
wi th the Ímpl ications hi s r,rork on bureaucracy might have for those
amount

people near the bottom

of the hierarchy, or

develop an appreciation for

of information such people wou'ld come to acquire about the
workings of their organization.
To thi s day, the watchword in
organizations even loosely based on a bureaucratic model has been
control. It is not by accídent that insubordination will get a person
the kinds

fired

much

more quickìy than incompetence; insubordination has far
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greater

impì

ications for predictabit ity.

l,leber's work, both by itseì

f

and as

it

has been adapted by various

organizatíons, íncluding social service organizations,

is not particu-

larìy well suited to creating the kínd of conditions

which are con-

staff. it negates the
of man upon r,¡hich our society i s based. Another probl em

ducive to meeting the needs of either clients or

model

traditional bureaucratic model, or a varíation
of ít, in a socÍal organization, is that ít, doesn't work particuìarly
associated with using a

a mai n subi ect of the preceding chapter.5
If vre return to the etymological distinction between work and
labour, socia'l work can be found sitting firmly on each side. in
English, it is "socia'l work," while in French, it ís nËrævail du
socfal e. " In Engl i sh , we cal I oursel ves workers; i n French,
labourers. The cleavage is apparent in more than iust the title.
Socia'l workers are equipped in school for activities such as helping
we'll .

Thi

s

r.ras

their long term patterns of functioning: providing individuaì counselling, engaging in family therapy, or particípating in the
alteration of some aspect of society. All of these have certain connotations of work. When they get Ínto the fieìd, they become crisis
people change

workers who are fortunate

if

they can keep one step ahead. They

become

a structure that is predictably
ìethargíc. They become social pìanners for governments that are more
administrators who are co-opted into

5 See, especially, Blau's work, and the observations of Canovan,
Hage and Aí ken , and Zand .
Etzi oni ' s wri ti ng on dual compl i ance
structures and Caplow's elaborate treatment of organizational stabiìity
were both Ínspired by the persistent probìems faced by bureaucratic
organÍzatíons. In addition, Blau, Heydebrand, and Stauffer found many
probl ems created by usÍng a "central ized authority structure" to
administer the deìivery of professional services ('lSOO, p. 184).

¡:ii.,:i¡::i:i:::1t
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often than not on the cutting edge of creep'ing conservatism, which
usually cuts back. l,Jorkers don't "burn out." Labourers do. So do
social workers.

it is proposed that many of the concepts deveìoped in thÍs thesis
would, íf used as guiding principìes of a socíal service organization,
contribute to an organizatíon which would be capable of meeting the
of clients and staff to a higher degree than do traditional
organizations, and al so of doing so more efficiently. It will
human needs

obviously not be possib'le to concentrate onìy on the "work" aspects of

the profession. To voluntarÍ1y accept only the "labour" aspects would
be to deny the príncipìes and values

of social work.
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CHAPTER STVTN

An

Alternative

Agency Design

ication of the use of the concept "organizational
citizenship" Ís that this last chapter could better be written by those
One

peopl

e

impl

working

in specific agencies.

beneficial certain

changes might

e

No matter how desirabl

be, their unilateral development

certain risks: people wil'l ultimateìy want some independence,

or

poses

even

when

of a benign nature (Beer and DriscoìI,1977,
p. 403) . Remembering thi s wil ì facil itate the devel opment of an
appropriate penspective for^ the consideration of v¡hat follows. l,lhat
foìlows is a collectÍon 0f related ideas, based on concepts discussed
earlier. Some of them have already been tried, and have been found to
work well (l.Jeber and Poìm, 1974, p. Z?g).1 The rest would appear to
have valídity too. Anyone attempting to implement anything discussed
their

dependence has been

here would be wel'l advised

to

consider what modifications might

be

for any specific settíng. Each situation is unique, and v/nat
is to be sought'is not just participation, nor a certain type of
organizational structure. There must be "... congruence between the
necessary

structure

of an organization

and the sty'le

of

management" (Lawler,

I Some parts of the model agency proposed in this chapter are
borrowed from an articl e by Shi rl ey l^leber and Donal d Polm (who
collaborated in describing two county welfare agencies in the U.S.
which independently developed quite similar patterns of participatory
management and organizationaì structure). This is mentíoned at the
outset, in addítion to showíng that not everything in the chapter is
specuì ati on, to expl ai n that most references to Ì.leber in thi s chapter
will be to Shirìey, not Max.
I

i:..- . -. -r i

L42
1977

, p. 203 ) .
The discussion has

four sections; a bríef outline of the

proposed

structure, followed by a more detaÍled treatment of the activities,
i nter- rel ati onsh'i

ps and perogati ves

commentary from and about

is

a

tr^eatment

of

probl

of the di fferent parts ,

i ncl udi ng

the relevant 'literature. The third section

ems

,

and i s

fo'l I owed

by

concl udi

ng

remarks

.

will, of necessity, be some over^1ap. !^Ihile all of this is
discussed in terms of a private agency, much of it would app'ly, with

There

some

modificatíon, to a public one, too.

STRUCTURE

There wou'ld be units

in the pnoposed

agency,

but no supervisors.

Functions traditionally handled by supervisors would be carried out

it

would be

to

by

management

speciaìÍsts, whose duty

management

functions, such as arranging for the training of new staff

perform specific

or evaluating staff performance. Their actÍvities in
serve the whole agency, rather than a specific

unit.

each area would
They wou'ld work

with committees of staff people, rather than on their own. In a'large

for an intermediate, or second ievel of
management to coordinate the activities of the manageiïent specìalists.
There wou'ld be a director having overall authority in the day to day
agency, thene would be a need

of the organization, answerable to the board of directors. The
board woul d be consti tuted such that del egates from both a staff
council and a client council wou'ld be represented, as well as the
running

community
some

at ìarge

and funding

bodies. In

shot^t, while there would

be

differences, the overaìl structure would still be recognizable to

most socÍal workers. The guiding principìe wouìd be that decision
¡:

i
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ng

po$Jer necessary

for the performance of

vested

in or near those

peop'le responsible

makí

any specific duty

be

for the carrying out of that

duty.

HOl,l
Home

IT

HORKS

Units
Weber and Polm descnibe

the origins and some of the functions of

units without supervisors. The basic function they mention is that
horne units would provide a basís for work flov{ accountability (p.302).

of this function could be delegated to a
and it wou'ld not take vast amounts of professional

Once implemented, many aspects

clerk or a computer,

staff tìme.

The remaining administrative tasks within the home unit

for, Sây,
a three month period, which would coincide with quarterly staff council
would be hand'led on a rot¿iting basis, each person takíng them

meeti ng s .

a structural entity wíth primary
group characteri stics; i t woul d serve as the anchoring point and
provide the basÍs for a system of representatives to the staff council.
As in the Weber and Polm mode'l, front line social work staff would be
autonomous .
There woul d be no superv i si on. Competence vrou'l d be
assumed. Knowing when to consult would be a skÍll each worker would
al so be assumed to have (l,leber and Polffi, p. 301).
In addition to the above functions of home units they wouìd serve
as a forum for peer consultation and as discussion, planning, and
deci sion maki ng bodies for work rel ated matters such as choosi ng
de'legates to the staff council and to specialist committees. The
A

home

members

unit

would also províde

would receive delegates' reports and inform

their

deìegates

1':'ì'::;iit

ll.:r.l¡'r¡;:!.Ìá:tr
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about

their

own views on

in dismissal of employees

relevant issues. They would also have a role
(see section on hiring and firing).

The General i st Speci aÏ i st Questi

on

ist social rrnrker
doìng generic social work as a basic part of their modeì (p. 301).
They are descrÍbíng welfare offices. l,Ihile such a division of the
workload might work quite well ìn such an offÍce, it is the writer's
Weber and Polm propose

the adopt'ion of a

general

position that the generic socÍal work aspect of the

alteratÍon ín certain situations,

because

model might require

other types of agencies have

to deal in depth with a wider range of situations. In practice, a
property of the generaìist doing generic socia'l work model is that any
client walkíng in has an equal chance of being seen by any socíaì
worker, who would be free to use any recognized socÍal work methods (p.
301 )

.

s might prove unduly 'l imiting in some sÍtuations. For
if it were decíded that there would be merit in starting to

Thi

example,

or abusive parents,
such a group could not be arranged without aìtering at least one of
these assumptions. Similarìy, any given social worker in an agency
províding services to cl ients wi th various medical probl ems coul d
hardly be expected to provide the same quality of service to aìl as

work wíth a selected group

could be provided

if

of diabetic

some degree

is a large body of knowedge

paraplegícs

of specialization

were

dealing with the question

medical conditions affect people and

present.

of

how

There

different

their families with which no one

i45

to maintain familiarity. Specialization

and

to the degree of specia'lízation shoui d

be

person could be expected

questions re'lating

acknowledged as an issue

in

management, a'lthough

apart from questions relating to participation

the two are related.

ization is a subiect that has received much
attention, and ít ís not possible to do iustice to it here. A few
comments are in order neverthel ess. Hanl an offers a short but
ínsightful history of the development of socÍal service agencies and
the roles of socÍal workers in them whÍch touches on both the question
of specialízation and that of bureaucracy ('1971). His argument is that
Worker

specia.T

by the 1930s, bureaucratization had

the

pubt

ic

agencies, and

come

that as a

to social work, especiaìly in

resul

t

('l

)

supervisors

became

for exercising administrative control over social workers,
and (2) social workers were required to perform a variety of tasks in a
framework where criteria other than casework skiïl s were used to
determine the division of labour (pp. 195-196). The end result was a
dispì acement of goal s ( see Robert Merton, cited in chapter five) .
responsible

Serving people was replaced by serving the agency (Hanlan,

p.

197).

that a private entrepreneurial modeì for provísion
of socÍal services won't work, and cites exísting varieties of private
medical and legal services as proof. This means that social services
Hanlan argues

will

to continue to be provided by some sort of formal organizations (p.197). He suggests a dívision of labor on the basis of the
have

skills and interests of

each social worker

in reìation to

current

servíce needs rather than on the basis of history or preconceived ideas
about agency needs, with greater worker autonomy and tenured positions
once satÍsfactory performance has been demondtrated (pp.

198-199). He
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concl udes:

if commitment to clíentele is realìy the primary professional
concern, then one vúay of meeting that commitment is to make the
agencies and staffs more responsive to the needs of the client.
Unl ess socia'l workers are to forsake the present for some future
social work utopia, they will need to address themselves to some
of the mundane, day-to-day, agency-based features of services to
c'lients. This plan wiIì require increased knowledge and awareness
of the caseworker's professiona'l sel f as a source of organizational resi stance and a subtl e defender of the agency status quo as
well as awareness of oneself as an agent of psychologícal and
social change. Thus, casework beyond bureaucracy will require not
only debureaucratized agencies but also caseworkers who are beyond
becoming bureaucrats. (p. 199)
Even

wi

statement,

thout attempting to read too much Ínto such a short

it

seems

clear that Hanlan is making several

proposals.

for speciaïization, he is not suggestíng that specÍalties
should be so narrowly defined as to preclude the ability of each social
worker to work for socÍal change. Inasmuch as social change is seldom
accompl ished by indivfduaì socÍal workers, some sort of grouping
l,.lhile arguing

together would be requÍred. One such possÍble grouping (although not
necessarily the onìy one,) might be the agency, providing that social

ability to address themse'lves to some of the
everyday issues involved in running agencies. If it turns out that
adoption of Han'lan's set of propositions is also better for the social
workers, as this writer is arguing, it is an interesting, though not
workers can develop the

necessarily surprising, convergence.

Management Special i sts

Individual staff persons would work with the relevant

staff, or management specialists, in handling
ìoad questíons and in resolving day to day problems.

management

first line

normal work-

,l:- '
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There would be severaj

different

management

specíalist functions.

Their services would be given on an agency-wíde basis.

In a'large
agency, each management specialist could assume one task area. In
smajler agencies, each management specialist míght be responsib'le for
several areas. Heber and Polm líst four such areas:

. ûperation specia'lÍsts are assigned the responsibil ity for
work assignments, work flow, and work load management
2. ProEram specialists are assígned responsibility for program
and methods consultation and for program revÍew of services in a
cluster of program areas, The primary purpose is to measure the
qual ity of services provided throughout the deparbrent
3. Staff perfonnance specíal i sts are assi gned the responsibility for evaluating performance of individual v¡orkers. Input to
the evaluatíon comes from case perfonnance reviews, operations,
and program reviews. This method of collecting information about
a worker's performance throughout the year from a number of
sources provides a much broader factual and obiective evaiuation
than was formerly possibìe
4. Tra{ning special ists are assigned the responsibíl ity fof
training new workers and for staff development programs (p. 303)
'l

To these,

this writer

would add:

4a. An extra dÍmension to the job of the training specia'lists,
t.hat of Personnel specialist. Thïs person would be responsible
for coordinatíng service needs with requests for transfers, and
would, with his commíttee (which will be dealt with shortìy), do
preìíminary screening of new applícants for ernployment, forwarding
a short list to the home unit for a final decisÍon
5. Conrmunity relations specialists. t.lhile this function could
be subsumed ín another first ìevel management position in a small
agency, ít is worthy of separate attention in any case. Any
socíal service organization will need to be able to relate effectívely to the pubìic, on a number of levels. This is an area of
expertise most socíal i^orkers do not have to deal with very often,
but when a case hits the newspapers there is a fairìy immediate
need for a high level of expertise. 0n a more pìanned basis,
there is a need for ongoing public education which is often
neglected except when a crisis has occurred and it, is already too
late. Having a specialist to provide supports and consultation to
workers engaged in this area, as opposed to having a person higher
in the admínistration to handle all requests for information from
the press would be an effective way of dealing appropriateìy with
requests for publicity without the danger of someone near the top
of the administration feel ing compel ì ed to make unreal i stic
promises as the result of much pressure from the media and not
enough Ínformation.
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s person wou'ld a1 so have contact wi th other agencies to minimize gaps between their programs, and to avoid needless dupìication of services.
6. Support staff specia'lists. These peopìe would probably not
be social workens, but wouid be knowledgeable about socíal work,
and wouid be able to iudge the effects of proposed service changes
on the ability of c'lerical and accounting staff to meet the
requirements of their iobs. Most support staff do have thoughts
Thi

about such matters, and
resource

I ntenmedi

ate

consti

tute an often

overl ooked

Management

In ìarge

agencies

it

may be'necessary

to

have management co-

ordinators as the next level above management speciaìists,

things from getting confused.

If there vlere six

to

keep

management special-

ists, for examp'le, three of them, the community relations, support
staff, and training speciaì ists, would work with a coordinator of
supplemental inputs, whÍle the other three, operations, program,

and

staff performance specialísts, would work with a coordinator of service
de'livery. Such individuals would also be in a good position to assist
with the preparation and submission of budgets. In sma'ller agencies,
these positions wou'ld not be required. Where they exist, the
incumbents would be responsible to the director.
D

i rector

The dírector would be

primarily an employee of and responsible

to

the board. The di rector woul d work i n conj uncti on wi th the
coordinators, if any, and with the management specialists, to deveìop
to assist in budget preparations. The
director would also represent the agency in the community when it is
and impìement new programs, and

necessary

that a sing'le indivídual be given that

responsibi'l

ity.

The
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dírector, in conjunct'ion with the management special ists' commit.tees
and the management group, woul d assi st in the devel opment and
ímplementation

of

new programs, and

in the modification of

exísting

ones.

so be abl e to meet wi th the di rector
periodically. Such meetings, in addition to being a useful vehicle for
solvíng probìens, would serve to inform'line staff of problems being
encountered by the agency in its environment as well as to infonn the
Home uní

ts

woul

director of specific

d

al

problems being encountered by

staff.

In general, the director's role wouÌd be more that of
person, coordinator, and concilíator than that of primary

resource

decision

maker. The director's job would be to help the organization function

all decisions, which then have to
passed on by some people and carried out by still others.
smoothly, rather than

There would have

closure

to

make

be

to be some provision for a procedure analagous to

if a deadlock was reached, but such a procedure would have to

be used sparingly.
The

director would also participate in dismissal procedures.

d

The

a sÍx year term of office, which woul d be
non-renewab'l e.
There would be provision for prior removal under
incumbent

wou'l

have

certain circumstances (see section on hiring and firÍng).

Management Speci al i

The work

of

meet

Commi

ttee

each management specia'l i st wou'ld be augmented by

srnall committee of

of, in large

st' s

line staff

peopìe, perhaps one from each home unit,

agencies, one from every second

unit.

These groups would

with the management specÍalists to work on current prob'lems.
¡.

a

The

1l:tr:
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ísts woul d have the tÍme to compi'l e neports refì ecti ng the
deÏiberations of their committees in those cases where material is to
be fonwarded to higher management for devel opment of agency-vride
special

policies, but there v¡ouTd not be a requirement that other than basic
poìícies by agency-wide. Partícu'larly in an agency where several

different services are provided, or widely varying groups of cjients
are served, each unit would be charged with deveioping its own best
ways

of providing services.
Provision for

er

management

specialists'

committees would provide for

"direct participation" (M7 , p. IZl'.
Direct participation wilì be addressed more ful'ly ín the third section
( on prob'ì ems) , as part of the sol uti on to a moral e prob'l em identi fí ed
what

Dachl

by Weber and

and ï,lil pert term

Poìm.

Management Group

The

director, coordinators (if any),

management

specialists,

one representative from each home unit wor¡ld constÍtute the

and

management

to discuss, plan, and propose
to it for consideration. Issues the

group, which would meet, perhaps week'ly,

for problems submitted
reso] ution of which promise to require changes in procedures or
poìicies would be discussed in meetings to whÍch representatives of
those most dÍrectly affected have been ínvited. These representatives
to a management group meeting or series of meetings wouìd be sought
from the staff council and cl ient council , who woul d have voti ng
solutions

rights,

and from

staff at'large and representatíves

agencies, who could make presentatÍons but not

strength

of staff and client council

from other affected

vote.

The

total

voting

repnesentatives would be

one

,'-..1,-"...
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third the total number of the management goup, divided equaìly between
them: if the management group consisted of twelve people, the staff
council would be able to send two voting nepresentatives, and so would

the

cl

ient

council

.

Thi

s

wou'l

d have the effect of

significant input without hamstringing the
Staff

management group.

Council

To a

maximum of

thirty, ât which poínt a different

representationa'l scheme wouïd have

staff

providing

would be elected

to be devised,20 per cent of line

to a staff councíl;

some

as officers, the rest

as members. The staff council would establish committees and conduct

quarterly meetÍngs of

all staff.

be on a scheduled but time

the

schedul

emergency

Council and committee meetings would

limited basis;

if

e woul d be rev'ised rather than

more meetíngs were needed,
havi

ng numerous or

meetings. The staff council would also

endl ess

send delegates

to

the

of directors, who would have all the priviieges and responsibilities of any other board member. Delegates would not be members of

board

the staff council executive, and would be chosen from the ranks of all

staff as well as social work and other professional employees.
As representatives of the staff council at board meetings, deìegates
support

rvould be able

to address themselves to

any issue related

to

agency

- ----_-l:i::!|tíi"i

Is2

functioning.2 The staff council would be able to affi'liate with or

if they found ít expedíent to do so. This might
be particuiarly vital if certain managernent personnel were trying to
become

a Ïabour union

prevent

Cl

ient

or subvert a particípatory relationship.

Council

The

the

c'líent councíl would be composed of any current clientele of

agency choosing

to participate.

They would meet

regularly,

send

to the board of directors as full voting member^s, and have an
input into the mangement group. The onìy requirement would be that
the members be current cìients, as cìÍents have a unique perspective
deìegates

that

changes when they become

forner clients.

Clìent input would be useful to the agency for tvro reasons.
Client views on the quality of services "...broadens the range of
indexes

that attempt to identify

'agency effectivenessr

"

(Giordano,

p. 35). Cl ients are uniquely aware of their ov^rn behavioral or
atti tudinal changes ( i f any) resul tíng from invol vement wi th the
agency. Secondly, clients do not have as great a stake in presenting
the agency in a favorable light (Ibid.).
1977,

2

The Report

Deqqcrlacy deal

of the

Commi

ttee of

i nqui

ry on

I ndustri al

s

õiFec[ors of private corporations, and recommends the institution of
such a practice ( Bul I ock, 1977 ).
Thi s i ssue is somewhat more
comp'l icated than boards of social service agencies because of secret
negotiations between corporations over joint ventures, takeovers, and
other deaìings whÍch could adversely affect the stockmarket situation
of a company if informatíon leaked out prematurely. For a treatment of
the pros and cons of thi s question in Briti sh industry, see the
majority report, chapter 3 (1977, p. 2L ff), and the accompanying
minority report. For a treatment of the same question in the context
of German Co-Determination, see the selections by the West German Trade

UnionFederationandbyHe]mutSchauerinWorkers.ffi
pp. 194-224\.
W,

i:tiï;it:r'i:

1s3

0'Donnel'l and Chilman point out that there are benefits

for

participants and the recipients of services as well.

the

Such

participation is helpful in:

1.

Reducíng

the

fee'l

ínstítutions that purport to

Z.

ing of being "...al ienated from

the

senve them"3

Providing "...poor peop'le with an opportunity to fnfluence the

decisíons affecting them"

3.

Improving "...communication between low income persons

other persons

and

in the community"

Providing participants with "...4n opportunity for
socia'lization into the ways of the community at large" (1969, p. Z)

4.

Gior

dano

is

concerned

onìy with the

impl

ications of

cl

ient

of social servÍce agencies. Not surprisingly, she finds
problems with client partícÍpation in thÍs actÍvity. The foremost
problem is client powerlessness in relation to the agency which results
in different questions being asked of clíents than would be the case if
cl íents v,,ere ínvolved in he'lping to write the questionnaire (pp.
35-36). Giordano's second probì em is that in agency originated
studies, a response is sought for items which may be meaningful to the
agency but not particulariy relevant to clienteie (p. 36). This writer
evaluation

would suggest

that participation could be expected to provide a focus

client concerns, as well as some influence, and would, if perceived
in that I ight, bê a val uabl e addition to the functioning of the

on

agency.

3 Rlthough the term "alientated" is not defined, the context in
which it is used suggests a meaning of "separated".
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As with any proposed soìution, however,

it

ne!{ pnoblems. 0'Donnell and Chilman suggest

brings with

it

certain

that these incìude,

in

ients' feel ings of being uncomfortable in a strange
setting, feelings of being unable to win acceptance for their ideas
some

cases,

c'l

of not being as articulate as other members, poorer ctothiflg, ô
fear of being mani pu] ated, and a fear of not bei ng abl e to deal

because

with compìex issues (pp. 5-6). Additional probìems vCIuld
be encountered in an agency providing services for the mental ly
competentìy

retarded.

From any perspective, there

will also be problems with

recruiünent, and how to handle tendencies towards formal and informal

co-optation

(p. 6).

Richards and Goudy distÍnguish between client

partícipation and citizen particípatíon, and assert that notwithstanding the above problems, the former occurs more frequently than the

latter, but that neither has become very common (1977, pp.67-68).
There is room for some optimism, however. Most of the problems
mentioned above woul d be particul arìy pronounced when one or two
"token" members are being considered. By havÍng a council composed
soleìy of clients, ô lot of the feeìings of inadequacy in relation to
other groups would not occur. Discussing matters in the client council
first, and sending Ínformed delegates to the board or management group
meetings would alleviate some of the fears of being inarticulate and of
being manipuì ated.

if initially there are wiìl íng (though perhaps anxious)
client participants, it should be possible to create an environment,
the cl ient council , which wil I make participation psychol ogicaì ìy
rewarding enough so that peopìe will contÍnue ìong enough to acquire
skill in the tasks ínvolved and, with that;skill, a degree of self
Thus,

:
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it is true that some of the questions to be addressed
wiìl be compìicated, there are areas in which clients would have some
expertíse, such as being able to judge the potentiaì effects of
certain forms of service de'l ivery on seì f image, or whether or not or
to what extent addition or withdrawal of a servíce might change the
assurance. l,lhíle

potentia'l for improvement in client functioning.
A second reason

Block voting

of

c'I

for

optimism also stems from the numbers proposed.

íent council

representatives

at the board of

directors level would be possÍbìe, and would allow for peer reinforce-

in

cite instances where
this has occurred, with benefíciaì results (p. 6). Such participation

ment

board meetings. 0'Donneìl and Chilman

has the potentía1 Ëo be

disruptive.

Campbeìl observes, however, that

ients are not I ikely to be antagoni stic ".. .unl ess those who
traditional ly hol d power in the target system attempt to co-opt,
subvert, or disregard participation initiatives" (1S80, p. 155).
There is al so a theoretícal argument in favor of cl ient

cl

involvement

in socíal service agencies. It

stems from the concept of

cit., p. 223).
"BureaucratizatÍon" is the state of affairs resuì ting from a
"debureaucratization" mentioned by Blau and Scott (op.

preoccupation wíth administratíve requirements and problems,

of the "dispìacement of goaìs"

phenomenon discussed

ín

a variety

chapter^

five.

cite a number of studies, íncludíng one in a social
service agency, which suggest that the dependence of staff on clients
has a debureaucratizing effect; that staff in such situations consider
more carefully the needs of each indívidual cl ient rather than
Blau and Scott

uniform'ly appìying predetermined administrative

i::

criteria. Blau and
l',r,"

..:

;:-t

:- :

:
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Scott mention the difference in degree of bureaucratic behavior

between

in the same county
agency, and cite the gr^eater consíderation the jatter gave their
clients, who were foster parents, compared to the treatment given
welfare recipients, as a demonstration of their claim. They mention
that thi s i s just one study, and caution against unquestionÍng
acceptance of it as proof of the applicability of the princip'le and its
workings in social service agencies (pp. ?32-?33). In addition, this
writer woul d dispute the assertion that foster parents are truly
public welfare workers and child welfare workers

clíents of the agency. They are actual'ly col'laterals.

socíal senvice agencies, perhaps the onìy valíd

tr^lith respect to

comment

is that the

that debureaucratization occurs in agencies when there is
staff dependence on clients would appear to have externa'l vaìídity; it
would seem to apply. It cannot be regarded as proven.
Fi nal y, two remarks are i n order .
Moti vati on , i ncl udi ng
motÍvation for participation, is learned (Mulder, op. cit., p.35).
Some initial efforts to find and keep client representatives will need
to be made before the psychological rewards can occur: people, like
hypothesis

1

priming. 0'Donnell and Chilman suggest that two
years of participation wilì produce knowledgeable, confident, and
pumps, sometimes need

influential participants (p. 6). Utilization of a separate cìient
council would have the potential to reduce that time considerably.
Thus in Yugosìavia, where participation is a way of life, it "...offers

an important means of protecting the interests of citizens and
guaranteeing their ínvolvement. Social poìicy experts in Yugos'lavia
bel íeve that it i s thi s invol vement that protects the fabric of
socíety" (Perlmutter, 1974, pp. 230-231). Secondly, imp'lementation of
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of cTient participation may take more time than it would to
establ i sh some of the other proposaì s i n thi s chapter. It woul d
nst, be required that client participat'ion begin at the same time or
develop at the same rate as other aspects of the proposed system, and
any sort

need

not delay

Board

its

impìementation.

of Directors

of 28. The following four groups
would each contribute twenty-five per cent of the total number:
The board would have a maximum

1. Cl ient council
?. Staff council
3. Community at large
4. Funding bodies and, (where they exíst), local social

p'lanning

organ i zati ons

a system of allocation is a bit complicated, but it would
address several concerns. Members of the fi rst two groups rvoul d
contribute to a structure capabìe of providing participatory management. Members of the commuity at large; lay peopìe, particularìy
prominant cÍtizens and their spouses, have traditional'ly served as a
Such

mainstay
and

of

their

many

boards, and some have a real concern for such agencies

prob'lems, as we'll as experti se

in certain areas.

Incl uding

of a social pìanning organization would address a problem
mentioned by Adams et al; the fragmentation of community services
and the lack of coordination between them (1971, p. 2421. Such a
pìanníng organization would itsel f have significant proportions of

mernbers

people knowìedgeable about agencies and

clients,

and would,be able to

offer advíce, knowì edge, and reason to other board members.

;

The

i-..-.t-:..1
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inclusíon

of representatives of

funding bodies would provide financial

accountability. In addition to providing the funding bodies wíth a
voice in deciding how money is to be allocated, the process r+ould be of

to those same representatives and therefore of
incidental benefit to the agency when they take back to their own
organizations not only new information on how the agency is efficientìy
using its money, but also a better perspective on the functÍoning of
educational val ue

social service agencies as stop gap measures, and the necessity of
coming

to grips with more basic problems, like poverty and racism.

timately, the val ue of having a board composed of several
groups, each with some ínternal diversity, is that nurnerous viewpoints
would be aíred, most of which r,',oul d have a least some merítorious
Ul

aspects. It would be difficult for

such

a board to divíde into

deadlocked camps, thereby increasing the odds

two

that any given issue will

its merits. Terns of office would be for three yeans,
renewabje once. One thìrd of the members in each of the four groups
be decided on

tÍsted
maj

ori

above would be

elected each

year.

Decisions would be by simple

ty.

es of staff are bei ng
decíded, staff council representatives would participate until the time
of voting, but would have to leave the room when voting began.
l,lhen questi ons rel ati

ng to

sal

ary

scal

HIRING AND FIRING4

Line Staff

Line staff vacancies would be

filled in a two stage process' The

4 The contents of this section could have been provided in each
of the sections rdeal ing with indivídual e;npìoyees, It was decided to
put it into a separate section to facílitate comparisons.
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personnel specialist would conduct screening interviews and construct

a

list of candidates. This would be forwarded to the home unit
seeking to fitì a vacancy. The home unit or its designated
representatives would conduct a series of second interviews, after
which the final seJectÍon would be made by the home unit. Although
such a process would not automatically eliminate all nepotism, it v¡ould
put added emphasis on the principìe of hiring on the basis of merit.
short

People working together

if

in a home unit would be faced with extra

work

a new employee were not capable, and this lvould be the only required

incentive.

$nce basic competence has been demonstrated, an employee

would enter

a category offering a certain

amount

of stability.

not the equivaìent of tenure, it would nevertheless prevent
capricious dismissal (Hanlan, op. cit., p. 199).

blhile

sudden,

of a person granted such security couìd still occur, if
fai'led to meet the existing standards of service delivery.

DÍsmissal

the employee
Notice

to

of the deficiency would first

remedy

have

the problem cou'ld be made.

to be given, so that

Home

attempts

units, being most directìy

affected, but a'lso knowing the employee better than other people in the
agency, would have

to

decide whether

The decision would be made

or not to

dísmiss an employee.

by secret baììot, with a simpìe maiority

vote beÍng required.

Management Special i sts

Perhaps the best way

of initia'lly staffing

these positions

in

an

a transition from a more traditional structure would be
to pl ace former supervi sors i nto them. After that, management

agency making

)t,,r.t
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line staff for three year terms.5
There would be a maximum of two terms in any one position. A managespecÍalists wouJd be elected by

ment

specialist would be able to

it

move from one

speciajist position to

that they would ajso periodically
take positions as line staff, as weì.l. There would be some provision
in the pay structure so that there would not be wild fluctuations in
pay as the result of such moves; perhaps a system along the lines
another, and

would be expected

suggested by Tracy, which would be based on how weìl

a person

is

doing

well the iob could be done (Tracy, 1972, p.7Ll,.
People would then be more inclined to take the job because they find it
interesting and thínk they can do it well rather than because they

in relatÍon to

cannot

how

afford to turn

it

down.

There would be provision
term

of the

incumbent, has

for recall anytime after one half the

expired. A statement of intent would

have to

be given, setting out specific reasons why recall was being consÍdered

to correct those shortcomings would then have to
provÍded, except in instances where illegal acts, such as fraud,

be

violations of a fiduciary re'lationshíp

be

and an opportunity

have

occurred. Recall would

by secret ballot. Fifty per cent of those staff voting, pìus
would be requried

specific

or

one,

for a vote of dismissaì. Only'line staff "under" the

management special

ist in

quest'ion wou'ld

be

el

igíbìe

to

5

There rnay be val ue in sti puì ating that al I these posi tions
would be filled at the same time and that the djrector could veto up to
one

third of

them.

ii:::;.:
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vote.6

for the recaìl-free first half of the term is to
provide for situatíons where initially unpopuìar decisions will not
have immediate beneficial results, and to provide a "safe period" for
The provision

new incumbents who have

abilities.

Time

not had managerial experience to develop their

is a necessary factor Ín

involving illegaì activíties or violation
could resul

such

situations.

of a fiduciary

Instances

relationship

t in dismissa'l at any time.

Management Coordinators

Management

coordinators, where such positions are necessary, would

filled by a two stage process. The director wouid put together a
s'late, whìch would be voted on by staff. Vacant management coordinator
positions would be filled by those with the híghest number of votes.

be

of office would be for six years, and timed to start haìfway
throgh the three year tenure of the management specialists. A maximum

The terms

of two consecutive terms rvould be allowed.

After two yeans, either the director or any five staff
recommend

dismissal.

Reasons would have

could

to be given, and, except uñere

illegal or unethical behavior is involved, so would an opportunity to
rectify the shortcomings. Voting would be by secret ballot. All staff
could

vote.

The decÍsion would be made by

fifty per cent of

those

6 tt should be remembered that in most cases each management
special i st i s responsi bì e for a speci fi c functi on for the enti re
agency, so that ín all but the largest agencies, alì line staff woul d
participate in such baìlotìng. In agencies ìarge enough !o requi re two
or more staff performance speciaì ists, for exampl e, on'ly those I ine
staff working with that specialíst would

have a vote.

-:':,-.:,;¡

T6?

staff voting, plus one, with the provision that the director either
agree to dismissal or abstain. If the director chose to retain the
management coordinator in the face of a majority vote to dismiss, the
effect of the vote would be to prohibit a second term of office.
D

í rec

tor
The

director, by virtue of the directìon of accountability,

be hired by the

for six years, and
be provision for earlier recall

board. The term of office

would be non-renewable. There would

wou'ld

wou'ld be

after two years. Reasons would have to be given and, except where
i1ìegal or unethica'l behavior is invoìved, so would an opportunity to
necti fy the shortcomings. Recal I wou'l d be by a simp'l e maj ori ty of the
board of directors
Probl

ems

implementing an organízational structure
above would

not

mean

that

same problems agencíes

service, would stiìl

all

with functions as listed

probìems viould be

abolished.

Some

of

the

presently face, such as budgets and demands for

exíst.

There would also be new problems. This

last section is a treatment of

some

of the princfple

new problems which

can be forseen.

Tyranny
Thi

of the Group

s is

perhaps

the most dÍ ffi cul t

abstract, because ultimate'ly
any

Íts

probl em

manifestations

wilì

to treat i n

the

depend, more than

of the other problems, on the nature, circumstances and composition

of a specific work group.
;l ¡.
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As set out by Mu'lder, the problem

is that while in a traditional

organizationa'l framework an individual can circumvent, ignore,

re-ínterpret directíves that
may

come down fnom on

actÍvely coìlude with fellow

more

difficutt

when

it is

empìoyees

one's fellow

high, and ín

to do so,

oF

some cases

such subversion is

emp'loyees who have

participated

in the formulation of those polícíes. Staff then have something of a
stake with respect to the degree of adherence to them (Mulder, op.
cit., p. 36). In other words, this is the other side of the
combÍnation

of

to a solution

two previously mentioned factors; the greater commitment

which contains one's own suggestÍons

or

those

of

one's

total amount of power potentially present in
such a system (see chapter four). Ultimately, the question can only be
addressed in terms of the observation made by Lord Acton: "Power tends
to corrupt; absolute power corrupts absolutely." There is no guarantee
that tyranny of the group wílì not emerge, but it is possible to adjust
the odds a bit by emphasizing cross cutting interests and experiences
and arrangíng for the power to be spread around a bit. The difference
education makes in the quaì ity of participation has al ready been
discussed.T One of the reasons it has this effect is that it
provides for exposure to more interests and experiences. Sociaì
service agencies are composed of people who are, on the whole, well
educated. In addition, the educational process for social service
agency staff contaíns a specific component that deal s wÍth human
values. The need to treat aìl people like peop'le is strongly
peers, and the greater

7 S"e Michel's

education

comments,

in chapter fi ve.

in chapter two, and the comments

on

!):.Ìllt
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It can also be antícípated that Steiner's emphasïs

emphasízed.

on

explícit, and deveioping a consensLls on value
premises (see chapter four), wi'll facilitate an appropriate respect for

makíng value premises

the concerns of others as well as providing better resuìts.

Fal se PartÍcipatíon

False partícipation was defíned and discussed briefìy

in

chapter

four. A major theme in descriptions of social service organizations is
that of 1ímiting the amount or the kind of participation that is
acceptable. Thus, Hirsch and Shu'lman (1976), in an articìe enticingly
entit.Ied "Partícipatory Governance: A Model for Shared Decision
Making," deal with a definitíon, prerequÍsities, the role of knowledge
in decísÍon making, and the necessity for trust, aìl in the context of
a hospital socíal service organization. This is all revealed to be
useful,

when used

properly, as a foundation "...that enables staff to

accept with confidence the director's assessment that a specific matter

is not negotiable" (p. 441). True participatory governance would, in
the writer's mind, utilize the staff as well as the director in
deciding which issues should be negotiated, at what level in the
organizatìon, and which, if â0y, should be deÌegated to be the sole
responsibil ity of the director. It turns out that the authors are both
in

upper management positions

Grenier

IllinoÍs

(

1971 )

,

(p. aa3).

di scusses aspects

of staff devel opment of

the

Ín essentialìy a
self-contradictory manner, makíng it difficult to know exact'ly to what
extent he is commÍtted to participation. He states:
Department

of

. ..management

Corrections Juvenile Division

needs

to

guarantee each

empl

oyee

a voice in
¡:

il,l
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his activfties, to he'lp him become fuììy informed, to offer
experiences and education that foster personal and job
devel opment ín agreement wí th the organization's phiì osophy.
Then, the empioyee, as a responsible person, is able to move
in constructive ways. (p. 189)
There are sections devoted to open commun'icatÍon, íncl uding
recognÍt,ion of the fatlibíTity of those in power and how this probìem
can be handìed, and the value of staff partícipation (pp. 199-190).
This is interspersed with statements such as:
It is unrealistic to expect results from a training program
that promotes bel iefs and practices al ien to those of
management--no matter how desi rabl e other professionaì
workers consider such bel iefs and practices.
Sta ff
devel opment properly has no identi fy except that of the
organization's management; it is a suppìenent or extension
of management and exists only to support the objectives of
the administrators. (p.

One

188)

is reminded of Henry Ford's

dictum to the effect that his empìoyees

on the assembly ìine could paint Model T cars any color they wanted

long as

it

as

was b'lack.

Management

by Objectives, an increasingìy popuìar form of

in social service

manage-

is not the same as worker participation in management. Aìthough the two are not incompatib'le, Ít is not
appropriate to equate them, either. Raider enphasizes the dÍfferences
ment

repeatedly (1976,

agencies,

p. 525, and 1977, pp. 242-?43).

that any form of effective

Raider also asserts

in a social service agency must
ínvolve professional workers in decisíon making regarding their work
and encourages a general shift in decÍsion making to ìower ìevels
within the organization (1S26, p. 525\. A clear idea of the practical
differences between MBO and worker partícÍpation in management i s
provided in the account by Spano and Lund of some of the practical
difficul ties encountered when MBO r{,as installed in a hospital socia'l
management
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et al doubt that the methodoassociated with establishing that the introduction of

service unit (L976, pp. ?67-276). Tosi

logical issues
MOB

induces sígnÍficant changes have been resolved to the point where

a

definite conclusion can be made on the subiect ß976, pp. 276,799,
300 )

.8

It

would not seem possibìe

to

produce

a better criterion for

use

in distinguishing betv¿een genuíne and false participation than that of
control. The appearance of partícipation is not being proposed as
therapy for staff. Actual participation based on a sharing of power,
and observable in actual outcomes, is being proposed as a better way of

I This artícle is as useful as any the writer has examined in
providíng a practical demonstration that there is an anaì og of
Heisenberg's uncertainty principìe at work in the social sciences.
Tosi et al go to exceptional lengths to discuss the methodologicaì
weaknesses of various methods, incl udÍng their own, of measuring
changes and attributing causaìity. They make the reader acutely aware
of the inter-play between factors; how an increase in sensitivity or
rel Íabi1 ity in measurement in one area will contribute to a
corresponding decrease in another. In addition to comments that

expìicitly cover aspects of this phenomenon, on pp. 279, 280, and 287,
consider the following two excerpts:
Thus the analysis

of causality

based on cross-ìag correlations,

static correlations, and dynamic correlations suggests all
positive causal infJuences whene such influences are iustified,
while the ana'lysis of impact correlations suggests that all such
causal influences should be negative. But both analyses are based
on the same reasoning. The contradiction in the data suggests
that one cannot
(p. 283)

draw

valid causal inferences from either analysis.

Mathematícaììy, the effect of instabilíty on static, cross-'lagged,
dynamic, and impact correlations is indistinguishable from the
effect of error of measurement, and instability and measurernent
error, sum together in a single error term. Thus a model that
includes both and assumes no real change will make the same maior
predíctions as the model built on unreliability alone, so will
fail to fit our data for the same reasons. However, the existence

of sígníficant transient factors makes the coefficient of equivalence--reliability--useless for elíminating the effect of error by
correction for attenuation and the lÍke. (;pp. 288-289)
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runnjng a social servjce agency.

High 0verhead and Low Productivity
Perhaps the most

easily perceived problem that any particípatory

of findÍng enough time between
meetíngs to get the work done. Savas points out that Ín a social
system would encounter would

be that

just as in any other organization, the important output
measurement ìs the extent to which the job gets done, and that in
service agency,

thÍs should not be confused with the number or
kind of inputs that are utilized (1s76, p. 155).9 Effectiveness is

connection wÍth outputs,

the amount of work done compared to

there was to do,

and

effíciency can on'ly be calculated when inputs and effectiveness

are

how much work

known. Multipìe measures of effectiveness would have to be utilized in

a social service agency (p. 155).

a conscious effort to keep meetings
short. Thìs is not impossible. There exists a body of knowìedge on
how thí s can be done.10 It shoul d al so be remembered that not
everyone will be meeting to decÍde about everything. Most decisions
would be made by small groups of those most directly affected. It
could turn out that meetings, an input, could result in greater
effectíveness, in which case there would not be a'loss of efficiency
Staff would have to

make

o^
v Savas gives the examp'le of a city sanitation deparünent, which
has the objective of keeping the city clean. The department is more
ìikely to report on how many tons of garbage it coììected, an input,
wíthout reporting on how much was left behind (1976, p. 155).

10 The Manitoba Civil Service Development and Training branch,
for exampìe, offers workshops on the subject.
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even

if the amount of time spent on meetings was somewhat greater.
There are countervailing advantages which would be enioyed by

participative

management system

as

well.

a

There are numerous small

innovations which can only be perceived by those

line staff

engaged in

doing a specific job, whích could be more readily impiemented

in

such

to be spent reporting a
situation to a supervisor, who wot¡ld likely need to ask further

an agency. Not so

much

time would have

of clarification before giving a decision, which then has to
be communicated downward again. In conventional organizations, there
questions

in which numerous informal arrangements evolve despite the
resistance of management. That is why work-to-rule campaigns are
effective. If everyone a'lways worked exactly according t¡ the ru'les,
are areas

most organizations would have'long since ceased

to function.

in the preceding
paragraph is Ashby's principle of requisite variety, which states, "If
stabilÍty is to be attained, the variety of the controììing system must
be at least as great as the variety of the system it controls" (McEwan,
The cybernetic principle behind the statements

p. 186). Pyramidaì organizationaì structures inherently lack the
requì si te variety because they 'l ack enough channel s wi th which to
1971,

convey

information.

When such

an ínadequate control system attempts to

control an organization of greater variety, the result is that it
accumulates a vast amount of infor^mation which is essentially useless
because it cannot be put into a meaningful perspective (McEwan, p.

to an expìanation of why
princip'le of bounded rationality is true, and is also of use in

187). This
Simon's

is

one mechanísm which contributes

of Hoos, both mentioned in chapter four.
The greater abil ity of autonomous workers to respond quickly to

understanding the findings
l'

'l::'ãjâ::i
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changes i n

the environment woul d

al

so promote efficiency

and

in a home unit setting, where most decisions
are made withín the unit, the control'ling system is synomomous with the
effectíveness, because,

controlled system, and the

amount

of variety

wou'ld be

the

same

in each

case.

vanek, an economist

in this country,

of high repute,

though he

has developed the príncipìes

of

1977).

He has

not widely

known

an economic theory of

participatory management, or as he terms it,
economies (1970 and

is

of I abor managed

also published work whích expìains

a result of his efforts and that addresses
some of the socia'l impìications of them (1971). It is beyond the scope
of this paper to treat his theories, and beyond the knowledge of this
writer to judge his work.' Several interesting points remaÍn, however.
what he has dÍScovered as

vanek claíms

that

economies based

on his General Theory of

Labor-

are efficíent in absolute terms and more
efficient than other existing systems (1970, p. 403). He states that

Managed Market Economies

the Yugoslavian economy, whÍch has

some

of the

same

characteristics

as

p.39), had a better annua] real per capita
growth of income rate than any other country in the world except Japan
vanek's ideal type (1s71,

during the period 1952-1964, and better than any other second or thÍrd
world country:

I

per cent, as opposed to 8.6 per cent for Japan, and 2

I tr'
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for the United States (pp. 46-47).LI

percent

who dísagree

Perhaps

Even those economÍsts

wíth Vanek are unable to refute his work.12

the most useful

cl osi

comment wi th

respect

to

thi

s

fire. If, after a partícipatory
system has been implemented and stabÍjized, it is less effícient than a
conventíonal agency to operate, the funding bodies would request it to
revert to its former system and withdraw their funding if it failed to
comply. A legitimate comparison between a traditional agency and a
partícipatory one would have to Íncl ude human resource accounting
problem would be

to

suggest a

trial

ng
by

ín both organizations to take into account the lower costs
as a result of staff turnover and burnout that a participatory agency
wou'ld be expected to incur, and which woul d offset possibly sì ight'ly
procedur^es

greater day to day operating costs.

Morai e

It

could be expected that an agency Ín transition would have

some

morale problems. Denhardt, Blumberg, and Schuler were each cited in

chapter

xix in

rel

ation to their findings of better

participatory organizatÍons. Cole's report, cited

in

moral

e

in

chapter three,

that workers are most concerned with what is going on anound them would
impìy that there would be an increase

11

Vanek uses these

in

statistics to

morale

íf

workers would

do

the greater efficiency
blages and capital investments
show

inherent, in a self managed economy, where
are paid out of operating surpìus. If there were not enough surpìus to
maintain a high rate of capital investment, wages, even if initially
hígher, would quickìy stagnate. (1971, pp. 47-50) tt is not, being
suggested that in a partÍcípatory social service organization the rate
of wage íncreases should be higher than the rate for the rest of the
economy

12 Personal ¡'Communication wÍth Dr. Pauì Phiìt ips,
of Economics, Uníversity of Manítoba, November 1979.

Deparünent

l.:l:ai

L7T

something about

their concerns. It

would also be expected

that

home

units, by virtue of their primary group characterÍstics, would
encourage devel opment of more trusti ng rel ationshi ps, which are
posÍ tive'ly corre'l ated wi th moral e (Zand , L977, pp. 232-235) . Sherwi n
suggests that an important element when a decision

is made to leave the

"payroll turnover," is often a lack of
"position turnover," or the changing of jobs within the company, and
that keeping a person in one job for'long periods of time stifles

company, whích he designates

commitment
new

to the organizaion as rvell as retarding the development

skilIs.

He suggests

that accidenta'l "payroll turnover" is not

of

the

best way to create "position turnover"; that there should be provision

flexible job assignments, which would increase commitment to

for

more

the

company,

or moraìe O572, p. 43). Sherwin's proposed alternative

is that jobs be made to include a wider variety of challenges, that
there be temporary assignments, that people report to various people
for different aspects of theír iobs, and that temporary administrative
structures be established to deal with emerging pnoblems; they wouìd
dea'l with that specific problem and then dÍsband (pp. 44-46). That
something similar to. most of these ideas has already been proposed can
be taken as an indication that morale problens, and burnout,

wilì,

on

the whole, be reduced in a particípatory agency.
A Final Question
The

first part of this thesÍs dealt

have contríbuted
worl

d

predominantly

,::::.:...

with ideas that

to western thought about rnan, both in relation to

around hirn as

wel

I as i n

rel ati

on to other men.

Thi

s

the
\"Jas

followed by a consíderation of varíous aspects of organizational theory
¡.

,:t:,:

r.;.-_.;'
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and the relationship

of

to organizations. It

peopie

proposed al ternate structure

has ended with

a

for sociaJ service agencies that takes

into account the distinctíon between work and labour and allows for the
attainment of the same goals, but in such a way that more work ís
done by

front line staff, and less labour.

bìuntly. Vanek's theories on
participatory economies produce a convergence in the resulting social
The chal'lenge can be put more

institutions with what Pope John XXIII proposed in Mater et Magistra.

cites, specifically, paragraphs 23, 53, 75-77,82,84, 91, and 117
of that encyclical, whích deal with mutual problem soìving betvreen
workers and enrployers, subsidiarity (affirmation of the appropriateness
of the involvement of the larger^ community in matters that private
enterprise cannot deal with), workers' ovlnership of shares in their
firm, sharing of profits with workers, work structures which are
He

compatible with human dignity, and worker participation in mangement in
average sized and'large enterprises (Vanek,1970,

XXIII, 1961, pp.

p.6

and Pope John

418-442).

Traditional social service agencíes use western ideas of the
nature of man and the hígh vaìue of human life as a rationale for their
exístence, but do not follow the implications

structures.

They

of

those ideas

opt, instead, for a bureaucratic

in their

model derived from

an organizational innovation whích made urar more predictable and death

of the participants more likely. That same bureaucratic model has been
adopted and refÍned by the business community because it has made
certain other outcomes, such as enrichment of the owner, more probable.
Because of the different fundamental val ue systems between social
servÍce agencies and business organizatíon, (improving the quality of
I'

t73

life of

of same as opposed to enriching the owners),
there would not seem to be any type of organization that has fewer
obstacl es to overcome in order to make the transition from a
those

in

need

traditional bureaucratic

management

tíon by staff in decision making.

sty'le to one utiìizing participa-

The benefits

to be realized in

terms

of better staff morale and more effectíve provision of services would
appear to be worth the uncertainties associated with any t,ransitional
period. Is it not worth trying?

ÌÌ,i4:.:!.r;1
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